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Abstract

Spreadsheet applications are currently the most prevalent end user tool in organisations across the world. Surveys on spreadsheet use show spreadsheets are used as decision making tools in a range of organisations from credit liability assessment in the business world to patient cardiovascular-anaesthesia risk in the medical community.

However, there is strong evidence to suggest a significant proportion of spreadsheets contain errors that affect the validity of their operation and results. In addition most end users receive no relevant information systems training and consequently have no concept of creating reliable software. This can result in poorly designed untested spreadsheets that are potentially full of errors.

This thesis presents an alternative novel modelling technique to decision support spreadsheets. The novel technique uses attribute classifications (user defined examples) to create a model of a problem. This technique is coined “Example Driven Modelling” (EDM).

Through experimentation, the relative benefits and useful limits of EDM are explored and established. The practical application of EDM to real world spreadsheets demonstrates how EDM outperforms equivalent spreadsheet models in a medical decision making spreadsheet used to determine the anaesthesia risk of a patient undergoing cardiovascular surgery.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This section provides the background to the thesis stating the motivation and background to spreadsheet error. The research question, aim and objectives are defined, the broad research approach is defined and an outline of the thesis is provided.

1.2 Motivation

The motivation for this thesis was the realisation that spreadsheet errors are both prevalent and have significant impact. Further, since relatively little research has been conducted in spreadsheet errors, potentially there is greater opportunity for novel research.

In particular combining spreadsheets with some form of machine learning technique was of particular interest. Potentially machine learning techniques could be used to reduce some of the errors found in spreadsheets.
1.3 Background

End User Development (EUD) describes the activity of end users creating end user applications and information systems using end user software. End user software includes but is not limited to word processing software, spreadsheet software, database software and presentation software.

Of these ‘office’ type applications, the most prolific is spreadsheet software as noted by several authors (Davies 1987, Jenne 1996, Taylor et al. 1998 and Panko and Halverson 1997).

The most recent statistics are taken from the Spreadsheet Research Engineering Project (SERP) who recently surveyed end user development use. Figure 1.1 summarises the main findings regarding the use of end user tools. As can be seen spreadsheets are the most prolific with 99.3% of respondents indicating so.

![End user tool usage](image)

*Figure 1.1 End user tool usage (SERP, 2006)*

Spreadsheet error rates as summarised by Panko (2006) suggest that the proportion of erroneous spreadsheets is between 30 and 100%.
Considering the prolific use of spreadsheets and the error rates described by Panko, there is opportunity to conduct useful and productive research that may help alleviate some of the problems currently being experienced by the spreadsheet community.

1.4 Research question, aim and objectives

The research question, aim and objectives are outlined below

1.4.1 Research Question

Is it possible to create an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets?

1.4.2 Aim

To create and evaluate an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets

1.4.3 Objectives

1. Undertake a literature review of relevant topics within the field of spreadsheet error research
2. Based upon the literature review, consider an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets
3. Investigate, develop, test and evaluate the proposed novel approach

1.5 Research approach

The purpose of this section is to broadly outline the approach taken towards conducting the primary and secondary research.
The approach taken in this thesis is quantitative and uses the objective scientific method rather than qualitative and subjective immersive study.

Therefore the methods employed in this thesis are influenced by this research philosophy stance, experimentation is used extensively to deductively test the theoretical framework of this thesis.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 1 introduces the thesis, outlining the motivation, background, research question, aim and objectives in order to set the scene for the rest of the thesis.

Chapter 2 is a critical review of spreadsheet error, relevant human factors and spreadsheet engineering literature. The literature review emphasises the relationship between human factors and spreadsheet error and uses this relationship to highlight potential areas of novel research.

Chapter 3 introduces the theory of the novel approach and discusses the research design of an experiment which compares the relative advantages of the novel approach with traditional spreadsheet modelling. The results of the experiment are then discussed and tested for statistical significance.

Chapter 4 discusses how the theory of the novel approach, example-giving, could be implemented using an inductive learning approach. The chapter concludes that neural networks are a viable and promising means to implement example-giving. Further, a detailed configuration and design of the type of neural network is considered and standard design for experimentation is suggested.

Chapter 5 establishes some of the important parameters of example-giving when implemented with neural networks. The combination of example-giving and neural networks is termed Example Driven Modelling (EDM). The experimentation in this chapter deals with issues critical to the usefulness of EDM, these include: The number
of examples needed; The effect of complexity on performance; the sensitivity of the learning process (repeatability and consistency) and the effect of noise on performance.

Chapter 6 applies the novel approach, EDM, to ‘real-world’ spreadsheets to gauge the relative advantages that can be gained from using EDM. In this chapter medical spreadsheets are shown to be a potential area of application for EDM, an example medical spreadsheet is chosen and shown to be erroneous. The medical spreadsheet is then modelled using EDM, the results show that EDM offers significant advantage over the equivalent spreadsheet. Lastly the implications of the successful application of EDM are considered for other professions where similar spreadsheets exist.

Chapter 7 summarises the contributions, conclusions and areas for further work. The main contribution is defined and a summary of the most significant conclusions is presented. Finally some areas for further work are suggested that would further extend the research contained in this thesis.
2.0 Spreadsheet Error

2.1 Overview of the chapter

Section 1.4.3 objective 1 stated:

Undertake a literature review of relevant topics within the field of spreadsheet error research

Section 2.3 examines statistical studies on spreadsheet error and the error rates quoted from those studies. Section 2.4 reviews the error types and taxonomies quoted in spreadsheet error literature. Section 2.5 examines the relationship between human factors and spreadsheet error with reference to quantifiable and unquantifiable human factors. Section 2.6 investigates spreadsheet error reduction techniques. Section 2.7 explores the evidence suggesting that spreadsheets error is influenced by wider human – computer interaction issues. Section 2.8 highlights areas of novel research in light of the literature review and section 2.9 summarises the spreadsheet errors literature review.

2.2 Introduction to spreadsheet Error

A spreadsheet error could be an unintentional mistake or omission which causes part or all of a spreadsheet, or spreadsheet model, to become erroneous. The term
'spreadsheet model' and 'spreadsheet' are used interchangeably in this thesis and can defined as models of real world problems, business or otherwise, created using spreadsheet software.

Spreadsheet error is evident in at least 30% of all spreadsheet models (Panko, 1999). An example of the impact a spreadsheet error can have in industry is the loss of $24 Million by Trans Atlanta Corporation due to a copy and paste error when using a spreadsheet to bid for energy contracts in New York, USA (EuSpRIG, 2006). The loss experienced by the Trans Atlanta Corporation is one example of many where spreadsheet errors have caused significant financial loss in organisations.

### 2.3 Error statistics

Academic interest in spreadsheet error has increased, judging by the increase in academic papers published in journals and conferences concerning spreadsheet errors.

Spreadsheet error research has yielded statistical and case based studies on spreadsheet error. Statistics produced on spreadsheet errors report varying error rates and use different metrics.

The most commonly used metric is “Percentage of models with error” (Panko, 1998) which simply provides a percentage figure which describes the number of spreadsheet models with at least one error.

Another commonly used measure is “Cell Error Rate” (Panko, 1999). Cell Error rate only considers non text cells, i.e. those cells that contain formulae. The error rate is calculated by dividing the number of erroneous formula cells by the number correct formula cells.

Statistics are produced from either lab based experiments or auditing case studies using ‘live’ spreadsheets gathered from organisations. Lab based experiments are used to explore a particular theory or to prove a particular point whereas audit studies demonstrate error in practice.
Frequently in lab experiments, where there are multiple participants, the term ‘percentage of models with error’ is used as an overall measure of success or failure. This is calculated by taking the total number of spreadsheet models produced in the experiment and dividing by the number of erroneous spreadsheet models.

The first documented study of spreadsheet error was conducted by Brown and Gould for IBM in 1987 (Brown and Gould, 1987). This study took 9 experienced spreadsheet developers and examined their performance when asked to create a number of spreadsheets from scratch. They found that all participants made at least one error and in total 63% of the models produced were incorrect, as noted by Panko (1999).

Since this original paper, there have been many studies of spreadsheet error yielding varying error rates. Table 2.1 depicts some experimental studies with relevant error rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percentage of models with errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hicks and Panko</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javrin and Morrison</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panko and Halverson</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panko and Halverson</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javrin and Morrison</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Error rates in experimental studies (adapted from Panko, 2006)

Error rates contained in table 2.1 show that, in these experimental studies, nearly all spreadsheets contain error. Field audit studies of ‘live’ spreadsheets record similar error rates. Live spreadsheets are defined as spreadsheets that are in use by an organisation or professional. Table 2.2 contains error rates found in live spreadsheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percentage of models with error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hicks</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coopers &amp; Lybrand</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPMG</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukasic</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clermont, Hanin, &amp; Mittermeier</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Error rates in field audits (adapted from Panko, 2006)
Studies such as those contained in table 2.1 and 2.2 have increased awareness of spreadsheet error in some sections of the academic and business community. Naturally these studies on spreadsheet error have led researchers to attempt to classify error types observed in the studies.

Defining a taxonomy of spreadsheet error has been attempted by several authors (Panko and Halverson 1998, Rajalingham et al. 2000, Rajalingham 2005, Purser and Chadwick 2006). However, there is no consensus between the authors although they all loosely base their work on Panko and Halverson’s 1998 paper.

### 2.4 Spreadsheet errors types

Panko and Halverson (1998) split spreadsheet error into quantitative and qualitative types. Within the quantitative error type, Panko and Halverson (1998) discuss three areas of ‘known error’: Mechanical, Logical and Omission. No detailed explanation is given of the qualitative error type.

Panko and Halverson’s definitions of error types are heavily influenced by human error taxonomies such as Reason (1990) and Allwood (1984).

#### 2.4.1 Mechanical error

Mechanical error in spreadsheets, according to Panko and Halverson (1998)

> “Mechanical errors are simple mistakes, such as mistyping a number or pointing to the wrong cell”

From this definition, one can conclude that both mistyping and incorrect cell referencing are mechanical error. However, it is not clear if syntactical errors are mechanical errors or logic errors, i.e. mistyping the syntax of a command.
2.4.2 Logic error

Panko and Halverson (1998) define logic error as:

"Logic errors involve entering the wrong formula because of a mistake in reasoning"

Logic error is therefore based upon the domain knowledge of an individual and the implementation of that knowledge in a spreadsheet. Panko (2005) notes that logic errors are harder to detect and correct than mechanical errors.

2.4.3 Omission error

Panko and Halverson (1998) define omission error as "when something is left out" and comment that this type of error is the most dangerous and is the most difficult to detect, a point of view shared by Colver (2007).

Given the definition, omission error can account for anything that is left out of the spreadsheet. This may be the omission of a cell containing a figure in a sum calculation or it may be the omission of a constraint in a rule. This means that omission error has a very broad definition and potentially crosses over with other error types.

2.4.4 Taxonomies of spreadsheet error

Panko and Halverson’s (1998) definitions of error types give broad guidelines to define error types but lack detailed definitions. The authors present the work as an observation on common errors rather than an exhaustive taxonomy of spreadsheet errors.
Several researchers have built upon Panko and Halverson's (1998) error types to create taxonomies of spreadsheet error (Rajalingham et al. 2000, Rajalingham 2005, Purser and Chadwick 2006).

Rajalingham et al. (2000), see figure 2.1, provides a taxonomy of spreadsheet errors directly influenced by the error types in Panko and Halverson (1998). This detailed taxonomy further defines mechanical, logic and domain errors in a decision tree structure.

![Figure 2.1 A taxonomy of spreadsheet error Rajalingham (2000)](image)

Rajalingham (2005) extends Rajalingham et al. (2000) with a revised classification of spreadsheet error, see figure 2.1. The rationale for revising Rajalingham et al. (2000) was:

"...the derivation and the justification (of the last taxonomy) was not discussed in adequate detail"
However, Rajalingham (2005) discards the widely cited three error types, Mechanical Logic and Omission (Panko and Halverson 1998), and uses new terms such as Accidental and Reasoning and detailed specifications of errors.

![Diagram of a revised taxonomy of spreadsheet error](image)

**Figure 2.2** A revised taxonomy of spreadsheet error Rajalingham (2005)

This detailed specification answers some of questions arising from error types defined in Panko and Halverson (1998). However, this taxonomy is over prescribed and conflicts in error type identification arise in some rules. In particular, a crossover between 'structural' and 'data entry' errors exists, as Purser and Chadwick (2006) discuss:

"It could be argued that a potential data input error is actually caused by a structural error when the developer fails to create a robust structure (formula network) in the spreadsheet"
2.4.5 Conclusions on spreadsheet error literature

Examples of current spreadsheet error research comprises experiments, taxonomies of spreadsheet error, observations of spreadsheet error in practice, theories on spreadsheet error management, manual auditing and auditing software.

Experiments concerning spreadsheet error offer some quantification of the magnitude of spreadsheet error and impact that errors can have on organisations. Although error rates vary, it is clear from the evidence available that at least 30% of spreadsheets contain error.

Taxonomies of error (Rajalingham 2000 and Rajalingham 2005) provide a means to classify error. However, inconsistency in terms (Rajalingham, 2005), discrepancies in error classification (Rajalingham 2005) and prescriptive structures (Rajalingham et al. 2000, Rajalingham 2005) make these taxonomies problematic to apply. Judging by the number of citations to Panko and Halverson’s (1998) original paper, Panko and Halverson’s error types are apparently easier to apply.


Further, Panko (2006) argues that spreadsheet errors are complex and similar to human error. It has been suggested by Panko (2006) that human and spreadsheet errors are closely related. Moreover, Panko suggests that spreadsheet error rates are approximately the same as error rates found in other human activities such as spelling, typing or programming a computer.

Therefore considering the relevant human factor literature is important in understanding and mitigating spreadsheet errors. Consequently we consider the relevant human factors.
2.5 Relevant human factors

Human factors are synonymous with ergonomics and human error. Human Factors as defined by Ergoweb (2007):

“A term synonymous with ‘ergonomics’, [human factors] is the branch of this science that began in the US and focuses on cognitive performance of humans”

Human factor and specifically human error research is established in safety critical literature such as Nuclear Power (Swain and Guttman, 1983) and Aviation (Wiener and Nagel, 1988).

Further, it is well recognised that human factors have a relationship with error and misjudgements of professionals (Reason 1990, Reason 2005, Rasmussen 1974, Allwood 1984 and Norman 1980).

The impact on quality arising from human factors has emerged in non safety critical literature such as software engineering. One such example is the numerous detailed studies on errors per line of code (Akiyama 1971, Basili and Selby 1986, Bush 1990 Jones 1998).

Panko adapts themes from the study of human factors in software engineering and applies them to spreadsheets. (Panko and Halverson 1998, Panko 1999, Panko 2003, Panko 2007). Exploring human factors in spreadsheet development is also considered in Thorne and Ball (2005a) and human factors in end user development in Thorne and Ball (2005b).

Within spreadsheet literature, human factors divide into two distinct areas: Quantifiable human factors and Unquantifiable human factors. The next section discusses those topics already examined in spreadsheet literature and considers other relevant human factor research.
2.5.1 Quantifiable human factors

Quantifiable human factors are defined as measurable effects arising from human factors in spreadsheets. Examples include: Base Error Rate; Cognitive Load; Miller’s threshold as discussed below.

2.5.1.1 Base Error Rate

Base Error Rate (BER), which is also referred to as Basic Error Rate, is described by Panko (1999) as:

“A background error rate committed by humans in simple and repetitive tasks”

Evidence gathered by Panko (2005) presents BERs which vary depending on the task. For example a typical BER observed in spelling ranges from 0.5% to 2.4% (errors per word). See table 2.3 for some examples of error rates in simple tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chedru &amp; Geschwind (1972)</td>
<td>Grammatical errors per word</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baddeley &amp; Longman (1978)</td>
<td>Entering mail codes. Errors after correction. Per mail code.</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grudin (1983)</td>
<td>Error rate per keystroke for six expert typists. Told not to correct errors, although some did. Per keystroke.</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotopf (1980)</td>
<td>W sample (written exam). Per word</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing &amp; Baddeley (1980)</td>
<td>Grammatical errors in examination at Cambridge. Per word.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitton (1987)</td>
<td>Study of 170,016 errors in high-school essays, spelling errors. Per word.</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 BER in simple tasks (Adapted from Panko 2005)

Programming tasks yield a higher BER, evidence collected from studies of programming show a BER between 2% and 9%, see table 2.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akiyama [1971]</td>
<td>17,052 lines of assembler code. 6 modules average 2,842 lines.</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basili &amp; Selby [1986]</td>
<td>20 KLOC FORTRAN. Mixture of new and old code.</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fagan [1976]</td>
<td>Aetna Life and Casualty, 4,439 lines of non-comment code. Found during code inspection.</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graden &amp; Horsley [1986]</td>
<td>Major telecommunications project at ATT. 2.5 million LOC over 8 software releases.</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones [1986]</td>
<td>Five systems at AT&amp;T</td>
<td>5.0% - 9.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 BER in complex tasks (adapted from Panko 2005)

Several authors have suggested that producing spreadsheet models is akin to programming a computer (Rajalingham et al. 2000, Panko 2005). On that basis spreadsheet modellers more likely to commit a 5% BER in spreadsheet tasks, as Panko (2005) notes.

Comparing table 2.3 and 2.4, it appears that the more complex the task, i.e. programming is more complex than data input, the higher the associated BER.

However, research conducted by Takaki (2005) suggests that the relationship between complexity and BER is also affected by the modellers self efficacy. Self efficacy is defined by Bandura (1994) as:

"Perceived self-efficacy is defined as people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives...such beliefs produce these diverse effects through four major processes. They include cognitive, motivational, affective and selection processes."

Takaki (2005) found that BER was affected in a complex manner by the self efficacy of each modeller.
2.5.1.2 Miller’s threshold

Miller (1956) considered human working memory and its limitations in his seminal work “the magical number seven plus or minus two”. Miller demonstrates that unaided humans start to make errors in calculation when they are dealing with seven plus or minus two concepts simultaneously.

Considering the problematic syntax and the abstract nature of programming formulae in spreadsheets (Napier et al., 1989), Miller’s threshold is important.

Whilst there are no explicit guidelines on spreadsheets for Miller’s threshold, one could view “concepts” on a cell-by-cell basis. Using that system, “concepts” would be elements of a formula in a cell.

Considering the complexity of spreadsheet applications (Napier et al. 1989), spreadsheet formulae may well routinely breach Miller’s threshold (Thorne et al. 2004).

This is a grey area due to a lack of research although working memory as discussed by Miller (1956) is incorporated in cognitive load theory.

2.5.1.3 Cognitive load

Sweller (1994) defined cognitive load as the amount of “cognitive pressure” exerted on a human being when undertaking an activity. Sweller (1994) states that the higher the cognitive load, the more difficult the task, the greater the likelihood of error.

According to Sweller (1994) and Kruck et al. (2003) cognitive load theory is based upon four interlocking supersets: Skill Character; Working memory; Long-term memory and Task Demand. These supersets contain subsets, such as problem solving, memory load and accuracy. Assessing each subset in each superset allows one to calculate the cognitive load of a task.
Kruck et al. (2003) applied this method to a number of different tasks that ranged from typing to routine medical diagnostics. The authors also applied this method to spreadsheet tasks, the results indicate a high cognitive demand for spreadsheet tasks, see table 2.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Skill Character</th>
<th>Working memory</th>
<th>Long term memory</th>
<th>Task demands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Perceptual motor</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Unit task structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typing</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving a car</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Int.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental multiplication</td>
<td>Int.</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing check book</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Int.</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing a business letter</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Int.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA doing income tax</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Int.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine medical diagnostics</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet tasks</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5 Cognitive load analysis (Kruck et al., 2003)

According to Kruck et al. (2003) spreadsheet tasks and routine medical diagnosis have a similar cognitive load. This high cognitive demand for spreadsheet tasks means that spreadsheet modellers are more likely to commit errors (Sweller, 1994).

Further, consider that routine medical diagnosis exerts a high cognitive demand but individuals performing routine medical diagnosis are extensively trained professionals.

In contrast, most spreadsheet modellers receive little or no formal training (Davies 1987, Alavi and Weiss 1985, Munro et al 1987, Alavi et al 1987, Taylor et al, 1998, SERP 2005 and Pemberton and Robson 2000). This observation may explain the compounding of some errors.
On that theme, Kruck et al. (2003) studied the effect of training a spreadsheet modeller with skills that could help them deal with the cognitive load exerted in spreadsheets.

Kruck et al. (2003) found that the only element that improved significantly after training was logical deduction. Kruck et al. found that by improving the participant’s logical reasoning skills, the modellers committed fewer errors.

2.5.2 Unquantifiable human factors

The unquantifiable human factors are less tangible and more difficult to measure than the quantifiable human factors.

The unquantifiable human factors affect perception of quality and reliability in individuals and groups. This may result in overconfidence or bias.

As shown below, the unquantifiable human factors divide into two topics, the first deals with overconfidence in spreadsheet modellers and the second deals with bias and its affect on spreadsheet modellers.

2.5.2.1 Overconfidence

Overconfidence is defined by The Oxford English Dictionary (2006)

"Excessive confidence; greater confidence than is warranted."

Overconfidence is prolific in human activities as Koriat et al. (1980) demonstrates with problem solving:

"Problem solvers and planners are likely to be overconfident in evaluating the correctness of their knowledge"
Russo and Schoemaker (1989) consider the costs and causes of overconfidence in decision making. Russo and Schoemaker (1989) administered a quiz across a range of industries to investigate how overconfident individuals were. The research showed that all individuals across all industries were overconfident, rates of overconfidence ranged between 42 and 80%.

Overconfidence does not only apply to novice or inexperienced professionals. The same rules apply to 'experts' as Lusted (1977) and Oskamp (1965) demonstrated with physicians and clinical psychologists respectively.

Research into spreadsheet modellers and overconfidence has shown that both individuals and groups demonstrate chronic overconfidence (Panko, 2003). Panko found that 80-100% of the modellers he examined were overconfident in the quality of work produced.

Other evidence of overconfidence in spreadsheet development includes Brown and Gould (1987) who examined confidence in models produced by nine experienced spreadsheet modellers. All nine modellers indicated they were “very confident” despite 63% of the models being erroneous.

Further, Davies and Ilkin (1987) and Floyd and Pyun, (1987) note that when spreadsheet modellers are asked to indicate the quality of their work, most answered they were “confident”.

From the available evidence it is apparent that spreadsheet modellers, novice or experienced, suffer from overconfidence when developing spreadsheet models. The effect of this overconfidence could result in a lack of planning, testing and future maintenance for a spreadsheet.

2.5.2.2 Bias

The oxford English dictionary (2007) defines bias as:
"To give a bias or one-sided tendency or direction to; to incline to one side; to influence, affect (often unduly or unfairly)"

There are several biases that may affect spreadsheet modellers significantly although no research has been carried out to identify particular biases in spreadsheet modelling.

2.5.2.2.1 Optimism bias

Gilovitch et al. (2002) and Armor and Taylor (2000) define optimism bias as:

"...the tendency of predicting a conclusion favourably where the subject has a vested interest in the outcome"

Gilovitch et al. (2002) consider optimism bias in their work on heuristics and causality in decision making. Armor and Taylor (2000) note optimism bias in their work on self regulation and perception.

In spreadsheet modelling, optimism bias may cause an inaccurate perception of what can be achieved by an individual or a group with the tools and resources available.

Modellers with optimism bias may incorrectly use spreadsheets, where in reality the task is too complex, too critical or resources too little.

Whilst there has been no direct identification of this optimism bias in spreadsheet literature, one possible example of such a case is taken from Butler and Croll (2006) who investigated the use of spreadsheets in clinical medicine.

Butler and Croll (2006) found one spreadsheet in particular for calculating dosage levels used in anaesthesia based upon several clinical input measures.
Whilst no material errors were found, using an error prone spreadsheet for anaesthesia dosage calculations is risky and demonstrates optimism bias, i.e. the belief that a spreadsheet is robust enough to be used for safety critical calculations.

2.5.2.2.2 Hypothesis Fixation

Fraser and Smith (1992) discuss hypothesis fixation in human activities using the definition provided by Wason (1960).

"Hypothesis fixation occurs when a subject maintains a hypothesis that has been demonstrated to be false"

There is no acknowledgement in spreadsheet literature of hypothesis fixation. However, if one considers how spreadsheets are used, the possibilities of hypothesis fixation causing an error in judgement are substantial.

Spreadsheets are developed relatively quickly and are considered a "scratch pad" application (Panko 2005, Grossman 2002). i.e. spreadsheet modellers can use spreadsheets to model ideas quickly and get an impression on the likely results.

The potential for hypothesis fixation to arise based upon some initial analysis using a scratch pad spreadsheet may be significant.

2.5.2.2.3 Confirmation Bias

Confirmation bias is defined by Fraser and Smith (1992) as:

"Confirmation bias arises when individuals test their own work with test conditions and data that favour a positive response"

In other words confirmation bias causes the modeller to test a model with data sympathetic to the design, i.e. it will not objectively test the validity of the model.
So the user may “test” the spreadsheet but only with data that shows the spreadsheet to be working correctly. In this vein, confirmation bias may have a relationship with overconfidence.

2.5.2.3 State space searching

Newell and Simon (1972) suggest problem solving in humans can be viewed as problem state space searching.

Problem state space searching is the process of forming a goal state (what the user wants to create) a current state (the point that the user currently resides at) and the valid operators to change the current state to the goal state.

The goal state in spreadsheet modelling could be generic or specific; it could be to create a spreadsheet that represents a business problem or the sum of two cells.

Consider the latter example, the goal state is a formula that sums two cells; the current state is nil (there is no part of the formula produced).

The valid operators are mathematical symbols (+ - / *), cell names and addresses (C1, B1 etc) and the applications specific operators (SUM).

In this instance the problem space allows more than one valid goal state, there are several ways of writing a formula that will sum two cells. It is now at the modeller’s discretion to decide on which goal state to employ.

Selecting the best goal state presents the user with some significant problems. How does the user decide which is the best solution to the problem or are they even aware that there are other valid goal states. Research shows that spreadsheet modellers know few of the commands available in spreadsheet software (Napier et al., 1992).
2.5.3 Further discussion on spreadsheet error

As shown in section 2.2, spreadsheet literature shows us that spreadsheet errors exist and can cause material loss.

Some authors view spreadsheet error as an organisational problem, i.e. the way forward is to control use via policy (Madahar et al., 2007) and best practice in the organisation (Grossman, 2002). Others view spreadsheet errors as a technical problem, i.e. develop new technology that reduces the risk of spreadsheet errors (Clermont and Mittermeir 2002, Paine 2007)

Section 2.5 suggests that human errors have a close relationship with spreadsheet errors. Speculatively, a more all encompassing perspective suggests that factors (human, organisational and technical) may even overlap as suggested by figure 2.3

![Diagram of human, organisational, and technical factors]

Figure 2.3 Sources of spreadsheet error

The majority of spreadsheet literature is written from an organisational or technical perspective. This has led to research that attempts to reduce spreadsheet errors either by organisational or technical means.

There has been little research into managing spreadsheet errors either from an organisational or technical viewpoint that identifies the need to manage human factors, or considering all three factors. This would be a good area for further research.
2.5.4 Conclusions on relevant human factors

Human factors play a significant role in spreadsheet errors and have been largely ignored by the wider spreadsheet community. Some authors (Panko, 2007) suggest that spreadsheet errors are human errors found in spreadsheets.

The quantifiable human factors such as BER (Panko, 2005) and Cognitive load (Kruck et al. 2003) have been shown to have an effect on spreadsheet quality. Other aspects such as Miller’s threshold (Thorne et al. 2004) bear on the relationship between spreadsheets and error.


State space searching (Newell and Simon (1972) may also affect spreadsheet error considering the extent of spreadsheet modellers knowledge of spreadsheet syntax (Napier et al., 1992).

Overconfidence has also proven difficult to mitigate (Burnett et al. 2003, Panko 2003).

2.6 Error reduction methods

Research on error reduction in spreadsheets is the other distinct subject that exists in spreadsheet error research.

As discussed below, error reduction research includes lab based auditing, modified software engineering methodologies and automated tools.

Studies of error reduction, usually emphasise the effectiveness of an approach, i.e. the effectiveness of a method at preventing, detecting or reducing error in spreadsheets.
This includes subjects as diverse as: Manual auditing; Software engineering principles and error reduction or prevention software.

2.6.1 Manual auditing methods

Manual auditing is the process of manually checking spreadsheets after creation using the spreadsheet application and the skill of the auditor. Manual auditing has two separate approaches: individual audit and team audit.

2.6.1.1 Individual auditing

Individual auditing is the process of an individual auditor checking a spreadsheet for mistakes.

Research into individual spreadsheet audits follows a similar research methodology. Typically studies present participants with a spreadsheet seeded with errors which they are required to audit. The researcher then measures the effectiveness of the audit based on the number of mistakes detected and corrected.

Galletta et al. (1993) presented the participants of the study with a model seeded with errors. The participants were asked to analyse the model and find the errors. The study sampled a range of spreadsheet experience.

Galletta et al. (1993) found on average that 56% of the seeded errors were discovered. Interestingly the study found that experienced spreadsheet users were quicker at auditing the model but not significantly more accurate.

Galletta et al. (1997) extended Galletta et al. (1993) with a larger scale study, the same task was used as the 1993 experiment and a similar detection rate of 51% was observed.
Panko (1999) conducted a similar auditing experiment to that of Galletta (1993). Panko found that individual auditors found 63% of seeded errors.

Howe and Simkin (2006) offer a similar experiment to that of Galletta (1993) and Panko (1999). In this study participants were asked to audit an error seeded spreadsheet. On average 67% of errors were detected and statistical analysis of demographic information revealed that age, academic ability and level of education all improved the participant’s ability to detect errors.

From the available literature (Galletta et al. 1993, Galletta et al. 1997, Panko 1999, Howe and Simkin 2006) error detection rates using auditing detect approximately 50-60% of seeded errors. See table 2.6 for a summary of individual audit experiments.

2.6.1.2 Team auditing

The team or peer audit differs from individual audits since several auditors work on the same spreadsheet. Researchers, such as Panko (1999), suggested that team auditing may have a better error detection rate than individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>% errors detected</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galletta et al. (1993)</td>
<td>MBA students &amp; CPAs Taking a Continuing Education Course</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>Budgeting task containing seeded error. (worked alone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galletta et al. (1997)</td>
<td>MBA students</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>Same task used 1993 study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undergrads working alone</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>Working alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undergrads working in groups of three</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>Team working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howe and Simkin (2006)</td>
<td>Undergrads</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>Worked alone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6 Audit experiments summary (Adapted from Panko 2005)

Panko (1999) found that team auditing (groups of three) found 83% of errors as opposed to 63% with individual auditors, a finding echoed by Vemula et al. (2006). Based on this evidence, team auditing appears to be more effective than individual auditing.
The principle of team auditing being superior to individual auditing was recently demonstrated at the EuSpRIG 2007 annual conference. A simple error seeded spreadsheet was given to nine individuals and one group of three to audit. After an hour of auditing individuals on average found 43% of errors and the group of three found 74% of errors.

2.6.2 Software Engineering methods


Considering that the origins of software engineering were the software crisis, i.e. poor quality software, adapting such techniques to spreadsheets is a promising idea.

The focus of software engineering research in spreadsheets varies, some researchers investigate spreadsheet best practice (Grossman, 2002), some investigate structured development in spreadsheets (Burnett et al., 2003) and others examine spreadsheet testing (Panko, 2006).

Some researchers (Grossman 2002, Burnett et al. 2004) suggest that spreadsheet error can be managed by adapting software engineering methods to create a special discipline called "spreadsheet engineering".

2.6.2.1 Spreadsheet Engineering

Grossman (2002) presents eight principles for a spreadsheet engineering methodology, see figure 2.4.
1. Best practice can have a large impact
2. Lifecycle planning is important
3. A priori requirements specification is beneficial
4. Predicting future use is important
5. Design matters
6. Best practice is situation dependant
7. Programming is a social, not an individual activity
8. Deployment of best practices is difficult and consumes resources

Figure 2.4 Spreadsheet engineering principles (Grossman 2002)

Grossman discusses challenges in a spreadsheet engineering methodology, identifying the need for a taxonomy of spreadsheet user experience. Grossman (2002) notes that a consensus on practices to improve spreadsheet quality is difficult, since quality in spreadsheet modelling is a subjective issue. A notion supported by Colver (2004) who remarks that “best practice” is a contentious issue since the application of best practice approaches often contradict one another.

Rajalingham et al. (2000) discuss a structured methodology for spreadsheet modelling using data diagrams and modularisation of spreadsheets. Rajalingham et al. (2000) consider traditional approaches to data modelling through the use of Entity Relationship (ER) diagrams (Chen, 1975) and Jackson’s Structured Diagrams (JSD) (Jackson, 1975).

The research demonstrated that using JSD, spreadsheets can be modularised which aids the future maintenance of the model. However, this approach would require spreadsheet modellers to know how to apply JSD and in practice would require training.

Burnett et al. (2003) discusses end user software engineering in spreadsheets giving “user assertions” (pointers to potential errors) for debugging a spreadsheet. The assertions assisted the spreadsheet modellers to detect and correct spreadsheet errors that would have otherwise been missed.

Burnett et al. (2004) suggest that since spreadsheet modellers are not IS professionals, it is more practical to use a small feedback loop rather than a comprehensive SDLC
based approach. The results of their experiment showed that spreadsheet modellers found this new feedback approach easier to put into operation than a strict software engineering approach.

Grossman and Ozluk (2004) extend previous work on spreadsheet engineering principles, Grossman (2002), to give a more traditional adaptation of the SDLC, see figure 2.5

1. Modelling
2. Development parameters
3. Design
4. Programming
5. Quality Control
6. Debugging
7. Documentation
8. Usage
9. Modification

Figure 2.5 Revised spreadsheet engineering principles (Grossman and Ozluk, 2004)

This spreadsheet engineering framework takes special consideration of how spreadsheet models are used in practice. In particular stages 8 (usage) and 9 (modification) acknowledge that the use of a spreadsheet may change and that the spreadsheet may be modified in the future.

However, Grossman and Ozluk (2004) provide only the theoretical benefits and do not include any data to indicate if this approach improves quality in practice.

Rust et al. (2006) demonstrate the potential of Test Driven Development (TDD) as a means to develop spreadsheets. Rust et al. (2006) found that by using TDD to develop spreadsheet models, potentially the quality of the resulting spreadsheet model increased.

In conclusion, spreadsheet engineering is grounded in software engineering principles that can provide theoretical benefits, however establishing ‘spreadsheet engineering’ will take more time and research.
2.6.2.2 Spreadsheet Testing

There are few studies which provide testing strategies for spreadsheets, although testing is identified as an important consideration for reducing error (Panko, 2006).

Burnett et al. (2001) provides a testing methodology designed to help users locate errors before the model is implemented. Burnett et al. (2001) combines a testing methodology with an interactive audit tool which indicates potentially erroneous cells on the spreadsheet.

Pryor (2004) adapts software engineering tests (Pressman and Ince, 2000) to synthesize a technique suitable for spreadsheets.

Pryor suggests the following tests: Unit testing (individual units as the spreadsheet is developed); System testing (the performance of the spreadsheet as a whole); Regression testing (comparing the spreadsheet with its predecessors) and Acceptance testing (user acceptance of the spreadsheet).

Whilst this method is proven in software engineering (Pressman and Ince 2000), Pryor (2004) offers no data to suggest that such an approach is effective in spreadsheets.

Yirsaw et al. (2003) describe a software engineering debugging method applied to spreadsheets. Yirsaw et al. (2003) apply a method called 'interval based testing' to spreadsheets. Interval based testing is a 'dynamic' testing method intended to be used as the spreadsheet is being developed.

Yirsaw et al. (2003) argue that interval based testing allows spreadsheet modellers to detect errors before they are implemented. However, no practical evidence is provided to show that modellers can use this approach or any indication of spreadsheet error detection rate.

Panko (2006) summarises testing techniques for spreadsheets and recommends a strategy for spreadsheet testing. This strategy advocates that testing should account
for 25-40% of all spreadsheet development time. It also suggests that specific testing methodologies, such as the Fagan method, should be used on planning documents as well as spreadsheets.

The Fagan method (Fagan, 1986) is an iterative testing cycle conducted by a team of testers. The Fagan method has been shown to reduce defects by 80 to 90 percent (Fagan, 1986).

2.6.3 Software tools

Research into spreadsheet auditing and testing has led to development of partially automated software tools. These tools appear as software add-ins to the standard spreadsheet application. These tools offer automated auditing functions, spreadsheet control functions and alternative spreadsheet programming environments.

2.6.3.1 Spreadsheet auditing software

Spreadsheet auditing software is defined as a third party vendor add in, which performs auditing functions.

Spreadsheet auditing software has two basic methods which we refer to as: standard and specialised. Standard auditing functions include cell dependency tracing, collating and displaying of formulae and indication of potentially erroneous formulae. Typically the auditing software provides a number of graphical representations of the spreadsheet, such as a “Formula map”.

Specialised auditing functions have applications in particular industries, usually in addition to standard functions. For example, Spreadsheet Auditing from Customs and Excise (SpACE) as discussed by Butler (2000) performs a variety of “standard” auditing functions and has “specialised” functions that relate VAT calculations.
There are many examples of spreadsheet auditing software, which offer approximately the same specification. However, there are some pieces of software that offer novel features to reduce spreadsheet error.

A novel approach is taken by XLAAnalyst, this software offers standard audit functionality but also attempts to quantify spreadsheet risk. The risk calculation is based upon the potential errors found in that spreadsheet.

Research shows that when faced with a large volume of spreadsheets, it is infeasible to audit all of them (Nash and Goldberg 2005, Butler 2000 and Pryor 2004 and 2003).

Software such as XLAAnalyst, which could prioritise the spreadsheets according to risk, would address auditing issues raised by many authors (Nash and Goldberg 2005, Butler 2000, Pryor 2004 and Pryor 2003).

However, measuring risk in spreadsheets is particularly difficult (Madahar et al. 2007) to date there is no agreed mechanism for measuring risk in spreadsheets.

Research on spreadsheet risk management and classification conducted by Madahar et al. (2007) shows some potential on reaching an acceptable risk classification model. However, this model has yet to be evaluated fully in practice.


Clermont’s software tool kit allows the user to visualise large spreadsheets. The visualisation process converts spreadsheets into hierarchical and graph based representations. The visualisation is based upon the logical areas of a spreadsheet, the semantic classes and the data modules. Visualisation allows modellers to spot inconsistencies in data and erroneous values.

Clermont et al. (2002) demonstrate the visualisation tool kit on spreadsheets gathered from industry. The tool kit found 241 material errors in 3 real-world spreadsheets from a company claiming the spreadsheets were “error-free”. However, the actual
auditing was done by the creators of the tool kit, therefore the practical usability of these tools remains unclear. A study into the usability of the kit by spreadsheet practitioners would reinforce the value of this work.

Nixon and O'Hara (2001) underline weaknesses in spreadsheet auditing software by experimenting with auditing packages and an error seeded spreadsheet. The research found that the auditing software could detect close to 80% of the errors in the spreadsheet.

For example, the auditing software, using Panko and Halverson’s (1998) error types, was found to be strong at detecting mechanical and logic errors but poor detecting omission errors.

Further, Nixon and O'Hara stress that audit software can only indicate where errors potentially lie, the effectiveness of the software is therefore still partially dependant on the skill of the auditor.

Flood and McDaid (2007) present a novel approach to debugging spreadsheets using voice recognition software. However, the results showed that debugging the spreadsheets by voice took almost twice as long and detected 15% less errors when compared to traditional spreadsheet auditing methods.

2.6.3.2 Spreadsheet control software

Spreadsheet control software is defined as software that allows the management of spreadsheet models by controlling how spreadsheets are used. There are currently two types of control mechanism, centralised and decentralised.

Centralised control mechanisms, such as Google spreadsheets, require modellers to use or download spreadsheets from a central server, modify them and then replace them. These systems keep copies of previous versions so that if a mistake is made, a rollback can be performed. Modellers who wish to use or download spreadsheets have
to log into a server and all changes to the spreadsheet are recorded providing an audit trail.

Decentralised control systems place controls on the users’ PCs to monitor spreadsheet usage and modification. Typically these systems employ agent technologies that monitor spreadsheet modification and make comparisons between versions of the same spreadsheet. Any changes to the spreadsheet are recorded and attributed to a user, providing an audit trail.

“Telltable” is a centralised control mechanism, developed by Nash (Nash 2003 and Nash and Goldberg 2005). The product allows the user to track changes and rollback to previous versions. This software also has standard auditing capabilities.

Two observations can be made of centralised control mechanisms, firstly the need for investment in technology and secondly a change in ‘normal’ use of spreadsheets. Investment in technology may be necessary to adopt a centralised system, for example a suitable application server may need to be purchased.

‘Normal’, use of spreadsheets is defined as spreadsheet software residing on modellers own PC, which they open and use on their PC. A centralised system requires a hosted or downloadable spreadsheet.

One approach to utilising agent technologies in spreadsheets to reduce spreadsheet error is proposed in Thorne et al. (2003).

A similar approach is Baxter (2004) presents a decentralised control system that uses agents to monitor change in spreadsheets (Baxter, 2004). Agent software monitors spreadsheets on a network and once a change is recorded, two versions of the same spreadsheets are analysed for differences. A report is then generated identifying changes and by whom those changes were providing an audit trail.

The approach of Baxter (2004) does not require investment in infrastructure, or centralisation of spreadsheet software that Nash (2003) and Nash and Goldberg (2005) require. However, it does make use of decentralised agent technology which
attracts criticism. For example, Nwana and Ndumu (1999) note security as a primary concern in agent technologies, whilst other criticisms of the technology include increased loading on LAN bandwidth and unsatisfactory transaction control mechanisms. These are criticisms of agent technology and not directly Baxter (2004) although the same criticisms apply.

2.6.3.3 Alternative spreadsheet programming environments

Alternative spreadsheet programming environments are defined as non-conventional methods for programming spreadsheets. Conventional spreadsheet programming methods are defined as the traditional matrix analogy using cells and formulae, such as Microsoft Excel or Lotus 123.

Paine (2001) presents “Model Master” a tool for backward engineering and creating spreadsheets. Model Master converts spreadsheets into precise mathematical notation, the output resembling traditional computer programming code. Model master allows spreadsheet modellers to construct new spreadsheets by coding the spreadsheet in the Model Master language and then converting the language into a spreadsheet.

Paine (2005) demonstrates how modularity can be achieved in spreadsheet models via Model Master. Paine (2005) argues that modularity allows the effective management of large spreadsheet models.


However, since Excelsior is similar to a traditional programming language, considering that most spreadsheet developers are non-IS professionals, they are unlikely to have programming experience. This may mean that spreadsheet modellers will encounter difficulty using such an approach without training.
2.6.4 Conclusions on error reduction literature

From sections 2.6.1.1, 2.6.1.2 and table 2.6 it seems that the most effective means of reducing errors in spreadsheets based upon the available literature is manual auditing. Individual audits find between 51% and 67% of errors, whilst team audits find 83% of errors.

As discussed in section 2.6.1, applying software engineering principles to spreadsheets and forming a spreadsheet engineering discipline has the potential to significantly reduce spreadsheet errors. Evidence presented by Rajalingham et al. (2000), Burnett et al. (2001), Burnett et al. (2003) and Burnett et al. (2004), show reductions in errors that are gained by applying software engineering principles to spreadsheets.

Section 2.6.2.2 considers research on spreadsheet testing conducted by Grossman (2002), Yirsaw et al. (2003), Grossman and Ozluk (2004), Pryor (2004), Panko (2006) highlight the potential benefits to be gained from software engineering testing methods and the creation of a spreadsheet engineering. However, in these papers no data is included to prove the effectiveness of such approaches.

Section 2.6.3.1 concludes that auditing software has an unknown effect on reducing spreadsheet errors. Whilst the software is good a finding particular types of error, as Nixon and O’Hara (2000) stress, auditing software can only point to potential errors, deciding if they are errors and how to correct them is left to the auditor.

However, one exception to the above conclusions on auditing software is work conducted by Markus Clermont and colleagues in (Clermont et al. 2002, Clermont 2003, Clermont and Mittermeir 2003 and Clermont 2004). The above work demonstrates how a visualisation tool can be used to audit spreadsheets in a unique manner.

Further, in Clermont and Mittermeir (2002) the authors take a number of spreadsheets from industry and audit them using this software. The only criticism of this is that the
auditing was conducted by the authors, raising questions of usability by spreadsheet modellers themselves.

Section 2.6.3.2 considers spreadsheet control software, both the centralised and decentralised environments, offers a means of controlling spreadsheet development in an organisation rather than directly reducing errors.

These control systems offer theoretical benefits but lack hard evidence that proves the effectiveness of such software. Further, there are potential security and investment disadvantages associated with some of the approaches.

Alternative approaches to spreadsheets are considered in section 2.6.3.3. Alternative approaches to spreadsheets use precise notation to define spreadsheets as a computer language (Paine 2001, Paine 2005, Paine 2006 and Paine 2007). Whilst this approach has the potential to reduce error, there is no data to prove it.

In addition spreadsheet modellers, non-IS professionals, may have difficulty with using a language that resembles traditional programming without sufficient training.

2.7 Spreadsheet errors – A mismatch between man and machine?

As stated in section 2.5.4, human factors play a significant role in spreadsheet errors and have been largely ignored by the wider spreadsheet community. Some authors (Panko, 2007) suggest that spreadsheet errors are human errors found in spreadsheets.

The quantifiable human factors such as BER (Panko, 2005) and Cognitive load (Kruck et al. 2003) have been shown to have an effect on spreadsheet quality. Other aspects such as Miller’s threshold (Thorne et al. 2004) bear on the relationship between spreadsheets and error

The effect of human factors on spreadsheets and information systems generally can be partly attributed to poor interaction between humans and computers. After listening to
the keynote speech of Ray Panko at the 2005 EuSpRIG conference where he stressed new research much come from the human factor research area, it was clear that a novel insight was required. On reflection this novel insight was inspired by the earlier work of Donald Michie and therefore became the starting point for the novel contribution of this thesis, as explained below.

Donald Michie in the 1980’s researched the interaction of human and computers at length, although much of Michie’s work predates the modern human factors research.

Much of Michie’s work throughout the 1970’s to 90’s was concerned with Machine Learning Techniques (MLT) and the comparison of those techniques with equivalent human abilities (Michie, 1979 and Michie, 1990). He also revealed insights into the human learning process (Michie, 1982).

For example, in Michie et al. (1989) a comparison was made between human and machine learning on the “legality” of positions in end-game chess: King and Rook Vs King moves. Examples of illegal positions are where either the rules of the game are breached (two pieces occupy the same square) or where the game cannot proceed because of check (the white rook and the black king being on the same file).

Both the human and machine participants were presented with the same series of position scenarios and asked to classify whether the positions were legal or not. The machine learning algorithms substantially out performed the human competitors by classifying more moves correctly, the results of the experiments were: 84.2% (Machine) to 51.2% (Human) in experiment 1 and 99.0% (Machine) to 79.3% (Human) in experiment 2. Michie concluded that high performance in the tasks was almost entirely dependant on the ability of the competitor to express first-order predicate relationships. The conclusion therefore is that the machine learning algorithms out performed the human counterparts because of their superior ability to express first order predicate relationships, the very kernel of logic.

Michie et al. (1989) is a good example of the typical research undertaken by Michie throughout his career, this paper in particular highlights an important issue in Human
Computer Interaction – computers are significantly superior at manipulating logic in comparison to humans.

The body of Michie’s research suggests that the roles of machine and human in interaction did not exploit either’s strengths. In that vein, we argue that spreadsheet errors are mainly attributed poor interaction between humans and computers.

Consider the way in which a user interacts with a computer to create a spreadsheet model, such as a business problem, there are two fundamental processes.

The first element is matching patterns in real-world examples and realising trends in those patterns that form some rule or judgement. This allows the modeller to interpret and rationalise the problem and make rules that operate in that problem.

The second is the manipulation of mathematics and logic to represent that system accurately, which could be via a spreadsheet or another tool.

Now if we consider table 2.7, the natural strengths of the average human and the conventional computer, some discrepancies arise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pattern matching</th>
<th>Generating real-world examples</th>
<th>Manipulating mathematics</th>
<th>Logical deduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Computer</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.7 Strengths and weaknesses in conventional computers and humans

From this table we suggest that humans are strong at generating real-world examples and pattern matching but weak at mathematical manipulation and logical deduction. Conversely, computers are strong at manipulating mathematics and logical deduction but weak at generating real-world examples and pattern matching.

In the current spreadsheet paradigm, strain is placed on the natural weakness of the human, logical deduction and manipulating mathematics, i.e. thinking up formulae to satisfy a problem (see the circled section on table 2.7). Further the strengths of the
human (pattern matching and generating real-world examples) are not exploited by the current spreadsheet paradigm.

A potentially more beneficial paradigm would be to play on the natural strengths of the human and the conventional computer. In this new paradigm, the human would pattern match and generate real world examples, the computer would use its ability of mathematical manipulation and logical deduction to build a model from the examples provided by the user, see the circled sections on table 2.8. This idea is explored at length in Thorne and Ball (2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pattern matching</th>
<th>Generating real-world examples</th>
<th>Manipulating mathematics</th>
<th>Logical deduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Computer</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.8 Proposed methods of interaction

2.8 Opportunities for novel research – example-giving

One novel alternative approach to reduce spreadsheet error would be to use machine learning techniques in the creation of spreadsheet models (Thorne et al. 2004)

The novel approach would use real world examples provided by the user, i.e. the user would think up examples of input and output for a given problem.

The computer, using a machine learning technique, would deduce the mathematics and logic of the examples and generate a ‘model’ to reflect the examples.

It is thought that this approach could reduce spreadsheet error by reducing the impact of certain human factors during development.

For example, the cognitive load of thinking up examples should be significantly lower than that of spreadsheet modelling, see table 2.5.
However, some human factors may still be present. For example Base Error Rate (BER) is present in all human activities whether it be spreadsheet modelling or thinking up examples.

### 2.9 Summary of literature on spreadsheet errors

Considering the literature review on spreadsheet error and relevant human factors, several issues relating to spreadsheet error are particularly important. The following issues are significant sources of what might be regarded as the “noise” of spreadsheet error: BER, Bias and Poor programming.

Conclusions to the literature review on the topics of spreadsheet errors, relevant human factors and error reduction methods are contained in sections 2.4.5, 2.5.3 and 2.6.4 respectively.

In summary section 2.3 discusses spreadsheet error rates, and also notes that taxonomies of spreadsheet error are similar to taxonomies of human error. Further, there is a significant link between spreadsheet error and human factors as suggested by Panko (2001) which warrants investigation.

Section 2.5.4 concludes that there is a quantifiable relationship between particular human factors and spreadsheet errors. Further, any novel method must take account of this relationship in order to mitigate the effect of human factors.

Section 2.6.4 concludes that spreadsheet engineering methods have the potential to reduce errors but are yet to be widely adopted. Spreadsheet auditing software is good at detecting particular types of errors but poor at others, in any case the actual correction of errors is left to the auditor. Alternative spreadsheet software shows some promise but requires a greater level of skill from the spreadsheet modeller than they are likely to possess.
Section 2.7 discussed how human factors relate to spreadsheet errors and how together with the work of Michie this provided and inspired the foundations of the novel contribution of this thesis.

The above conclusions draw the literature review to a close and thus satisfy the first objective of this thesis:

"Undertake a literature review of relevant topics within the field of spreadsheet error research"

The conclusions of the literature review establishes the need for alternative paradigms to be considered as objective 2 states:

"Based upon the literature review, consider an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets"
3.0 Investigating the feasibility of example-giving

3.1 Overview of the chapter

The structure of this chapter is as follows, section 3.2 introduces the chapter, briefly explaining the purpose of chapter 3. Section 3.3 outlines the novel approach, Example Driven Modelling (EDM) and explains the need for feasibility testing. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 introduce and deal with the design aspects of the feasibility experiment. Section 3.6 presents the summary statistics generated from the results of the experiment. Section 3.7 determines if relationships present in the summary statistics are statistically significant using a number of significance tests. Section 3.8 draws conclusions on the experimentation and considers the limitations of the experiment. Section 3.9 assesses what impact the conclusions and limitations have on the novel approach and outlines further work for the next chapter. Finally section 3.10 provides a summary on the work contained in this chapter.

3.1.1 The problem domain

The problem domain is defined by the objective 2

Section 1.4.3 objective 2 stated:
Based upon the literature review, consider an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets

The purpose of this chapter is to establish if the alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error identified in the literature review, “example-giving” (see section 2.8), is feasible.

The example-giving technique is suited to classification problems (Thorne and Ball, 2006b). That is to say where problems are classified according to some defined logic as found in decision support spreadsheets (Thorne and Ball, 2006b). However the scope of the technique does not include purely mathematical models such as financial spreadsheets (Thorne and Ball, 2006b) because the number of examples required for any non-trivial problem would quickly become NP-complete.

3.2 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to establish if the novel approach identified in the literature review, “example-giving” (see section 2.8), is feasible. The feasibility is determined through an experiment which compares traditional spreadsheet modelling techniques with the novel approach. Using experimentation it is possible to establish if example-giving offers a significant advantage over traditional methods.

The example-giving process is the basis for a novel approach, the novel approach uses examples (attribute classifications) given by the modeller to build a model of those examples which can be applied to new unseen examples. This novel approach is coined Example Driven Modelling (EDM)

3.3 Example Driven Modelling

Example Driven Modelling (EDM) uses example attribute classifications, provided by the user, to compute the function of those examples into a generalised model via a machine learning technique.
Figure 3.1 shows the EDM process from start to end. Firstly the user would have to provide example attribute classifications for the problem they wish to model. The examples are then formatted into a data set and fed through a learning algorithm. The algorithm learns from the example data provided, which results in a general model. The general model is then able to generalise to new unseen examples in the problem domain.

3.4 Investigating the feasibility of giving examples

In order to objectively determine the usefulness of example-giving, a means to measure example giving against the traditional alternative, spreadsheet modelling must be devised.

The aims of the feasibility study are
1. To determine if example-giving gives an advantage in terms of accuracy, ease of use and participant overconfidence when compared to traditional spreadsheet modelling.

2. Determine if the effects observed in the first aim are statistically significant.

Research methodology and research approach can be viewed in several different ways. Broadly there are two divisions in research approaches, from a philosophical point of view these are Phenomenology and Positivism.

### 3.4.1 Research methodology

The research methodology incorporates five different research components that together form a coherent approach to conducting research. The five components are: Research philosophy; Research approach; Research strategy; Time horizons and Data collection methods.

Careful consideration of the research methodology results in a well formed comprehensive practical approach to answering the research question.

The following sections have been produced by considering research methodology design texts such as Saunders et al. (2007) and Maylor and Blackmon (2005). Further, research methodologies employed in spreadsheet literature are also considered.

A useful overview of the research process is the ‘Research process onion’ presented by Saunders et al. (2007), see figure 3.2.
The research onion shows the five components that together form a research methodology and offers some guidance on the relationships that exist between them.

The research onion is considered systematically from the outer ring to the centre core therefore the first consideration is research philosophy.

**3.4.2 Research philosophy**

Selection of research methodology is influenced by the researcher’s philosophical viewpoint, i.e. one is likely to adopt research methods that are complimentary considering the research philosophy of the individual.

However, this does not mean that phenomenological, positivist and realist methods cannot be combined; in fact combination of methods is common place and can be beneficial as noted by both Saunders et al. (2007) and Maylor and Blackmon (2005).

Interpretivism (phenomenology) is a philosophy that argues phenomena can only be truly experienced by subjective immersive study. A phenomenologist research
methodology is typically inductive, qualitative and is influenced by the experience of the phenomena by the researcher.

Positivism is a philosophy that argues phenomena can be objectively measured by the researcher to understand the nature of the phenomena from an external viewpoint. A positivist research methodology is typically deductive, quantitative and is not influenced by the researchers own experience of the phenomena.

According to Saunders et al. (2007) realism is based upon the belief that reality exists independent of human thoughts or beliefs but acknowledges that collective opinion influences how others think. In that vein realism has similarities to both positivism and phenomenology.

Selection of a research philosophy is more a personal choice than an evaluation of which is better. Although some situations lend themselves to particular philosophies, more often than not, one could take any philosophical stance on a particular matter.

3.4.3 Research approach

Moving from the outer ring inwards, the next ring deals with ‘research approach’. According to the research onion, a research approach can either be deductive, testing rules or theory by collecting data or inductive, generalising rules or theories from the gathered data.

Typically but not exclusively, deductive approaches are used in positivist research and inductive approaches are used in phenomenologist research.

Examples of deductive research approach might be hypothesis or theory testing in experimentation. In such an example the researcher may wish to confirm or challenge an existing or novel rule or theory by systematically testing the conditions that make the rule or theory true i.e. the data collection leads the theory.
An example of inductive research might be the triangulation of opinions gathered from interviewing to form a rule or judgement on a particular event or object. An inductive research approach synthesises rules by triangulating information gathered from the interviewees, i.e. the theory is led by the data collection.

Once the research approach has been considered, the next step is to decide on an appropriate research strategy.

### 3.4.4 Research strategy

According to figure 3.2, the available research strategies are: Action research; Ethnography; Grounded theory; Case study, survey and experiment.

The research strategy is the practical method to collect data which is heavily influenced by the research approach and philosophy, i.e. a researcher is more likely to choose action research if the research strategy is inductive and if the research philosophy is interpretivism (phenomenology).

#### 3.4.4.1 Action research

According to Maylor and Blackmon (2005) action research is the process of changing some aspect of an organisation with the researcher taking an active role in the change. So in other words the researcher becomes part of the organisation and together with the other members of the organisation, change is effected for the gain of the whole organisation.

Saunders et al. (2007) stress that action research is different to other forms of applied research because the emphasis is on change and not observation, as highlighted on the following quote:

> 'The purpose of action research and discourse is not just to describe, understand and explain the world but also to change it'

Coghlan and Brannick (2001)
Maylor and Blackmon (2005) suggest that action research is more associated with research with a social component such as 'equality, fairness or the environment'.

Action research is associated more with a phenomenological research philosophy although not exclusively.

Considering the aims of the feasibility study in section 3.4, it is impossible to answer using action research as a research strategy since action research demands an inductive approach and the aim requires a deductive answer.

3.4.4.2 Ethnography

Saunders et al. (2007) define the purpose of ethnography as to: 'interpret the social world the research subjects inhabit in the way in which they interpret it'

In other words ethnography is immersive study in which the researcher seeks to portray the perceived reality of the research subjects, such as workers in an organisation, by participant observation.

The researcher joins the organisation and immerses themselves in the social reality of the organisation to provide a more accurate reflection of issues within in the organisation over a period of time.

Ethnography is distinguished from action research since ethnography does not seek to implement change but to observe and report the subject's perceived reality.

Ethnography demands an inductive approach and like action research is more associated with phenomenology and realism than a positivist philosophy.

For the same reason that action research cannot be applied to this thesis, ethnography cannot be applied since it demands an inductive research approach.

3.4.4.3 Grounded theory
Grounded theory as defined by Saunders et al. (2007) as ‘theory building’ through a combination of inductive and deductive methods. Typically a researcher using grounded theory collects data without an initial theoretical framework.

Once the data is collected and analysed, potential theories that are identified in the collected data by the researcher and are tested deductively by further data collection. This further data collection may reveal new trends leading the researcher to adapt theories and collect data again to test these new ideas.

Grounded theory is more associated with realism than either phenomenology or positivism although it does use both inductive and deductive methods.

For the purposes of this feasibility study grounded theory could be applied but is not well suited because it uses mostly an inductive approach.

### 3.4.4.4 Case study

Creswell (1994) defines a case study as:

‘A single, bounded entity, studied in detail with a variety of methods, over an extended period’

In other words, case study research is a longitudinal study using multiple data collection methods.

Maylor and Blackmon (2005) add that case study research is bound by a ‘social unit’, ‘such as a person, a company, a situation or whatever’. So the focus of case study research is the research subject whether that is an organisation, a person an artefact or a process.

Saunders et al. (2007) suggest that relevant data collection methods include questionnaires, interviews observation and documentary analysis. Further the use of multiple methods is referred to as ‘empirical’ research.
Since case study research can use multiple data collection methods, it is not bound to an inductive or deductive research approach. In that vein it is not particularly associated with any one research philosophy since combinations of data collection methods from phenomenology, realism and positivism are possible.

A case study could be used to determine the feasibility of example-giving, however a case study approach is not suited to making an 'objective' comparison of two methods. Further, case study research is typically qualitative rather than the detailed quantitative analysis necessary to satisfy the aim of the feasibility study.

3.4.4.5 Survey

According to Maylor and Blackmon (2005) a survey is a method of asking research subjects a range of questions from a distance usually from a distance to economically gather data typically through a questionnaire.

However, a survey may also be implemented by interviewing research subjects, using a structured interview approach.

Saunders et al. (2007) suggest that surveys are an economical way to gather data from a large proportion of the target population but do not offer the depth of information that other techniques do.

Further Saunders et al. (2007) stresses that whilst questionnaires a simple and quick way of gathering data, the opportunity to produce a poorly designed a questionnaire is considerable.

Surveys lend themselves to a deductive research approach and are a common positivist research strategy.

A survey could be used to gather opinions on example-giving, i.e. a questionnaire could be sent out asking participants if they understood or liked the process of
example-giving. However, a survey cannot facilitate an objective comparison of practical techniques alone.

3.4.4.6 Experiment

According to Shadish et al. (2002) an experiment is defined as:

'A test under controlled conditions that is made to demonstrate a known truth, examine the validity of a hypothesis, or determine the efficiency of something previously untried'

The above definition asserts that experimentation can be used to prove or disprove a truth but can also be used to test a novel hypothesis.

Central to experimentation is the notion of causality or cause and effect. Cause is defined by Shadish et al. (2002) as 'The producer of an effect, result, or consequence'.

So the point of experimentation is to establish the causal relationship between one variable and another.

Experimentation is firmly rooted in the understanding of natural sciences although according to Saunders et al. (2007) social sciences, particularly psychology employs experimentation extensively.

Experimentation is strongly associated with both a positivist research philosophy and a deductive research approach.

Experimentation is more suited to testing the feasibility of example-giving than any other available research strategies.

Firstly comparison of example-giving and a traditional spreadsheet approach fits as a treatment and control group which is integral to experiment design. This allows
'objective' comparison between the treatment (example-giving) and control (traditional spreadsheet modelling) under controlled conditions.

Controlled conditions ensure that the effects observed in the results are due to the treatment and not some other phenomena.

Secondly detailed quantitative analysis of experimentation results is a standard feature of experimentation (Shadish et al. 2002) and therefore can provide the detail needed to answer aim of the feasibility test.

3.4.5 Research methodologies used in spreadsheet research

Most spreadsheet research is conducted from a positivist stance possibly because of the technical nature of the subject.

A range of research strategies are used in spreadsheet literature, although some are more common than others.

The use of experimentation and quasi-experimentation in spreadsheet research is extensive, some examples include: (Hicks and Panko 1995, Javrin and Morrison 1996, Panko and Halverson 1998, Javrin and Morrison 2000, Howe and Simkin 2006). This is especially true when testing novel ideas (Rust et al. 2006, Vemula et al. 2006, Flood and McDaid 2007, Bishop and McDaid, 2007)

Surveys via questionnaire and interview are also common, a few examples include: (Cragg and King 1993, Davies and Ikin 1987, Floyd et al. 1995, Hall 1996, Schultheis & Sumner 1994, Purser and Chadwick 2006, SERP 2006, Baker et al. 2006)

One could interpret attempts to create best practice as a having grounded theory as a research strategy since typically refining best practice is a recursive process with ideas changing with the experience of the researchers. Good examples of this are Grossman (2002), Grossman and Ozluk (2004) and Colver (2004).
The use of case studies as a research strategy is much less common, two examples of case study research are Gosling (2002) and Fernandez (2003).

There appears to be no instances of ethnography or action research as a research strategy in spreadsheet error research.

3.4.6 Conclusions on research methodology

The chosen research methodology is as follows:

Firstly the preferred research philosophy is positivism using a deductive research approach.

Secondly the most appropriate research strategy is experimentation since it offers an objective controlled means to test example-giving against traditional spreadsheet modelling. Further, summary statistics generated from the results can be tested for statistical significance.

The timescale of an experiment is always cross-sectional, i.e. a singular moment in time. The down side of this is that the experiment can only be considered as a snapshot of what was true, however careful experiment design allows one to generalise the effect observed outside of this single snapshot.

Data collection methods were selected and designed in accordance with experimental design texts such as Shadish et al. (2002) and Campbell and Stanley (1963). These design details can be found in section 3.5, feasibility experiment design.
3.5 Feasibility experiment design

To investigate if giving examples works in practice, an experiment was designed to compare traditional spreadsheet modelling techniques and the novel approach of giving examples. The first group, the “treatment” group, were required to give example data to complete the tasks. The other group, the control group, were given the same tasks to complete using a spreadsheet application.

The experiment into feasibility was designed in accordance guidelines cited by Shadish et al. (2002) and Campbell and Stanley (1963). Also, published work using experimental methodologies in spreadsheet research were considered (Hicks and Panko 1995, Javrin and Morrison 1996, Panko and Halverson 1998, Javrin and Morrison 2000, Howe and Simkin 2006)

3.5.1 Experiment aims

The main aim of the experiment was to establish experimentally within an academic environment, using postgraduate students:

1. The relationship between error and task complexity using
   1. Spreadsheet modelling techniques
   2. Example-giving
2. The (hypothesised) superiority of example-giving over traditional spreadsheet modelling.
3. A more satisfactory statistical measure of overconfidence.
4. The relationship between previous spreadsheet experience and accuracy for both traditional spreadsheet modelling and example giving
From these experimental aim and objectives, we determined the feasibility of example-giving via three performance indicators:

1. The participants understanding of example-giving, i.e. whether users generated valid examples given a problem scenario
2. The accuracy of the examples provided by the participants, i.e. the error rate for examples provided by participants
3. The comparative error rate when compared to traditional modelling, i.e. the example-giving error rate compared to that of traditional modelling.

### 3.5.2 Experimental design

The experimental model chosen to evaluate the aims of the experiment was: 'The classic Randomised two group no post test design' as discussed by Shadish et al. (2002). Figure 3.3 shows the standard design of such experiments.

![Figure 3.3 Randomised two group no post test (Shadish et al. 2002)](image)

The diagram shows the two randomised (R) groups, the treatment group (X), the control group (which is left blank) and the two outcomes (O).

In this case the control group receive ‘standard’ treatment, i.e. they develop spreadsheet formulae using the constructs and syntax in a spreadsheet application, such as excel. The treatment group received the novel approach, this allowed relative comparison between the control and treatment groups.
3.5.3 Sampling

This sampling for this experiment is a cluster random sample as described by Shadish et al. (2002) and Saunders et al. (2007). Cluster sampling identifies a suitable cluster of participants and then randomly selects from within that group.

Considering similar development experiments in spreadsheets, postgraduate masters students were selected as an appropriate cluster (Hicks and Panko 1995, Javrin and Morrison 1996, Panko and Halverson 1998).

No particular incentive was given to the participants to attend other than assisting a staff member in some research. At a later date the results were presented and the purpose of the research explained to participants in a lecture.

Participants were invited to attend a session arranged for the experiment. Upon arriving participants were divided into two groups, the control and treatment groups. This division was based upon the order in which they attended the arranged session, as participants arrived they were alternately assigned to treatment and control groups.

The treatment and control groups completed their respective tasks in separate adjacent rooms with supervision from experimenter and a helper. This supervision was to merely ensure that no collusion took place and to answer simple questions (not relating to the completion of the tasks) the participants may have had. The participants were given as much time as needed to complete the tasks in their respective rooms. Once complete, participants submitted work to the appropriate supervisory member.

The total number of participants who attended was 49, 25 in the treatment group and 24 in the control group. However, one participant of the control groups supplied a corrupt spreadsheet obviously this meant that this particular result could not be included. The total number of participants therefore was 23 and 25 for the control and treatment groups respectively.
3.5.4 Research materials

The research materials for this experiment comprised a control group and treatment group pack handed to the respective participants. The details of each pack are listed below.

Control group:

1. Questionnaire 1 (Age, Sex, Spreadsheet experience)
2. Control group materials (Spreadsheet tasks)
3. Questionnaire 2 (Self evaluation of performance)

Treatment group:

1. Questionnaire 1 (Age, Sex, Spreadsheet experience)
2. Treatment group materials (EDM tasks)
3. Questionnaire 2 (Self evaluation of performance)

Questionnaire 1 gathered information such as age, sex, experience, number of years using spreadsheets, and a personal rating of their skill. Questionnaire 1 was completed first, before the participants started the tasks. The point of questionnaire 1 is to gather demographic information and to determine the experience of spreadsheet use for a participant.

Once questionnaire 1 was completed, the participants started the tasks for the group they were assigned to (control or treatment). The participants from the treatment and control groups were required to provide valid solutions to five progressively more complex scenarios.

The manner in which the groups completed the tasks differed, the control group produced formulae in a spreadsheet using the syntax and functionality of the application (Microsoft Excel). The treatment group produced example attribute classifications for each task.
After completing the tasks as best they could questionnaire 2 was completed. This questionnaire gathered information on the participant’s perception of their own performance, i.e. they were asked how difficult they felt each task was and then asked to indicate how confident they were that the provided answers were correct.

3.5.5 Experiment tasks

The experiment tasks were designed to be progressively more difficult, requiring progressively more complex answers from treatment and control groups.

The control group submitted answers created using Microsoft Excel, the treatment group submitted attribute classifications written on paper.

3.5.5.1 Example Task

For the control, group task 1 was to create a formula that could give a grade (Pass or Fail) based upon a single mark (Exam mark). The formula was required to distinguish between pass and fail, where fail was < 40 and pass was >= 40.

For the same task, task 1, the treatment group were required to give attribute classifications (examples) of the two classifications in the model, Pass and Fail.

The tasks were designed to be increasingly more complex, table 3.1 contains details of each task given to the treatment and control groups. Appendix C and D contain the all the materials distributed to the Treatment and Control groups respectively.
3.5.5.2 Marking the control group

Determining the mark of participants in the control group was based upon whether the answer provided was a valid formula in Excel and whether the formula satisfied the specification in the task. If the formula fulfilled both criteria, it was deemed as correct, otherwise it was incorrect.

3.5.5.3 Marking the treatment group

Determining the mark of the participants in the treatment group was based upon the whether the attribute classifications were valid and whether the attribute classifications provided satisfied the specification of the problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks/Group</th>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>2 attribute classifications, An example of each class</td>
<td>1 value, 2 classes, &lt;40 Fail, &gt;= 40 Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td>4 Attribute classifications, 2 examples of each class</td>
<td>2 values averaged, 2 classes, &lt;40 Fail, &gt;=40 Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td>4 Attribute classifications, 2 examples of each class</td>
<td>2 values averaged where both &gt;= 40 for min Pass, 2 classes Pass and Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 4</td>
<td>8 attribute classifications, 2 examples of each class</td>
<td>2 Values, averaged, 3 classes, &lt; 40 Fail, &gt;= 40 Pass, &gt;= 55 Merit, &gt;= 70 Distinction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 5</td>
<td>8 attribute classifications, 2 examples of each class.</td>
<td>2 Values, averaged, Both must fall in class range to award class, 3 classes, &lt; 40 Fail, &gt;= 40 Pass, &gt;= 55 Merit, &gt;= 70 Distinction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Control and Treatment group task specification
3.5.6 Conclusions on experimental design

The conclusions on the experimental design are as follows:

The experiment follows the randomised two group no post test design as described by Shadish et al. (2002), see figure 3.3.

The sampling approach was a clustered random sample as described by Shadish et al. (2002) and Campbell and Stanley (1963). The identified cluster was Master’s students, a cluster used in other experimental spreadsheet studies (Hicks and Panko 1995, Javrin and Morrison 1996, Panko and Halverson 1998).

Research materials for the control and treatment groups were as follows:

Control group:

1. Questionnaire 1 (Age, Sex, Spreadsheet experience)
2. Control group materials (Spreadsheet tasks)
3. Questionnaire 2 (Self evaluation of performance)

Treatment group:

1. Questionnaire 1 (Age, Sex, Spreadsheet experience)
2. Treatment group materials (EDM tasks)
3. Questionnaire 2 (Self evaluation of performance)

The experiment tasks for the control group and the treatment group are described in table 3.1. The experiment tasks for both groups are increasingly difficult.

Marking the answers provided by the control group was achieved by evaluating whether the formula provided was syntactically valid and if the formula satisfies the specification of the task.
Marking the answers provided by the treatment group was achieved by evaluating whether the answers provided were valid attribute classifications and if the attribute classifications satisfied the specification of the task.

Marks in both groups were dichotomous, i.e. answers provided were either correct or incorrect.

### 3.6 Experimentation summary statistics

This section contains the summary statistics generated from the collected data. These summary statistics deal with accuracy of the two groups, relative experience of the two groups and the confidence calculations for the two groups.

#### 3.6.1 Accuracy

By comparing accuracy results gained from both the treatment and control groups, it is evident that the treatment group were more accurate than the control group. See Figure 3.4

![Accuracy comparison graph](image)

**Figure 3.4 Relative accuracy between Control and Treatment groups**
As can be seen in figure 3.4, the treatment task accuracy ranges between 80 and 60 percent, the control group accuracy ranges between 65 and 30 percent. So comparatively, producing examples is more accurate than producing formulae.

### 3.6.2 Experience and accuracy

Data regarding experience was collected through three questions:

1. “How do you rate yourself as a spreadsheet developer?” (figure 3.5)
2. “How many years have you been using spreadsheets?” (figure 3.6)
3. “What formal training have you had in spreadsheets?” (figure 3.7)

![Perceived experience chart](image)

Figure 3.5 Answers to "how do you rate yourself as a spreadsheet developer?"

Figure 3.5 shows the perceived experience levels for the treatment and control group are approximately the same.
Figure 3.6 Answers to "How many years have you been using spreadsheets?"

Figure 3.6 shows that experience, in terms of years using spreadsheets, between the treatment and control groups. The frequencies perhaps show some experience bias towards the treatment group. However, the statistical significance of this is considered later on. See appendices C and D for the questionnaire distributed to participants.

Figure 3.7 Answers to "What formal training have you had in spreadsheets?"

Figure 3.7 shows what formal training (or otherwise) the participants of the experiment had received. Predictably there are a high number of participants stating that they are self taught.
In order to understand the relationship between experience and accuracy, experience levels in figures 3.6 and 3.7 are plotted against the respective accuracy by participant.

In figure 3.8, participants have been divided into categories of No experience (if they answered “No experience”) and some experience (if they answered anything other than “No experience”).

![Estimated experience against accuracy](image)

Figure 3.8 Estimated experience against accuracy

The data in figure 3.8 shows that participants who answered “no experience” were more accurate than those who answered “some experience”. This is an unusual result since one would assume that the more experience the more accurate an individual.
Figure 3.9 Previous experience against accuracy

Figure 3.9 compares the response to the question “How many years have you been using spreadsheets?” and accuracy for the control group. The results are categorised into those who answered “Never used them before” and “used them before”. This data shows that participants who indicated they had used spreadsheets before were more accurate than those who had never used them before.

This relationship is contradictory to that in figure 3.8, in fact when the individual responses were examined in more detail, some participants had indicated that they considered themselves experienced but when questioned over the number of years using spreadsheets, they said they had never used them before. This might suggest that they misunderstood the question or have misjudged their own experience.

In the treatment group the results show that participants who answered “some experience” were more accurate than those who indicated they had no experience.
Figure 3.10 Estimated experience and accuracy (Treatment group)

Figure 3.10 compares estimated experience and accuracy in the treatment group, unlike the control group results, figure 3.10 suggests that the more experienced the participant the more accurate they were.

However, the experience question relates to spreadsheets, not giving examples. So the more experienced with spreadsheets the participant is, the more accurate at giving examples.

Figure 3.11 Previous experience against accuracy (Treatment group)
The data in figure 3.11 supports the data in figure 3.10, this graph shows experience as years with participant responses divided into those who stated they had never used spreadsheets before and otherwise. So those participants who indicated they had used spreadsheets before were more accurate in giving examples than those who had no experience.

### 3.6.3 Confidence

Since there was no standardised method for measuring confidence (over or under) in spreadsheet modelling a method was devised to this end. Thorne et al. (2004) introduced the “confidence ratio” which calculates the ratio between perceived performance (how well the participant believed they did with respect to the difficulty of each task) and actual performance (how well the participant actually did in each task).

Hence, the ratio provides a measure of confidence, with > 1 implying over confidence, < 1 implying under confidence, and equal to 1 implying sufficient confidence, i.e. accurately assessing their performance. The confidence ratio is calculated using Ratio Perceived Success Rate (RPSR) and Actual Success Rate (ASR)

The RPSR, seen in the nominator of equation 3.1, is derived using responses obtained from the evaluation questionnaire (see Appendices C and D) which participants were required to complete after finishing all 5 tasks. Within this questionnaire, participants were asked for their opinion on 2 measures of significance, performance in task (i.e. how successfully did the individual believe they performed) and difficulty of task (i.e. how difficult did the individual find the task), for each of the 5 tasks completed. The responses were translated into Completeness and Difficulty scores, with each score ranging from 1 to 5, defined as follows:

**Completeness** - Did you successfully complete the task?
1 - No
2 - Probably not
3 - Do not know
4 - Probably
5 - Yes

**Difficulty** - How difficult was the task?
1 - Very hard
2 - Hard
3 - Average
4 - Easy
5 - Very easy

The two scores (Completeness and Difficulty) are then combined to produce an overall measure of perceived confidence (RPSR), as seen below in Equation 3.1.

Integral to this interpretation of RPSR, the scores are weighted evenly ($A = B = 0.5$). That is, the coefficients of the scores are equal. Note, however, the option to change the focus in this relationship by varying the values of the coefficients $A$ and $B$ (where $A + B = 1$).

\[
\text{Ratio Perceived Success Rate (RPSR)} = (A \times \text{Completeness}) + (B \times \text{Difficulty})
\]

*Equation 3.1 RPSR formula*

Where

**Completeness** = completeness score obtained from questionnaire  
**Difficulty** = Difficulty score obtained from questionnaire  
$A$ = weight of confidence score in RPSR relationship, set to 0.5  
$B$ = weight of difficulty score in RPSR relationship, set to 0.5

For the denominator of the Confidence Ratio in Equation 3.2 (ASR), we let $x$ be the number of errors made in each task and let $F(x)$ be the actual mark or result given for the task. Then, the distribution of $F(x)$ is defined as follows:

\[
F(x) = 5 \quad \text{if } x = 0 \\
4 \quad \text{if } x = 1
\]
This translation of $x$, $F(x)$, is the Actual Success Rate (ASR) and ranks in line with the RPSR, thus permitting the Confidence Ratio derivation and interpretation as described above.

Once the RPSR and ASR have been calculated, they can be inserted into equation 3.2 below and a result is obtained.

$$\text{Confidence Ratio} = \frac{\text{Ratio Perceived Success Rate (RPSR)}}{\text{Actual Success Rate (ASR)}}$$

Equation 3.2 Confidence Ratio (Thorne et al. 2004)

Figure 3.12 shows confidence calculations for both control and treatment groups.
The baseline on the graph shows the division between over and under confidence, a value of less than 1 indicates under confidence, over 1 indicates overconfidence. A value of 1 exactly indicates perfect calibration between expected outcome and performance.

As can be seen, both groups were under confident in their work. This is a usual finding since the literature indicates that spreadsheet developers are usually overconfident (Panko, 2003).

Although the data in figure 3.12 shows that both groups were mostly under confident, there are some distinguishing features between them.

In figure 3.13 the X axis (difficulty) and Y axis (completeness) values are defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>X (Difficulty)</th>
<th>Y (Completeness)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very Hard</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>Probably not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Probably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very Easy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.13 shows the responses gathered from the questions: “how difficult was this task?” (Difficulty) and “Did you complete the task successfully?” (Completeness) for both the control and treatment groups.

Please note in the figure below the directions of the axes are non standard, due to limitations in Excel.
In figure 3.13, the treatment group data points are bunched together. The values are responses to difficulty and completeness questions mapped against each other. The treatment group's data points are less erratic than the control group, indicating a more consistent approach to evaluating their performance.

Figure 3.13 suggests that the treatment group found the tasks difficulty and perceived completeness didn't change as the tasks progressed. In figure 3.13, the data points read right to left as tasks 1 to 5 for each respective group.

The control group's data points are more dispersed, indicating that the values change as the tasks progress, i.e. as the tasks progressed they were harder and perceived to be less complete.

### 3.6.4 Perceived difficulty

Perceived difficulty indicates how difficult the participants thought each question was, see figure 3.14. The data is based upon the question “How difficult was task x?” The Y axis scale relates to the level of difficulty indicated by the participant, where:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Y (Difficulty)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very Easy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note in the figure below the directions of the axes are non standard, due to limitations in Excel.

![Task difficulty graph](image)

*Figure 3.14 Perceived difficulty for Treatment and Control groups*

Figure 3.14 shows perceived difficulty for the treatment group average around the easy classification and for the control group a range between Easy and Average. Therefore the treatment group found the tasks easier overall, i.e. giving examples is easier than constructing formulae.

This concurs with figure 3.13 which shows that perceived difficulty for the treatment group is approximately the same for all tasks. So therefore the treatment group found giving examples easier overall and giving examples is generally easier than producing formulae.
3.6.5 Perceived completeness

Figure 3.15 shows data collected from the question “Did you successfully complete task x?”

Primarily this is used in the confidence calculation but is interesting since the figure shows that the control group were less confident in the answers they gave than the treatment group, see figure 3.15.

The Y axis scale relates to the level of completeness indicated by the participant, where:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Y (Completeness)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Probably not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Probably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.15 Perceived completeness
3.6.6 Conclusions on summary statistics

Comparing the accuracy between the treatment and control groups shows that in all 5 tasks the treatment group (example giving) were more accurate, see figure 3.4.

The profile of the participants in the control and treatment groups were approximately the same, see figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.

The results contained in figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 shed little light on whether experience affects accuracy. This is because some of the participants have given contradictory answers.

For example when one participant was asked how experienced they were with spreadsheets they stated “competent”. However, when the same participant was asked how many years they had been using spreadsheets they stated “never used them before”. It is possible that some participants misunderstood the experience questions and hence any results gained from the experience questions will be disregarded.

The results from the confidence calculation, see figure 3.12, show that both the treatment and control group were under-confident. This is an unusual result since the literature suggests most spreadsheet developers are overconfident (Panko, 2003).

One possible explanation for this under-confidence is the experimental process by which they were tested. For example, the act of asking participants how confident they were in their work altered the manner in which they responded this is an example of the “Hawthorne effect” which is examined in more detail in the limitations section.

Figure 3.12 shows the treatment group participants found the difficulty of the tasks and the ability to complete the tasks more consistent than the control group participants.

This is further reflected in figures 3.13 and 3.14 which show that treatment group participants consistently found the tasks easier, figure 3.13, and felt they were able to complete more of the tasks than the control group, see figure 3.14.
The raw data for both experiments, when graphed, allows conclusions to be drawn based up some basic statistics such as the mean value. Whilst this serves a purpose, it does not tell us if the results are statistically significant.

Therefore the next section applies a number of significance tests to evaluate if the relationships present in the results are statistically significant.

Further details on the above experimentation are contained in Thorne et al. (2007).

### 3.7 Testing for statistical significance in the results

#### 3.7.1 Introduction

In order to see if the results are statistically significant a number of significance tests were applied to the accuracy data. For example, the Chi squared test is used to determine if the differences in accuracy are statistically significant in the control and treatment groups. One can then determine if the increased accuracy observed in the treatment group was due to the treatment or not.

#### 3.7.2 Chi-Squared ($\chi^2$) Test

The chi-squared test measures the odds that the relationship observed in a sample of data, taken from a population, is representative of the relationship expected in the total population. In other words, the chi-squared statistic (displayed below in equation 3.3) tests whether the observed results significantly differ from the expected results if by chance.

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{(O_i - E_i)^2}{E_i}$$

*Equation 3.3 Chi squared*
Where

\( O_i = \) the observed result for outcome \( i, i = 1, ..., n \)

\( E_i = \) the expected result for outcome \( i, i = 1, ..., n \), derived from the null hypothesis

\( n = \) number of outcomes in sample

The chi-squared test statistic, as in equation 3.3, can be used in statistical hypothesis testing to consider the null hypothesis (\( H_0 \)). ‘Null’ means nothing; hence the null hypothesis suggests that there is nothing going on, i.e. no significant difference between observed and expected observations. The alternative hypothesis (\( H_1 \)) is therefore the suggestion that there is a significant difference between the populations.

When comparing the \( \chi^2 \) statistic (eq.3.3 above) with the \( \chi^2 \) distribution with \( (n-1) \) degrees of freedom, we retrieve a p-value. The p-value is the probability of obtaining a test statistic greater than or equal to the value calculated in equation 3.3, given that \( H_0 \) is true. A standard commonly used significance level for testing hypotheses is 0.05. That is to say, that if \( p > 0.05 \) then the null hypothesis is accepted i.e. there is no significant difference between the observed and expected populations.

This basic theory can be extended to take many different forms subject to specific data constraints and the objectives of the analysis. Within the scope of this work, testing the significant difference between example-giving and control by task the data is accumulated in the form of a 2 x 2 contingency table.

Owing to the fact that different participants undertook the two distinct methodologies (treatment and control) as well as the fact that the treatment and control groups had an unequal number of participants, the following chi squared equation has been employed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a + b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>c + d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>a + c</td>
<td>b + d</td>
<td>a + b + c + d = N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 chi squared 2 x 2 contingency table
3.7.2.6 Summary of Chi squared

Table 3.3 contains summary information for the Chi squared tests performed on tasks 1 to 5. Full results and calculations can be found in Appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Chi squared test statistic</th>
<th>Exact P value</th>
<th>H₀ Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.396</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.032</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.032</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Chi squared values summary

The results show that, for a 95% significance level, the only statistically significant difference is in task 5. It is possible that the sample sizes are too small to perform the chi squared statistic on. In order to be certain another significance test was applied to the results to see if a similar situation arose.

In cases where the sample size is small, Fisher’s Exact test can be used to compliment or replace the chi squared test (Fisher, 1922).

3.7.3 Fishers Exact Test

The fisher exact test can be used in place of the chi-squared test, which is not suitable if sample sizes are small. The test is, as the name suggests, exact, and it can therefore be used regardless of sample size restraints. Note that its complex calculation for large samples makes it less desirable, in this circumstance however, the chi-square test is appropriate.

The fisher exact test is used to calculate the probability of significant association between two variables based on a 2 x 2 contingency table. If an event, A, can have two possible options (A1 and A2 say) and a population, B, is split into two sub-
populations (B1 and B2 say) then we can display the exhaustive list of scenarios in the following 2x2 contingency table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>a+b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>c+d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>a+c</td>
<td>b+d</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4 Fisher's exact 2x2 contingency table

Where

a = the number of cases of event A1, in sub-population B1
b = the number of cases of event A1, in sub-population B2
c = the number of cases of event A2, in sub-population B1
d = the number of cases of event A2, in sub-population B2
n = total number of cases

The probability (p-value) of obtaining such a situation is given by the hypergeometric distribution (Fisher, 1922), the formula for which is displayed in Equation 3.4 below and uses the notation detailed in Table 3.4 above.

\[
\frac{(a+b)! (c+d)! (a+c)! (b+d)!}{n! a! b! c! d!}
\]

Equation 3.4 Fisher's exact

### 3.7.3.1 Fisher's exact summary

Table 3.5 contains the summary information for tasks 1 to 5 obtained using Fisher's exact. The full Fisher's exact results and calculations are contained in appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Fisher's exact</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>H0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 Fisher's exact summary

As can be seen from table 3.3, differences in tasks 1 to 4 show no statistical significance. However, task 5 does show statistical significance, this supports the chi squared statistic which shows similar outcomes, see table 3.2.
3.7.4 Summary of statistics

The combined results obtained from chi squared and Fisher’s exact are contained in table 3.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Chi squared (exact values)</th>
<th>Fisher’s exact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>H$_0$ outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>Accept Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>Accept Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>Accept Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 4</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>Accept Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 5</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>Reject Null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 Combined Chi squared and Fisher’s exact statistics

The data in table 3.6 and the data graphed in figure 3.16, show that for both Chi squared and Fisher’s exact, tasks 1 to 4 are not statistically significant, assuming that 95% is the minimum level of significance.

However, both show on task 5 statistical significance which therefore rejects the null hypothesis on that test. We can conclude that for task 5 the observed difference in accuracy was due to the treatment not chance.

![Chi squared and Fisher’s exact significance levels](image)

Figure 3.16 Chi squared and Fisher’s exact significance levels
Since the tasks were designed to be progressively more difficult, one could interpret the results to show that the treatment is only effective in sufficiently complex scenarios.

Using Cochran's Q test determines if the difficulty between tasks was statistically significant.

### 3.7.5 Cochran's Q Test

Cochran's Q Test is an extension of McNemar's Test, looking at comparing significant marginal frequency differences across more than 2 dimensions. That is, a $b \times k$ contingency table, where $b$ and/or $k$ can be $> 2$. In the context of the EDM experiment, this allows us to test for any significant difference in results between the five tasks.

The Cochran Test statistic is as depicted in Equation 3.5 below:

$$ Q = \frac{k(k-1) \sum_{j=1}^{k} \left( \frac{x_j - \frac{N}{k}}{k} \right)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{b} (k - x_i)} $$

Equation 3.5 Cochran's Q (Cochran 1950)

Where
- $k$ is the number of treatments (or tasks)
- $X_{i,j}$ is the column total for the $j$th treatment (or task)
- $b$ is the number of blocks (or results)
- $X_{i,j}$ is the row total for the $i$th block (or result)
- $N$ is the grand total

For the Cochran Q Test, the critical region, for significance level $\alpha$ (0.05 for instance), is $Q > \chi^2_{1 - \alpha, k-1}$ where $\chi^2_{1 - \alpha, k-1}$ is the $(1 - \alpha)$ quantile of the $\chi^2$ distribution with $(k-1)$ degrees of freedom. That is to say that if this condition is met, i.e. $Q$ falls in the critical region, the null hypothesis is rejected inferring that the performance results for the 5 tasks differ significantly. If all tasks are conducted with controlled static...
conditions, then this significant difference in results can furthermore be attributed to a change in difficulty level across the tasks.

### 3.7.5.1 Cochran’s Q for the Control group

The calculation for Cochran’s Q statistic in the control group is as follows:

\[
5 \times 4 \times (16 + 4 + 1 + 1 + 16) = 760 / (270 - 194) = 10.00
\]

\[\text{DOF} = 4\]
\[0.05 < P < 0.02\]

This shows that there is a significant difference in difficulty between tasks for the control group, we reject the null hypothesis at the 95% level.

### 3.7.5.2 Cochran’s Q for the Treatment group

The calculation for Cochran’s Q statistic for the treatment group is as follows:

\[
5 \times 4 \times (10.24 + 0.04 + 0.64 + 0.64 + 3.24) = 296 / (390 - 364) = 11.386
\]

\[\text{DOF} = 4\]

Look up on Chi Squared table
\[0.05 < P < 0.02\]

This shows that there is a significant difference in difficulty between tasks for the treatment group, we reject the null hypothesis at the 95% level.
3.7.5.3 Conclusions on Cochran’s Q test

The calculations of Cochran’s Q test show that at the 95% confidence level, the null hypothesis is rejected for both control and treatment groups. This implies that there is a significant difference between tasks, see section 3.7.5.2 and that this difference is attributed to increasing difficulty, see last sentence in section 3.7.5.

However, tasks 3 and 4 both show the same result for chi squared and Fisher’s exact, see table 3.6. This might suggest that these two tasks were of similar difficulty based on the results.

In order to establish if this is the case, we must compare the two sets of data for the control and treatment group to see if there is statistical significance between them. One method to compare two data sets for difference in difficulty is McNemar’s test on difficulty (McNemar, 1947).

3.7.6 McNemar’s Test

McNemar’s test statistically compares two proportions for dependence or correlation. It does this by determining whether row and column marginal frequencies are statistically similar. Its application is for 2x2 contingency tables (see figure 3.7), as for the Fisher Exact Test, and can be employed to test the marginal homogeneity for results A and B, when tasks x and y are performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task x</th>
<th>Task y</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>a+b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>c+d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>a+c</td>
<td>b+d</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7 McNemars test 2 x 2 contingency table

Where

a = the number of cases of result A, in tasks x and y
b = the number of cases of result B in task x, and result A in task y
c = the number of cases of result A in task x, and result B in task y
d = the number of cases of result B, in tasks x and y
n = total number of cases

In the context of the EDM experiment, this allows us to test 2 results (A and B), to investigate whether the performance for tasks x and y are significantly similar or not. If the conclusion is of significant difference between marginal frequencies, then the follow-on assumption, given all other conditions remain equal, could be of a difference in difficulty of the task.

The McNemar Test Statistic shown below, in Equation 3.6 is based on the concept of marginal homogeneity and looks at row and column frequencies being the same, as follows: for result A, a + b = b + c, and for result B, c + d = b + d. These two equations then reduce to test whether b = c, as demonstrated in the test statistic.

$$\chi^2 = \frac{(b-c)^2}{b+c}$$

Equation 3.6 McNemar's test

This is a chi-squared test statistic and has 1 degree of freedom. The significance testing on this statistic is the same as for the $\chi^2$ statistic; the p-value is derived from the chi-squared distribution and then tested for significance. If $p > 0.05$ then the null hypothesis is accepted, this means the performance results, A and B, are significantly similar across tasks x and y.

The McNemar's statistic allows us to test for significant difference in difficulty between the two groups, in this case the results for task 3 and 4, see tables 3.8 and 3.9.
The test is $X^2$ using 1 DOF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.8 McNemar's test, Control group**

$$M = (3-3)^2 / (3+3) = 0/6 = 0$$

We therefore accept the null hypothesis, there is no difference between the two groups i.e. there is no significant difference in difficulty between tasks 3 and 4 for the control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.9 McNemar's test, Treatment group**

$$M = (2-2)^2 / (2+2) = 0/4 = 0$$

We therefore accept the null hypothesis, there is no difference between the two groups, i.e. there is no significant difference in difficulty between tasks 3 and 4 for the treatment group.

**3.7.7 Conclusions on significance testing**

The chi squared and Fisher's tests indicate that in both the control and treatment groups, for tasks 1 to 4, there is no statistically significant difference in accuracy.
However, both chi squared and Fisher's indicate that for task 5, in both control and treatment groups, the observed increase in accuracy is statistically significant. i.e. the difference in accuracy is due to the treatment and not chance, ergo giving examples in task 5 is more accurate than producing the equivalent formula. See table 3.6 and figure 3.16 for a summary of all the results.

Cochran's Q test indicates that between all five tasks, there is a significant difference in difficulty. McNemar's test on the observed accuracy in tasks 3 and 4, which have the same values, demonstrates that there is no significant difference in difficulty between the tasks.

One possible explanation is that during the design of the materials, i.e. the tasks were not sufficiently different to yield a significant change in difficulty, hence the same accuracy values.

To conclude, there is a relationship between difficulty and statistically significant accuracy for the treatment. The results suggest that if the task or problem is sufficiently difficult, there is a statistically significant accuracy advantage in using the treatment over the control, i.e. the treatment effect is significant as complexity increases.

3.8 Conclusions on feasibility experiment

The conclusions of the experimental comparison between the Treatment group, i.e. giving examples and control group, i.e. producing formulae

3.8.1 Experimental Conclusions

1. The treatment group (giving examples) were considerably more accurate than the control group (producing formulae), see figure 3.6. Accuracy in task 5 was the only task to be statistically significant, see table 3.6 and figure 3.16.
2. Both the treatment group (giving examples) and the control group (producing formulae) were consistently under confident, see figure 3.12.

3. The treatment group consistently found the tasks easier than the control group, see figure 3.14. Further, both groups found the tasks progressively more difficult as Cochran's Q test indicated, except tasks 3 and 4 which showed no significance of this type, see section 3.7.5

4. The treatment effect is significant as complexity increases, see section 3.7.7.

3.8.2 Limitations

Limitations to this experimental study include both general criticisms of experimental work and specific conditions that relate to the experiment. Also criticism could be made of the statistical significance tests due to the way that they are marked.

3.8.2.1 The fair test of the novel approach

The most significant criticism of this experiment is the apparent comparison of two seemingly different tasks, one is giving-examples the other is programming a spreadsheet. Ideally the example-giving group would have a complete working system rather than just example-giving on paper, i.e. they would give examples and these examples would then be converted into a working model. This would have been a fairer more comparative test of the example-giving method and spreadsheet development.

However, because this work was conducted at an early stage of the research and the emphasis of the experiment was placed on how feasible the technique of example-giving was the decision was made to proceed as described in this chapter.

Moreover, the mechanics of converting examples into working models is explored in depth in later chapters. The most critical aspect of the example-giving method is the actual production of valid examples which this experiment investigates in detail. If valid examples for a particular problem can be generated, the process of converting them into a model via whatever means is less critical than production of valid
examples. If the experiment proved it was infeasible to use example-giving, the actual means of implementing it becomes irrelevant.

3.8.2.2 Bias present in the sample of participants

Examining the responses on spreadsheet experience gathered from the participants, figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, some inconsistency between groups is evident. In particular, it appeared that the treatment group contained participants with a significant experience bias in comparison to the control group, as shown in figure 3.6.

For this reason a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed on the responses contained in figure 3.6. The procedure and detail of one-way ANOVA is discussed at length in Plonsky (2006). As a high level overview, analysis of variance compares group means by analysing comparisons of variance estimates.

A one-way ANOVA compares two (or more) populations for significant variation in their mean value. In this case ANOVA was used to test the distribution of responses pertaining to spreadsheet experience in years. That is to say, are treatment and control groups significantly different in terms of participant spreadsheet experience?

The first step within ANOVA is to calculate the between group sum of squares (SS_{bg}) and the within group sum of squares (SS_{wg}), as follows:

\[ SS_{bg} = n \sum_i \left( \bar{Y}_j - GM \right)^2 \]
\[ SS_{wg} = \sum_i \sum_j (Y_{ij} - \bar{Y}_{ij})^2 \]

Equation 3.7 ANOVA statistic

Where,
GM = the grand mean over all N observations,
\( \bar{Y}_j \) = the sample mean for each group j,
\( Y_{ij} \) = the frequency of participants in experience level i, group j,
\( \bar{Y}_{ij} \) = the samples mean for each frequency i, group j,
n = the number of observations in each group.
Once SS\textsubscript{bg} and SS\textsubscript{wg} are calculated, the ANOVA table can be set up as shown here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>SS\textsubscript{bg}</td>
<td>j-1</td>
<td>MS\textsubscript{bg} = \frac{SS\textsubscript{bg}}{j-1}</td>
<td>F = \frac{MS\textsubscript{bg}}{MS\textsubscript{wg}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>SS\textsubscript{wg}</td>
<td>N-j</td>
<td>MS\textsubscript{wg} = \frac{SS\textsubscript{wg}}{N-j}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>SS = SS\textsubscript{bg} + SS\textsubscript{wg}</td>
<td>N-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this scenario, the results of the one-way ANOVA are shown in Table 3.10 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>F crit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2.282645</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.282645</td>
<td>2.323225</td>
<td>0.134302</td>
<td>4.051749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>45.19652</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.982533</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>47.47917</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10 ANOVA results

In table 3.10 the null hypothesis (the groups are not significantly different) is rejected if the F value is higher than the F\textsubscript{crit} value. As can be seen here, the F is lower than the F\textsubscript{crit} (with a critical value of 0.05) and thus we accept the null hypothesis.

Hence, the groups are not significantly different, i.e. no significant experience bias is present between the treatment and control samples.

However, it is still worthy of note that the sample of participants was from an academic environment, experimentation with participants from a non academic environment would provide a broader view of the usefulness of this method.

3.8.2.3 Experimental conditions and the Hawthorne effect

Although there was no time limit imposed on the participants to complete the tasks, participants were not permitted to take the materials away from the venue. Some
might argue that this imposes a time pressure on the participants and that in reality they are more likely to complete the tasks over a longer time period.

However, to keep control of the experimental conditions one must insist that participants stay in the arranged venue until they have completed. Allowing them to remove and complete materials at another venue may allow collusion and thus the integrity of the experiment would be compromised.

One must consider the “Hawthorne effect” which is often cited as a flaw in experimental methods. Parsons (1974) defines the Hawthorne effect as follows:

“I would define the Hawthorne Effect as the confounding that occurs if experimenters fail to realize how the consequences of subjects' performance affect what subjects do”

So in the context of this experiment, the fact that the participants are asked to do something changes the way in which they do it. This in turn leads to results that are not truly representative of the naturally occurring phenomena, i.e. the work produced for the experiment is not a true representation of their ability.

By definition, the Hawthorne effect is impossible to avoid but to ensure the objectivity and representative nature of experimental work, rigorous methodologies and designs are followed. This experiment was designed using two seminal experimental design texts, Campbell and Stanley (1969) and Shadish et al. (2002). The use of such materials mitigates the Hawthorne effect as much as possible.

Central to rigorous design is the concept of truly random samples. It could be argued that the sampling approach taken in this experiment is not truly random. A clustered random approach was taken, i.e. a cluster of individuals were targeted and then randomly assigned to either the treatment or control group.

Once the cluster was identified, participant selection was randomly assigned within the cluster, i.e. the participants were not selected on ability or age or gender or any
other basis. Thus the control and treatment groups were not biased, i.e. the treatment group participants didn’t have greater academic ability.

Although the study has limitations, it still provides a controlled measure of the usefulness and potential accuracy of an example based approach to spreadsheet modelling.

### 3.8.2.4 Criticisms of the significance testing

The significance tests show that only task 5 is statistically significant. The Cochran’s Q statistic shows that the difficulty difference between the tasks is statistically significant.

The tasks were designed to be progressively more difficult. The conclusion is therefore that the treatment effect is only statistically significant in sufficiently difficult tasks.

However, as can be seen in figure 3.16 and table 3.6, the chi squared and Fisher’s values show an irregular relationship between probability and task. One would expect to see the values rising progressively as the tasks progress if the conclusion drawn was true.

Despite this, tasks 1 to 4 are still less difficult than task 5, so the conclusion that the treatment is only statistically significant in sufficiently difficult tasks still holds true, what remains unclear is the relationship between significant accuracy and tasks 1 to 4.

The statistics generated from the raw data are sensitive to the marking applied to the answers provided to each question. The answers were dichotomous, i.e. attempts were either correct or incorrect. In both the control and treatment group this mark was based upon whether the solution provided was a valid solution that covered the specification of the task.
If the method used to mark the answers provided for each task differed, one would expect to see a change in the statistics. If the statistics were calculated data that had been processed according to an invented marking criteria, the sensitivity of the statistics would be greater.

However, since all of the statistics were strictly marked in a dichotomous fashion, this sensitivity is not a limiting factor in this research.

### 3.9 Advantages and disadvantages of the example-giving approach

This section seeks to summarise the main advantages and disadvantages gained from using an example-giving approach.

**Advantages of example-giving:**

- Example-giving is easy (see section 3.6.4)
- Eliminates the need to program the computer
- Eliminates BER in the programming of a spreadsheet
- Eliminates bias in the spreadsheet

From the above advantages of example-giving, it would seem to be that many sources of the problem of spreadsheet error (section 2.7) such as BER, Poor programming and bias are reduced or eliminated.

**Disadvantages of example-giving:**

- May introduce some BER in the proposed alternative method, i.e. creation of examples
- May introduce bias in the creation of examples

Further questions and detail regarding example-giving are addressed in later chapters.
3.10 Summary on feasibility of example-giving

The conclusions of the feasibility experiment are contained in sections 3.5.6, 3.6.6 and 3.7.7 dealing with feasibility experiment design, conclusions on summary statistics and conclusions on significance testing respectively.

Section 3.5.6 concludes the design details that give the experiment the objectivity to be a fair test between example-giving and traditional spreadsheet modelling.

Section 3.6.6 concludes that the summary statistics show the treatment group (example giving) were more accurate, found the tasks easier and felt they were able to complete more of the tasks than the control group (traditional spreadsheet modelling).

The summary statistics show that both the control and treatment groups were under confident, i.e. both groups performed better than they anticipated. However, judgement of success was better in the treatment group than the control group.

Section 3.7.7 concludes that the superior accuracy shown by example-giving is only statistically significant in the last task, task 5. The use of McNemar’s test on difficulty proves that the tasks were progressively complex, excluding tasks 3 and 4. This suggests example-giving is more useful in more complex scenarios.

The above conclusions show that example giving is a feasible novel approach for decision support spreadsheet modelling (see section 3.1.1) that can offer a statistically significant accuracy advantage to traditional methods.

These findings partially satisfy objective 2:

"Based upon the literature review, consider an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets"
This chapter proves that the alternative paradigm of example-giving is feasible and can work in principle. However it does not consider how example-giving might be implemented, this issue is dealt with in the next chapter.

From these experiments comparing example-giving with conventional spreadsheet construction would suggest some further work would be useful on the following points:

1. Example giving appears to be much faster (practical observation of the groups).
2. To what extent this would scale up to a very large scale requires further investigation.
3. Example-giving is perhaps not a familiar approach, in practice the user may not be confident in using it.
4.0 Designing the implementation of example-giving

4.1 Overview of the chapter

Section 4.2 introduces the rational for the content of this chapter. Section 4.3 examines and analyses the potential approaches that could be taken to implement example-giving. Section 4.4 considers techniques available in the selected approach, machine learning in more detail, settling on one machine learning approach. Section 4.5 discusses how experimentation could be conducted using neural networks and considers what neural network software is appropriate for experimentation. Section 4.6 discusses in detail the design of the neural networks to be used in experimentation. Section 4.7 offers a compact summary of the conclusions drawn from sections 4.5 and 4.6 which give the design of the neural networks to be used in experimentation. Section 4.8 summarises the main benefits gained from using neural networks as a means to implement example-giving. Finally section 4.9 concludes the work of the chapter.

4.2 Introduction

Since the feasibility experiment in the previous chapter shows that example giving is feasible, one must decide upon an approach to implement EDM.

The process of transforming examples into a model that represents those examples can be achieved a number of different ways.
Examples of appropriate methods are narrowed to those that aid decision making either by classification or decision mapping.

4.3 Approaches to implementing example-giving

The appropriate methods considered are: Karnaugh maps; The Quine–McCluskey algorithm; The Espresso heuristic logic minimiser, Decision trees and machine learning.

4.3.1 Karnaugh maps

Karnaugh maps (Karnaugh, 1953) are a minimisation technique for Boolean functions, in other words Karnaugh maps simplify logic based equations.

The minimisation assumes variables as binary values i.e. each variable has two states (1 or 0). These binary states are used to create a truth table which is then converted into a grid. See figure 4.1

![Figure 4.1 Four variable Karnaugh map](image)

Once in grid form, variable combinations in the grid can be ignored or combined to reduce the number of expressions contained in the table.

The process of minimisation relies on the human participant detecting patterns in the data and combing terms to give the simplest expression of the equation.
4.3.1.1 Advantages to Karnaugh maps

Problems with less than 4 variables can be converted easily into Karnaugh maps and allow quick minimisation of Boolean equations.

4.3.1.2 Limitations to Karnaugh maps

The major limitation to this method is the reliance on the human’s ability to pattern match a large number of variables. The Karnaugh map size is determined by the equation: $2^{n-1}$

Once more than 4 variables are reached, the resulting grid becomes too unwieldy for a human to minimise, i.e. it becomes impractical to use.

For example a 10 variable problem ($2^{10-1}$) will have a corresponding Karnaugh map will have 1023 unique cells. Clearly a human trying to evaluate that number of expressions will have difficulty with the sheer volume. This problem may be overcome with computation.

Karnaugh maps were designed to be manually created and therefore directly automating Karnaugh maps is highly inefficient. In answer to this an altered version of Karnaugh maps designed for computation were introduced in the Quine-McClusky algorithm.

4.3.2 Quine-McClusky algorithm

The Quine–McCluskey algorithm (Quine 1952, McClusky and Bartee 1962) works in the same manner as Karnaugh maps except the generation and reduction of grids is executed by computation rather than a human manually pattern matching.
4.3.2.1 Advantages of the Quine–McCluskey

The Quine–McCluskey algorithm is an improvement the usefulness of Karnaugh maps on the basis that more variables can be assessed via computer automation.

A heuristic search algorithm is used on the tables to combine variables and arrive at the simplest Boolean expression.

4.3.2.2 Limitations to the Quine–McCluskey algorithm

According to Heiber (2007) the Quine-McCluskey algorithm suffers similar practical limitations as Karnaugh maps since the size of the grid increases exponentially. The rate at which the grid size increases is \( \frac{3^n}{n} \) where \( n \) = the number of variables in the expression.

For example if there are 20 variables the corresponding grid will have 174,339,220 unique cells.

Eventually this exponential growth causes the grids to become so large the heuristic method either cannot compute the best result or takes too much time to compute.

This long computation is mitigated by using the Espresso heuristic logic minimiser.

4.3.3 Espresso heuristic logic minimiser

The Espresso heuristic logic minimiser, developed by the University of California Berkeley, improves on Karnaugh maps and the Quine-McClusky algorithm by minimizing the resources needed to compute complex grids.

However, the espresso algorithm is only capable of achieving a close to optimal solution.
Combining the espresso heuristic logic minimiser with the Quine-McCluskey algorithm allows close to optimal creation of complex maps, however the basic problem of a human interpreting these maps remains.

4.3.4 Decision trees

Decision trees, which are sometimes referred to as classification trees, map the reasoning process, the dependant variable, the independent variables and the classifications of a decision process (Quinlan, 1986).

The dependant variable is the focus of the decision process, for example this could be deciding whether to play golf or not.

The independent variables affect the decision process, for example the weather outlook, temperature, humidity and wind levels.

Classifications are the conclusions that are based upon the independent variables and the rules. In the golf example the classifications are either play golf or don’t play golf.

The classification tree is built up from a data set of examples and the rules of the inferred from the data. See table 4.1 for a simple data set for the golf example.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependant variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outlook</strong></td>
<td><strong>Temperature</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Golf training set

Figure 4.2 shows the resulting classification tree generated from the data in table 4.1.

As can be seen from figure 4.2, the most influential independent variable in the tree is Outlook, i.e. outlook influences the dependant variable (to play golf or not) more than the others.
4.3.4.1 Advantages to decision trees

Decision trees are easily provable because of the hierarchical structure used to generate them. By simply following the flow of a classification one can determine the rules that make that classification true. For example when the outlook is sunny and the humidity is below 70, play golf.

Further, the rules that make up classifications can easily be converted into IF THEN ELSE rules. For example consider figure 4.2 when the outlook is rain:

IF outlook = rain AND Windy = FALSE THEN
  Play golf
ELSE
  Don’t play golf.

Because of this simplicity, small decision trees are quickly understandable by visually inspecting the path of a classification.

4.3.4.2 Limitations to decision trees

One limitation to manually creating decision trees is the amount of time it takes to create a relatively simple classification tree. This can be overcome by computer automation.

With computer automation the amount of time needed to create a decision tree is cut down but if ‘numerical data sets’ are being used the resulting tree can become physically large and complex.

This is because numerical values have to be interpreted as binary values, i.e. each numerical value in a range needs its own branch. So if there were a range of 10 values for one influential variable, each value needs its own branch.
Eventually the decision tree becomes too large to visualize and therefore it becomes more difficult to understand.

Further, the algorithmic process of creating a decision tree is unstable, slight changes to the training set can create entirely different decision trees. The implication of this is that if there were any user error, the error would severely impact on the decision tree.

### 4.3.5 Machine learning classification algorithms

Machine learning algorithms that classify data are commonly referred to as ‘Classifiers’. There are several types of classifier that could be implemented; the types vary depending on the underlying algorithms used to develop classifications.

Machine learning algorithms that can classify are: Neural Networks (NN); Genetic Algorithms (GA); Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and Inductive Expert Systems (IES).

Learning in machine learning algorithms is achieved via learning algorithms which either deductively or inductively determines the rules present in the data sets.

Some of these machine learning techniques, NN and GA, are analogies of biological systems such as animal brains and evolutionary genetics, others, IES and ILP are based on symbolic systems, like language.

#### 4.3.5.1 Advantages to machine learning algorithms

Certain machine learning algorithms, such as IES and ILP are easily provable in much the same manner that decision trees are. In the case of IES the rules are explicitly output to a rule base, an element of IES. Further, ILP output closely resembles mathematical equations which can then be proven to be correct.
Tolerance of user error and noisy data sets is a feature of some machine learning algorithms, this is especially true of NN and GA. This allows NN and GA to learn adequately from data sets that are incomplete or contain errors and maintain a good level of performance.

Machine learning algorithms are relatively more automated than the other topics discussed in this section, i.e. there is less effort required to create a working solution.

All machine learning algorithms are computerised and can deal with varying complexity relatively well when compared to Karnaugh maps and decision tree learning.

### 4.3.5.2 Disadvantages to machine learning

Some machine learning algorithms such as NN and GAs are not provable, these techniques are often referred to as ‘black box’ applications, i.e. the mathematical process of transforming input into a working model cannot be reverse engineered.

Although NN and GA can cope well with noisy data sets, ILP and IES do not cope as well. However, ILP and IES do fair better with noise than decision trees and Karnaugh maps.

### 4.3.6 Test Driven Development

Test Driven Development (TDD) is an agile method for developing specifications and code for software products.

According to Ambler (2008) in TDD the developer writes test cases first and then writes code that attempts to satisfy each test. If the code satisfies the test, the developer moves on to the next test case otherwise the developer modifies the code until it satisfies the test. This process is repeated until the developer cannot think of any other test cases.
4.3.6.1 Advantages of TDD

The main advantage of TDD is the development of higher quality code when compared to code that is traditionally tested. George and Williams (2003) showed that TDD code passed 18% more functional black-box test cases.

TDD often results in quicker overall development and implementation times (Muller and Padberg, 2007). Also developers using TDD indicated that the process was enjoyable as George and Williams (2003) notes.

Writing test cases before code forces the developer to think about the specification and design of the software before they write it, as noted by Rust et al. (2006). In order to write good TDD test cases, the developer must consider the input and corresponding output of the model.

A typical test case for TDD will consist of input and expected output, the point being to write code that transforms the input into the output correctly. Consider the following example taken from Rust et al. (2006):

1. A mark below 40 yields a "Fail" grade
2. A mark of 40 more up to and including 70 yields a "Pass" grade
3. A mark of 70 or more up to and including 100 yields a "Honour" grade

Example test case data for the above could consist of:

- Mark: 26, Grade: Fail
- Mark: 41, Grade: Pass
- Mark: 75, Grade: Honour

The above TDD cases closely resemble the examples generated from the example-giving process. This suggests TDD could be a viable method for implementing example-giving.
4.3.6.2 Disadvantages of TDD

The main disadvantage to TDD is the quality of the code is entirely dependant on the quality of the tests written, which in turn is dependant on the individual’s understanding of the problem at hand. If the developer writes poor tests the resulting code will also be poor.

In the context of implementing example-giving, using TDD as a means to write code based on the examples gathered during the example-giving phase would still require developers to write code. Whilst this approach is of interest and has potential for building better quality spreadsheets, it still leaves the potential for errors to arise in programming the spreadsheet.

4.3.7 Case Based Reasoning

According to Darlington (2000) and Aamodt (1994) Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is a method where problems are solved based upon previous cases with an emphasis on the reuse of solutions.

When a problem is encountered a search is performed through previous cases and solutions for a similar problem to the one at hand.

The process by which CBR is governed (Aamodt, 1994) is referred to as the four Rs:

1. Retrieve the most similar case
2. Reuse the information and knowledge in that case to solve the problem
3. Revise the proposed solution
4. Retain the parts of the experience that are likely to be used for future problem solving

CBR is similar to some machine learning approaches such as Expert Systems (ES) and Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) (Luger 2005). Both ES and KBS use a database of stored facts and through interaction with the user interrogate this
knowledge to perform a task such as diagnosis or classification. The critical difference is that ES and KBS use inference and chaining to create rules that operate in the problem domain, whereas CBR uses heuristics.

CBR has the ability to learn new cases and thus increase the base of knowledge on which further cases are solved.

CBR as a means of implementing example-giving could work as follows: Firstly examples are gathered and stored as cases, for example:

- Case 1 Mark: 61, Grade: Pass
- Case 2 Mark: 32, Grade: Fail
- Case 3 Mark: 77, Grade: Honour

So when a new case is encountered, Mark in the above example, a similar past case is sought to provide the answer.

4.3.7.1 Advantages to CBR

Luger (2005) defines the main advantages to CBR as follows:

Typically in CBR cases are encoded directly and are not transformed into hierarchical knowledge as in ES or KBS, i.e. the knowledge in cases is stored simply and clearly.

In comparison to rule based methods, solving a new problem is significantly quicker since search for a similar case is quicker than generating a new rule.

Extensive knowledge of the domain is not required. In rule based systems the rules must be extracted in order for the system to function, this requires a deep understanding of the problem domain. In CBR the “rules” are additional, i.e. judgement is passed on an expanding number of cases, therefore a shallow knowledge of the domain is adequate for CBR to used effectively.
Further as Darlington (2000) notes, the process of retrieving previous similar cases and adapting them to suit a new problem is similar to the way in which humans learn. This similarity allows good natural and instinctive interaction between human and computer.

### 4.3.7.2 Disadvantages to CBR

CBR has three major disadvantages as outlined by Luger (2005):

Cases do not include deeper domain knowledge, i.e. the shallow knowledge contained in cases may lead to inappropriate use of knowledge.

In large case bases, there are storage/compute tradeoffs, i.e. large case bases can become unwieldy and costly to store.

It is difficult to determine good criteria for indexing and matching cases. Currently retrieval vocabularies and matching algorithms are individually crafted. This obviously takes time and effort and nullifies some of the advantages of CBR.

As a means of implementing example-giving the indexing and matching issue is of significant concern. In the example in section 4.3.7, it is clear that all cases are similar so distinguishing which is the best will be problematic.

Possibly the most significant difficulty is the inability for CBR to generalise effectively. The example in section 4.3.7 would require many examples for a reliable case base to be built, i.e. a significantly higher proportion of examples would be needed for CBR than some other approaches.

### 4.3.8 Conclusions on approaches to implementing example-giving

The chosen approach to implement example-giving is machine learning, this is because in comparison to the other potential approaches it is more automated, is
superior at coping with complexity and noisy data sets and is offers a more stable repeatable process than other approaches.

Karnaugh maps, the Quine-McCluskey algorithm and the Espresso heuristic logic minimiser, which are all essentially based upon the same idea, are dismissed because of the lack of natural ability for these methods to deal with complexity and to express the results in a way which will be easily understandable.

Test Driven Development is dismissed since it still requires the programming of the computer. However, TDD does share strong similarities with example-giving and may provide interesting further opportunities for future research by combining TDD research with the example-giving research.

Case Based Reasoning is dismissed for several reasons, firstly the lack of a satisfactory indexing and searching method for previous examples would be problematic. The difficulty in generalizing to unseen examples is also a weakness, in comparison with other methods, CBR would need to gather a substantially larger number of examples to work effectively.

Decision trees, although an interesting approach to classifying data, are dismissed because of their algorithmic instability and sensitivity to noisy data sets.

4.4 Discussion of available machine learning algorithms

What follows is a critical review of the various machine learning algorithms that could be used to implement example-giving.

4.4.1 Inductive Expert Systems (IES)

There is a lack of literature concerning Inductive Expert Systems (IES) mostly due to its eventual evolution into Inductive Logic Programming. However, some literature exists on the benefits and limitations of the technology.
IES generate rules from properly formatted historical data. Expert systems, i.e. not inductive, use predefined rules to classify data sets Gross (1988).

In addition IES do not use built in logic and reasoning as conventional expert system do. The IES rule base is built on similarities of input output features to generalise to the unseen population.

Early IES utilised the ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) (Quinlan, 1986) algorithm to generates decision trees from historical data sets.

Quinlan (1990) later introduced FOIL (First Order Inductive Learner) which was perceived to be a greater success which allowed for the first time practical induction of relational rules (Russell and Norvig, 2003)

Muggleton and Buntine (1988) introduced CIGOL (which is LOGIC spelt backwards) which was seen as the beginnings of Inductive Logic Programming.

Although there are still some publications using the term “inductive expert systems” such as Mookerjee (2001) the term is much less common, ILP seems to have superseded IES.

**4.4.2 Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)**

Inductive logic programming is based on first order predicate calculus, the term was coined in 1991 by S. Muggleton (Muggleton, 1991).

ILP typically uses the CIGOL (Muggleton and Buntine 1988) and later PROGOL (Muggleton 1995, Muggleton 1997).

In ILP, predicate descriptions (features) are formed by taking example input, both positive and negative in combination with background knowledge to form a hypothesis. The ILP schema is as follows:
Positive examples + negative examples + background knowledge = hypothesis

(Muggleton, 1991)

In other words, ILP takes negative and positive input, combines this with the background knowledge and then creates a program that reflects all of the positive and none of the negative examples.

ILP uses an ‘inverse resolution’ strategy to draw conclusions from example input (Russell and Norvig, 2003).

4.4.2.1 Strengths of Inductive Logic Programming

Russell and Norvig (2003) identify three major advantages to using ILP over other inductive methods:

1. Rigorous approach to the general knowledge based inductive learning problem
2. Offers complete algorithms for inducing general first order theories from examples
3. ILP generated hypotheses are (relatively) easy for humans to understand

A rigorous approach to general knowledge is cited as an advantage over other similar techniques because of the ability of ILP to generalise relational models. For example consider the following ‘family tree’ problem, a popular predicate logic programming exercise. The following exercise is taken from Russell and Norvig (2003).

Consider expressing the concept “grandparent” as a predicate in decision tree learning. The predicates would need to be in pairs, such as:

Grandparent ([Mum, Charles])
When trying to represent example descriptions, the descriptions have to be very specific such as:

\[ \text{FirstElementIsMotherOfElizabeth(\{Mum, Charles\}).} \]

So the definition of 'Grandparent' becomes a series of specific cases, with no generalising.

In ILP generalising is possible by using background knowledge. If the background knowledge for the definition Grandparent contained the following:

\[ \text{Parent}(x,y) \leftrightarrow \text{Mother}(x,y) \lor \text{Father}(x,y) \]

Given this background knowledge, the definition of Grandparent could be reduced to:

\[ \text{Grandparent}(x,y) \leftrightarrow [z \text{ Parent}(x,z) \land \text{Parent}(z,y)] \]

Thus the size of the hypothesis, in comparison to decision tree learning, is greatly reduced due to generalising using background information.

The second advantage is complete algorithms for inducing general first order theories from examples. Russell and Norvig state that this allows ILP to learn in situations where attribute based algorithms are hard to apply.

The final advantage of ILP is the manner in which hypotheses are output. Since hypotheses are output as understandable first order statements, the hypotheses can be scrutinised and understood relatively easily by humans.

Other methods, such as Neural Networks, do not offer such transparency. In fact, NN are often referred to as black box applications. Black box systems do not allow examination of the workings of conclusions which is a major disadvantage.
4.4.2.2 Limitations of Inductive Logic Programming

The greatest criticism of ILP comes from its inability to cope well with ‘noise’. Noise is defined as “when some of the data are incorrect” (Russell and Norvig, 2003). In other words, noisy data contains incorrect examples.

Muggleton (1994) raises the issue of noise and ILP as a concern, further Muggleton identifies several other significant shortcomings in ILP which limits the applicability of the approach to real world situations. Muggleton (1994) states that the approach is “too abstract” in nature which makes it difficult to apply to the real world.

4.4.3 Genetic Algorithms (GA)

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) according to Russell and Norvig (2003) are defined as:

“A variant of stochastic beam search in which successor states are generated by combining two parent states, rather than modifying a single state”

Callan (2003) suggests that GAs are made up of two elements.

1. Hypothesis encoding. Hypotheses need to be represented. Binary strings are typically used.
2. Objective function. An objective function is defined to evaluate the utility of a hypothesis. This evaluation returns a measure of how close the hypothesis is to a solution. This objective function is typically called fitness

Further, evolutionary learning in GAs is achieved by the following six steps according to Callan (2003):

1. Evaluate the fitness of each string using the objective function
2. Using a selection strategy, select the number of fittest strings
3. Apply genetic operators to generate new strings from those selected in step 2
4. Randomly mutate these new strings

5. Using a reinsertion strategy, generate the next population by replacing some of the existing strings with the new strings in steps 3 and 4.

6. If a solution is found, stop; otherwise return to step 1.

Callan (2003)

However, as Mitchell (1998) notes, "there is no rigorous definition of a genetic algorithm". Further, GAs have been likened to stochastic beam searches (Russell and Norvig, 2003) and state space searching (Callan, 2003).

4.4.3.1 Strengths of Genetic Algorithms

Luger (2005) states that an important strength of GAs is the parallel nature of their search. Luger (2005) draws comparisons between GA and NN in this vein, suggesting that a parallel computing capability is a great advantage in problem solving.

Mitchell (1998) and Cawsey (1998) state that an advantage of GAs as a machine learning method is the biological model it is based upon. Mitchell argues that the model of evolution is well suited to solving large complex computations.

Cawsey (1998) also argues that learning in GAs can be independent of the examples provided to it through the process of mutation.

4.4.3.2 Limitations of Genetic Algorithms

Criticisms of GAs to solve problems include the GAs providing solutions that are unrealistic or impossible. For example during the randomisation stage where individuals are given random combinations of 1’s and 0’s situations can arise where particular combinations in a particular context are invalid. (Mitchell, 1998)
This is also true during the crossover and mutation stages, some mutated individuals represent a combination of impossible states in certain contexts.

Another criticism of GAs is the high demand on resources, especially time. In particular the crossover stage, identifying which chromosomes to cross over in mutation, takes considerable time (Russell and Norvig 2003).

However, GAs have been used to solve complex problems such as the benchmark “Travelling salesman problem” (Borovska, 2006).

They have also been proven to be particularly complimentary to Artificial Neural Networks (Dokur et al., 1997) especially when considering problems with little data available (Chann and Lippmann 1990, Mitchell 1998, Forman and Cohen 2004).

4.4.4 Neural Networks (NN)

Haykin (1999) defines Neural Networks (NN) as

*A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple processing units, which has a natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use. It resembles the brain in two aspects:

1. Knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment
2. Interneuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used to store the acquired knowledge

In other words NN take input from the ‘environment’ and adjust the networks synaptic weights to reflect the input/output characteristics of the data set.

The network learns by adjusting weights and observing the affect on the performance of the network until some pre-determined level of accuracy is attained. The way in which weights are adjusted varies depending on the learning rule used.
4.4.4.1 Benefits of Neural Networks inherited from the connectionist philosophy

Some of the benefits of NN come from the philosophy of the approach, NN are a “connectionist” philosophy.

The connectionist philosophy is based upon the assumption that “mental phenomena” can be represented by interconnected networks of simple processing units. The “mental phenomena” includes learning, therefore the philosophy believes that learning can be achieved via interconnected networks of simple processing units, i.e. NN.

The other major philosophy is the “symbolic” philosophy which assumes that learning is closely associated with language. Symbolic learning systems assume a finite alphabet of symbols that can manipulated to transform from one state to another. Learning is achieved by manipulating the alphabet into the desired form via a symbolic learning approach.

There are further advantages of a connectionist approach over a symbolic approach that are inherited by any connectionist method.

For example there is no need to assume a finite set of state combinations as in ILP and IES. Also there is no need for “background” knowledge as in ILP and IES. This significantly cuts down on the amount of programming needed, in fact NN are mostly self programming (Haykin, 1999).

Neural networks are particularly good at pattern matching and logical reasoning with applications in credit risk classification (Atiya, 2001, Yu et al. 2008), medical diagnosis (Zhou and Jiang 2003, Abbass, 2002) and marketing (Baesens et al., 2002).
4.4.4.2 Strengths of Neural Networks

Haykin (1999) offers a more comprehensive list of benefits, he asserts there are nine major benefits of neural networks as follows:

1. **Nonlinearity**
2. **Input-output mapping**
3. **Adaptability**
4. **Evidential response**
5. **Contextual information**
6. **Fault tolerance**
7. **VLSI Implementations**
8. **Uniformity of analysis and design**
9. **Neurobiological analogy**

Haykin (1999)

Nonlinearity is the ability to create mathematical relationships between two or more variables that are not in a straight line (linear). In fact NN can either be linear or non-linear depending on the task at hand. This is seen as a great strength by Haykin (1999) and Principe et al. (2000) since it allows NNs to solve a wide variety of problems.

Input-output mapping is the process of ‘supervised learning’. Supervised learning initiates a teacher-student relationship between the user and the NN. The user teaches the NN which combinations of inputs correspond to which classifications. This is cited as an advantage by Haykin (1999), Principe et al. (2000) and Stader (1992).

Adaptability in NN is the ability to adapt network weightings as conditions change in the environment, i.e. adjusting the network weights as different features are identified in the data (Haykin 1999, Principe et al. 2000)
Evidential response is the ability of a NN, especially when considering classification, to express the confidence of a classification or pattern (Haykin, 1999). This is useful for assessing the performance of the network and diagnosing when the network may not have learnt well.

Contextual information, i.e. knowledge representation is an advantage of NNs because of the interconnected structure of a NN (Haykin, 1999).

Fault tolerance is an ability of NN in the sense that under adverse conditions performance degrades gracefully rather than failing completely (Haykin, 1999). This is a viewpoint shared by Stader (1992) and Principle et al. (2000).

Further, this graceful degradation in performance also applies to ‘noisy conditions’. This means that NN can perform with noisy or incomplete data sets which other methods such as ILP or IES have great difficulty with.

VLSI implementation is defined as Very Large Scale Integrated implementations, i.e. the “ability to capture truly complex behaviour in a highly hierarchical fashion”, (Haykin 1999). In other words NN have the ability to learn complex problems and present them in a highly structured hierarchical style.

Uniformity of analysis and design is a property that NN benefit from since all NN are built from the same simple information processing component, the artificial neuron (Haykin 1999). Haykin argues that it is therefore possible to share theories across different learning algorithms which can then be applied in other network structures.

Finally, neurobiological analogy is cited as a strength by Haykin (1999), Stader (1992) and Principle et al. (2000). Since NN are inspired by brains found in nature, the authors argue that this is “living proof” of the concept. A strong biological connection in Artificial Intelligence methods generally is seen as a great strength (Russel and Norvig 2003).
4.4.4.3 Limitations of Neural Networks

Whist the benefits of using NN are plentiful, Stader (1992) also identifies several important criticisms of the approach:

1. Problems of theoretical assessment  
   (Provability)
2. Difficulties in designing neural network systems  
   (Representation, Structure, Teaching)
3. Problems working with neural networks  
   (Interpretation, Performance assessment, Scale)

Stader (1992)

Firstly the problem of provability i.e. being able to identify the specific rule that makes a trained network correct. Neural networks are often referred to as a ‘black box’ application, i.e. it may work correctly once trained but it is impossible to say exactly how it works. This is also true if training is halted mid-point, it is impossible to extract rules from the NN.

This raises some basic questions of neural nets, as Minsky and Papert (1988) noted: What can and can’t it learn; How long should training take; How does network size affect performance.

Although both the Minsky and Papert’s and Stader’s papers were written in 1988 and 1992 respectively, these criticisms are still true today. Attempts have been made to extract rules from NN and thus ‘open the black box’ such as Setiono et al. (2000). However, this requires additional processing and is not considered a standard feature of most NN.

Difficulties in designing neural systems includes: Input and Network Structure
Issues concerning input are: Sufficient volume and quality of input data, also noted by Haykin (1999) and Principe et al. (2000). The volume of input is particularly stressed by Principle et al. (2000), although no benchmarks or heuristics are offered by the author. In contrast papers such as Plutowski et al. (1994) have demonstrated successful learning in neural networks with as little as 25 examples.

Problems arising from network structure such as setting the number of hidden layers in the network can also be problematic. There is no agreed heuristic for how many layers a NN should be for a given problem, advice is often vague on what hidden layers do, see Haykin (1999).

Further, the ‘self programming’ nature of NN, which is often cited as an advantage, removes control of network size from the operator.

Lastly Stader (1992) highlights the problems of working with NN, these include: Interpretation; Performance and Scale.

Stader (1992) defines interpretation of NN output to mean the process by which it arrives at a result. Stader argues that because NN are not symbolic it is difficult to rationalise the process of learning in NN.

In comparison traditional AI applications are symbolic, i.e. they manipulate symbols to solve rules. In symbolic AI it is simple to reproduce the sequence of events that manipulates symbols from the initial state to the end state. In this respect, this criticism is a similar argument to that of NN being ‘black boxes’

Measuring the performance of a NN is identified as another difficulty. Stader states that since it is difficult to interpret what exactly is happening during learning, a means for assessing performance is particularly critical.

In classification problems, there are several means of assessing performance, Principe et al. (2000) suggests that the best measure of performance is a ‘confusion matrix’ which indicates the classification error of a network.
Logically, the best indicator of performance for a trained NN would be a blind test. The blind test consists of entirely unseen examples which are passed through the network, the networks response is then examined to give classification error on the unseen examples.

Finally the criticism of scale, i.e. the scale of time or some other resource that is consumed by NN operation is considered. Stader argues that because of hardware restrictions NN are inefficient, i.e. they take a long time to compute because of current hardware capabilities.

This is still true to some extent, however advances in computing power since 1992 when this paper was written have been substantial. For ‘standard’ NN time is not as critical as it was in 1992.

On the other hand, if NN are being used with Genetic Optimisation (GO) the amount of time needed to adequately learn can be several times that of a ‘standard’ network depending on the level of GO used.

The benefit of GO is a dramatic increase in accuracy (Mitchell, 1998) especially when training data is sparse (Chann and Lippmann 1990, Forman and Cohen 2004).

**4.4.5 Conclusions on available machine learning algorithms**

The conclusions drawn from the discussion on available machine learning approaches are as follows:

**4.4.5.1 Inductive Expert systems**

IES are dismissed as a viable machine learning approach since IES have now been largely superseded by ILP. Further, the techniques used in ILP are seen as advancement on those used in IES, making IES mostly redundant.
4.4.5.2 Inductive Logic Programming

Although ILP seems like an interesting and capable symbolic method, it is ruled out since it doesn’t cope well with noisy data (Russell and Norvig 2003, Muggleton 1994).

Further, the usability of such a system is questioned by the abstract nature of implementing ILP (Muggleton, 1994). Expressions needed to code a model in ILP resemble those used in logic programming languages, such as Prolog, and will therefore be difficult for a non-IS professional to master.

However, the output which is easy for humans to understand would have been a valuable advantage (Russell and Norvig, 2003).

4.4.5.3 Genetic Algorithms

Although GA offer the strengths of parallel processing (Luger, 2005) and the strength of a strong biological analogy (Mitchell 1998, Cawsey 1998) standard GAs are ruled out.

This is due to inefficient time consumption (Russell and Norvig, 2003) and the potential to arrive at invalid solutions during randomisation and crossover (Mitchell, 1998).

However, when combining the power of Genetic Optimisation (GO) with another method such as NN, the benefits of GO can be realised without impacting severely on the amount of time an approach needs to learn.

In addition if GO is being used by another approach, say NN, the problem of invalid solutions is solved. The increase in time needed to learn when using GO is seen as a reasonable payoff for the increased accuracy it can offer.
One example of this is the GO of the input space of a NN, the GO greatly improves the accuracy of the NN without increasing the amount of time needed dramatically.

This has proved to be especially effective when only small amounts of training data are available for NN (Chann and Lippmann 1990, Mitchell 1998, Forman and Cohen 2004).

4.4.5.4 Neural Networks

Neural Networks are the most suited machine learning technique for EDM for several reasons.

Firstly the ability to deal with noise by gradual degradation is great strength of this approach (Haykin, 1999). Potentially this may allow EDM to be tolerant of user error such as BER.

Secondly NN are mostly self programming and self organising (Haykin, 1999), very little other than providing examples has to be done by the user. With EDM in mind, the self programming ability of neural networks may reduce the number of errors that arise from poor programming in spreadsheets.

The ability to give evidential responses is also cited as a major strength (Haykin, 1999). The ability to give evidential responses could potentially be used by the EDM modeller to determine the reliability of the EDM model.

Lastly the ability to generalise, although not exclusive to NN, is another great strength possessed by NN (Haykin, 1999)

Neural networks have been successfully applied to many similar problems that relate to decision support activities e.g. Bankruptcy prediction (Atiya 2001), Credit Risk (Yu et al., 2008), Cardiac disease diagnosis (Azuaje et al. 1997), Diagnosis of breast cancer (Abbass, 2002), classification of level of return on stock investments Lueng et
al. (2000) and selection of trading strategies based on European stock prices (Andreou et al. (2008).

The common factor in the above applications of neural networks is that all of them are classification problems. Neural networks are particularly strong at classification problems judging by the number of applications in this area Zhang (2000) and Principe et al. (2000).

Since decision support neural net applications such as Atiya (2001), Yu et al. (2008) Azuaje (1997) Lueng et al. (2000), Abbass (2002) and Andreou et al. (2008) have been successfully applied to classification problems, it is reasonable to expect successful application to the decision support activities found in spreadsheets.

Although there are some serious criticisms of NN, some of these criticisms can be answered in part by using GO in conjunction with NN. Combining GO and Neural networks has shown to improve the learning ability of NN (Kim and Shin, 2007).

For example by genetically optimising the input space of the NN, one can relieve the issues of small training sets as identified by (Chann and Lippmann 1990, Forman and Cohen 2004).

Unfortunately, nothing can be done to alleviate the ‘black-box’ syndrome that NN exhibit. The ‘black-box’ syndrome is accepted as a necessary cost to using NN.

Costs on time and computing power (Stader, 1992), especially when using GO, can be mitigated to some extent through the use of relatively powerful hardware. In any case the issues identified by Stader (1992) regarding computer resource availability are somewhat outdated considering the large increase in computing power available on PCs since 1992.

The final conclusion is therefore to use NN with GO as the machine learning method to be used in EDM.
4.5 Neural Networks

This section explains the definition and workings of neural networks in more detail and how they can be applied to the novel approach, EDM.

4.5.1 Neural Networks overview

Haykin (1999) defines Neural Networks (NN) as follows

A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple processing units, which has a natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use. It resembles the brain in two aspects:

1. Knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment
2. Interneuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used to store the acquired knowledge

A neural network consists of Artificial Neurons (also referred to as Processing Elements (PE)) arranged in a network. Artificial Neurons have the following four characteristics. See figure 4.3 for a diagram of an Artificial Neuron.

1. Input signals \(X_1 \ldots X_n\) which may come from the environment or other neurons
2. A set of weights attached to the input signals that describe connection strengths \(w_1 \ldots w_n\)
3. A threshold function that computes the neurons output state by determining how far above or below the threshold function a particular input pattern is.
Typically the transfer function would be \textit{sigmoid} as in the backpropagation algorithm however neural networks are not generally limited to only sigmoid.
4. Optionally, a learning rule that specifies how to adjust the weights for a given input/output pair.
4.5.2 Learning in Neural Networks

Learning in NN can either be supervised or unsupervised (Haykin, 1999).

4.5.2.1 Supervised and unsupervised learning

Supervised learning uses a teacher-student relationship to adjust network weights to reflect the input. The teacher gives examples of attribute classifications to the NN, the NN then attempts to mimic the input output pattern of those attribute classifications (Haykin, 1999).

Unsupervised learning does not use a teacher, it is left to the network to distinguish the input/output features of the data. Unsupervised learning is more suited to exploratory tasks, such as data mining (Craven and Shavlik 1998 and Yang and Hamer 2007), for this reason unsupervised networks are not appropriate for EDM.

4.5.2.2 Supervised learning process

The mathematical process by which supervised NN learn is as follows:
1. A processing unit (an artificial neuron) takes a number of input signals, $X_{1},...,X_{n}$ with corresponding weights $W_{1},...,W_{n}$ respectively.

2. These values are passed through the network to give an output which is then compared to the training set provided by the user.

3. The network then adjusts the weights in an attempt to mimic the input/output pattern of the training set.

4. This process is repeated until the network reaches some predetermined level of accuracy. This allows the network to become more and more accurate and hence the network learns the problem.

5. The neuron will only be fired if the threshold function ($T$) is satisfied and is governed by this equation: $X_{1}W_{1} + X_{2}W_{2} + X_{n}W_{n} > T$

### 4.5.3 Strategies for practical NN experimentation

In order to carry out experiments with neural networks and EDM one must decide how to implement such experimentation.

The basic choice faced is either building a bespoke application in a programming language, such as C++, or using a neural network development environment.

Both have advantages and disadvantages, using a bespoke application would allow perfect customisation. However, the development time would be significant, especially considering the likelihood that through the experimentation process, design details and features may have to be altered.

With a NN development environment, such as Neurosolutions (2007), the greatest advantage comes through the speed of development and the ability to alter design
elements as needed. The major disadvantage to this is that some control is surrendered to the package.

After much deliberation, it was decided that a development environment would facilitate experimentation more readily than a bespoke application. This flexibility is vital because of the adaptive nature of experimentation.

4.5.3.1 Choosing a NN development tool.

There are a variety of NN development tools available either as shareware or as a commercial product.

This software is either a simulation package or a component based package. Typically simulation packages are for developing and understanding the process by which NN learns and not necessarily for the application of NN to practical situations.

Component based packages are aimed at applying NN to practical situations and offer ‘plug-in’ component functionality. The plug in components allows the user to change the make up and design of the network architecture to tailor a network to a particular need.

Clearly the component based network is more appropriate in the case of EDM than a simulation package since the aim of the thesis is to apply NN in real world situations and not to gain further understanding of the NN learning process.

After reviewing several component based packages, by means of downloading free trials and experimenting, Neurosolutions was chosen as the NN development environment.

4.5.3.2 Neurosolutions

According to Neurosolutions (2007) the neurosolutions package:
"...combines a modular, icon-based network design interface with an implementation of advanced learning procedures, such as conjugate gradients and back-propagation through time"

Neurosolutions offers two methods of developing NNs.

Firstly the ‘breadboard’ allows the user to pick and choose components to be included in the network architecture as needed, the user builds the entire NN from scratch.

The ‘Neural Builder’ allows the user to design NNs in the same manner as the breadboard but does not require the user to define synaptic connections between components and in that vein is more automated than the breadboard.

4.5.4 Conclusions on practical Neural Network experimentation

All experimentation was conducted using the neural network component package Neurosolutions.

The choice of a component based package over manually programming neural networks in an appropriate programming language is justified for the following reasons.

Firstly a component based package was chosen over a simulation package because the aim of the thesis is to test a novel idea in practical real situations. Neural network Simulation packages are typically designed to help improve the understanding of the learning process, component based packages are designed to be applied to practical situations.

Secondly using a component based package allows greater flexibility than if one were programming a neural network. In a component based package changing a variable in the neural network design is a matter of clicking the mouse, a network programmed in C++ or Java would be harder to maintain.
After evaluating several neural network component packages Neurosolutions was chosen to implement the neural network experiments.

Neurosolutions offers a wide range of neural network architectures and learning algorithms, therefore consideration must be given to the NN design for experimentation.

4.6 Neural Network design

Since there are many configurations of neural network available, choosing the best set up is a complex task.

Firstly the network architecture must be considered, the network architecture is the design and interconnection of neurons in the network. In addition, the network architecture may, but not always, dictate the learning algorithm.

Further the ‘hidden layer’ depth must be set, the ‘hidden layer’ describes a number of hidden neurons in a network architecture.

The use of GO must also be considered, since GO can be applied to several different parameters in the NN.

However, before the details of the neural network design are discussed and evaluated, the following section provides some definitions and some background theory on how the ‘universe’ of examples is related to training, cross validation, testing and blind data sets.
4.6.1 The Universe, training, cross validation, testing and blind testing sets

The purpose of this sub-section is to define some commonly used terms and to explain the relationships that exist between them.

Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the training set, testing set, cross validation set, blind testing set and the ‘universe’ of examples.

The ‘universe’ of examples contains every possible combination of attribute classifications for a given problem.

The training set (T set), which is a subset of the universe, is used to train the neural network. Included in the training set are the test and cross validation sets. These provide two important means to measure performance in the trained network.

The training set, a subset of the universe, comprises of a finite number of attribute classifications. The training set is used to train the neural network and is also used to measure the internal performance of the network, i.e. performance ignoring the wider
universe of examples. This is calculated using Mean Squared Error (MSE), MSE is a statistic that calculates error in the network.

The Cross Validation (CV) set is a subset of the training set and of the universe. The CV set is comprised of examples from the training set and examples taken from the universe. These unseen examples are used to assess the network's ability to generalise to the unseen universe also using MSE.

The test set is a subset of the training set and is used in the testing phase of neural network design. Typically the test set has far fewer examples than the training set and is used to give a quick impression of the network's ability. However, since the test set is a subset of the training set, the examples contained in it are 'known'. In other words the network has already used these examples to train the network, thus any performance indication must be used carefully since the test set ignores unseen examples.

The blind testing set contains unseen 'blind' examples used as an absolute measure of accuracy. The network classifies the blind set, having already been trained using the training set, and the results are manually checked for error. Blind testing is the best means of determining the absolute accuracy of the data.

Once the blind testing set results have been checked, the classification error or the classification accuracy can be calculated. Classification error is the percentage of incorrect classifications, classification accuracy is the percentage of correct classifications.

4.6.2 Network architecture

The network architecture, sometimes referred to as 'network paradigm', relates to the structure of neurons in the NN and the relationship between neurons and the learning algorithm.
The network structure can be ‘simple’ i.e. a ‘feed-forward single layer neural network’. This NN consists of only input and output neurons, see figure 4.5.

Feed-forward networks pass information forward, from left to right, starting at the input layer and finishing at the output layer. Most importantly feed-forward networks pass information only in one direction.

![Figure 4.5 Feed-forward Single layer network](image)

The network architecture can also include more layers to give a ‘feed-forward multi-layer’ network that incorporates hidden layers, see figure 4.6.

Multi-layer networks can either be partially connected or fully connected. In fully connected networks all neurons are interconnected by synaptic connections between layers, where some of these synaptic connections are not present we have a partially connected network.

![Figure 4.6 Feedforward multi layer network](image)
The alternative to a feed-forward network is a recurrent NN, which uses at least one feedback loop. This feedback loop passes values either from the output layer neurons back to input layer neurons or neurons can have a self feedback loop. Recurrent networks can be either single or multi layer.

4.6.3 Learning algorithm

There are many different algorithms for learning in NN. Since EDM essentially takes input and classifies it, the learning algorithm must be able to classify. Any algorithms using unsupervised learning as part of the learning process were discarded (As discussed in section 4.5.2.1).

This effectively leaves a choice between Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs).

4.6.3.1 Support Vector Machines (SVMs)

The SVM is a specialised learning algorithm and network architecture for classification.

Haykin (1999) states that

“The support vector machine has the ability to solve pattern-classification problems close to the optimum for the problem at hand”

In other words the SVM is a very good classifier and is often regarded as a superior classifier in comparison to MLPs.

“The absence of local minima from the above algorithms [Support Vector Machines] marks a major departure from traditional systems such as neural networks...”

Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini (2002)
And further:

"Classical learning systems like neural networks suffer from their theoretical weakness, e.g. back-propagation usually converges only to locally optimal solutions. Here SVMs can provide a significant improvement."

Rychetsky (2001)

However, there are some major criticisms of SVMs.

"However, from a practical point of view perhaps the most serious problem with SVMs is the high algorithmic complexity and extensive memory requirements of the required quadratic programming in large-scale tasks."


In other words using a SVM puts high demands on computing resources, since the amount of resources available is limited to standard PC, using SVMs may present major difficulties.

This point is echoed by Burgess (1998) who states:

"Perhaps the biggest limitation of the support vector approach lies in choice of the kernel...a second limitation is speed and size, both in training and testing."

Burgess (1998)

Other than criticising the method by which SVM distinguish feature patterns, Burgess notes that training and testing SVMs takes considerable time.

4.6.3.2 Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLPs)

The learning algorithm used in MLPs is the back-propagation learning algorithm, MLPs are a popular classification choice (Haykin, 1999)
Haykin (1999) notes that MLPs have been used to solve some difficult classification problems and are a common choice amongst researchers since it is based upon the popular error back-propagation algorithm.

Further Haykin (1999) identifies three major advantages to the back-propagation learning algorithm:

1. “Artificial Neural Networks that perform local computations are often held up as metaphors for biological neural networks”

Here Haykin (1999) argues that a strong biological connection between artificial NN and biological NN is a strong advantage.

2. “The use of local computations permits a graceful degradation in performance due to hardware errors, and therefore provides the basis for a fault tolerant network design”

Here Haykin (1999) argues that because of the ability of MLPs to gracefully degrade performance is more constant when error is introduced. Here Haykin (1999) uses the term “Hardware errors”, this means failure in the hardware of the network architecture, not failure of the computer hardware.

Further, the benefit of graceful degradation extends beyond hardware error to noisy data sets. In fact noise in the training data has been shown to improve the learning ability of MLPs (Jun et al., 2002)

Haykin’s (1999) final point is

3. “Local computations favour the use of parallel architectures as an efficient method for the implementation of artificial neural networks”
Here Haykin notes that MLPs and the back-propagation algorithm are computationally efficient, i.e. they are relatively efficient at consuming computing resources when compared with other techniques.

The major criticism of MLPs and the back propagation algorithm is convergence to local minima (Haykin, 1999). Convergence to local minima is defined as the tendency for the learning algorithm to get ‘stuck’ in a local minima rather than finding the global minima. Back-propagation is particularly at risk from this since it uses a “gradient-descent” approach, i.e. evaluate the neighbouring data points to search for global minima. Figure 4.7 shows how a learning algorithm can get ‘stuck’ in local minima.

The local minima in figure 4.7 has higher neighbouring data points around it, this may cause the back-propagation algorithm to consider the local minima to be the global minima. Where this arises, the optimum search solution is not found.

However, ‘momentum’ can be used to mitigate the risk of local minima (Principe et al., 2000). Momentum acts as inertia for the back-propagation algorithm, prompting the search of further data points beyond what appears to be the global minima. By doing this, local minima can be escaped and the true global minima can be found.

In Neurosolutions ‘momentum’ is a standard feature of the MLP and back-propagation algorithm.
4.6.3.3 The chosen learning algorithm

Choosing between these two algorithms presents a difficult decision. Whilst SVM can achieve a close to optimal solution (Rychetsky, 2001), the amount of time to learn is reported to be excessive (Burgess, 1998). According to Haykin (1999) MLPs and the back-propagation algorithm can achieve good solutions relatively quickly but do suffer from local minima.

Considering that the problem of local minima can be mitigated (Principe et al. 2000) the question over which to use comes down to how long a SVM takes to learn a problem.

Since this is not adequately described in the literature a small comparison experiment was designed. A simple Male or Female crab classification problem was used as a benchmark. The crab classification exercise and training data is taken from Principe et al. (2000)

A standard SVM and a standard back-propagation MLP were trained using the male or female data set. The only recorded parameters were the amount of time it took to learn the problem and the classification accuracy of the network.

The training set consisted of 100 examples, the amount of time taken by the MLP was 4 minutes and 26 seconds for which it achieved a 89.7% accuracy. The amount of time taken by the SVM was 13 minutes and 11 seconds for which it achieved 93.4% accuracy.

Given the amount of time taken versus the accuracy, the SVM takes considerably longer to learn than the MLP. Further, considering there was substantial experimentation with EDM, the more efficient option was more appropriate.

Therefore the chosen learning algorithm for use in the EDM experiments was the MLP and back-propagation algorithm.
4.6.4 Hidden layer depth

‘Hidden layers’ are a feature of MLP networks, hidden layers are layers between the input and output layer, see figure 4.8

![Figure 4.8 Hidden layers in Neural Networks](image)

The purpose of hidden layers, as Haykin (1999) notes, is to “intervene between the internal input and network output in some useful manner”.

Further Haykin (1999) goes onto assert “By adding one or more hidden layers, the network is enabled to extract higher order statistics from the data”.

So therefore the number of hidden layers directly affects the networks ability to learn from the data.

In the chosen paradigm, MLP, there has to be at least one hidden layer but information on how many a network should have is unclear. The following set of quotes offers some guidance and some discrepancy:
"A rule of thumb is for the size of this [hidden] layer to be somewhere between the input layer size ... and the output layer size ..." 
(Blum, 1992).

"you will never require more than twice the number of hidden units as you have inputs" in an MLP with one hidden layer” 
(Swingler, 1996).

"How large should the hidden layer be? One rule of thumb is that it should never be more than twice as large as the input layer.” 
(Berry and Linoff, 1997).

"Typically, we specify as many hidden nodes as dimensions [principal components] needed to capture 70-90% of the variance of the input data set."
(Boger and Guterman, 1997)

From the above evidence it is clear that hidden layers are beneficial but how many seems to be contentious.

Since there is no research consensus, the number of hidden layers is automatically controlled by the software, dynamically pruning or adding hidden layers as necessary.

4.6.5 Genetic optimisation

Genetic optimisation in neural networks is often applied to the input data to optimise input pairs for the network. Use of genetic optimisation is generally seen to be positive for accuracy (Dokur et al., 1997)

It has also been shown to dramatically improve learning accuracy in networks using small amounts of training data (Chann and Lippmann 1990, Forman and Cohen 2004)

Considering that the use of genetic optimisation is beneficial to learning and that the use of genetic algorithms can relieve the problem of small training sets, genetic optimisation was used in all experiments.
4.6.6 Performance indicators

Measuring the performance of the network, i.e. the accuracy of the network can be achieved through several different means. There are statistical measures such as Mean Squared Error (MSE) that reveal the closeness of fit between the desired output and the actual network output, MSE is a modified version of chi squared.

There are also methods that take into account the shape of the learning curve and how that shape indicates the performance of the network.

Confusion matrixes can also be employed to measure performance in classification type problems. The confusion matrix shows the number of correct and incorrect classifications derived by comparing the network output with the ‘known’ output.

Lastly blind testing is considered as a means to “acid test” the networks reliability of output.

4.6.6.1 Mean squared error

When considering the fit of an estimator to an actual amount, the error relates to the difference in these two numbers. The Mean Square Error (MSE) is thus a measure of how well an estimated function fits the real data. For each and every observation it looks at the difference between the estimation and the amount being estimated. These differences are squared and then averaged (i.e. summed together and divided by the total number of observations), resulting in the MSE figure for the estimator in question. This concept is defined in Equation 4.1 below:

\[
MSE(y) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N} \sum_{j=0}^{P} (d_{ij} - y_{ij})^2}{NP}
\]

Equation 4.1 MSE
Where

\[ P = \text{Number of output processing elements} \]

\[ N = \text{Number of exemplars in the data set} \]

\[ y_{ij} = \text{Network output for exemplar } i \text{ at processing element } j, \ i = 0, \ldots, N \text{ and } j = 0, \ldots, P \]

\[ d_{ij} = \text{Desired output for exemplar } i \text{ at processing element } j, \ i = 0, \ldots, N \text{ and } j = 0, \ldots, P \]

The misfit or difference between the estimated and the actual can either be due to randomness or an indication that the estimator does not fit the data optimally.

### 4.6.6.2 Learning curves

Learning curves can be a useful tool in determining if the NN has learnt well. The learning curve is simply a plot of the MSE values for the T and CV sets against the number of iterations the NN has completed in the training phase.

![Learning curves](image)

**Figure 4.9 Examples of learning curves**

Figure 4.9 presents some examples of learning curves, \( J \) and \( J_{\text{min}} \) relate to the MSE and MSE\(_{\text{min}}\) (the optimum MSE value). The different curves could either be different training sets such as cross validation and training or they could show different attempts at learning the problem.

Critical to determining the performance of a network is the shape of the learning curve. The examples in Figure 4.9 indicate the network has learnt well, the curves are
smooth and predictable. An erratic learning curve, i.e. a curve that is not smooth, suggests the network has not learnt well.

However, whilst the shape of the learning curve indicates if the network has learnt well or not, it does not show to what extent the network has learnt. Therefore this measure must be used with others for interpretable results.

Learning curves, on their own, cannot guard against local minima and should be used in conjunction with other performance measures.

4.6.6.3 Confusion Matrixes

A confusion matrix is defined as:

"...a simple methodology for displaying the classification results of a network. The confusion matrix is defined by labelling the desired classification on the rows and the predicted classifications on the columns"

(Principe et al., 2000)

The confusion matrix simply tabulates the number of correct and incorrect classifications as either a real number or a percentage in a matrix.

Table 4.2 shows a confusion matrix expressed using percentages, as can be seen in this example the network gave an imperfect result, the network misclassified male as female 11% of the time and female as male 5% of the time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Simple confusion Matrix example

This means of evaluating performance is arguably more useful than any of the other measures since this method explicitly expresses the accuracy of the network.
The size of the matrix is defined by the number of classifications in the training set. If the data had three classifications, the corresponding confusion matrix would be 3 by 3, rather than 2 by 2 as table 4.2 shows.

4.6.6.4 Generalisation to unseen data performance

Whilst there is no particular test for measuring the networks ability to generalise, one can use confusion matrix output, MSE and blind testing.

By comparing the difference in CV and T values from the confusion matrix it is possible to detect degrading generalisation. An ideal result would show the CV and T values close together which indicates that the performance of the training set and the cross validation set are similar.

This in turn suggests that the network is able to generalise to ‘unseen’ examples (the CV set) with approximately the same accuracy as the ‘seen’ examples (the T set).

The same effect can be observed in the learning curve. If the CV and T MSE values are close together see figure 4.10, it is a good indication that the network can generalise with a similar accuracy achieved in the training set.

![MSE versus Epoch](image)

Figure 4.10 Example T and CV MSE values
The further apart the T and CV values are, the worse the ability of the network to generalise.

4.6.6.5 Blind testing sets

Blind testing sets refer to the blind testing of a network with examples that were not used in training process whose output is known. By running blind sets through the network and comparing the results with the known values, one can measure how well the network will perform on entirely new examples.

This is a similar idea to a confusion matrix but in this method only unseen examples are used, a confusion matrix uses examples the network has trained on. Anecdotal evidence from the neural network community suggests that this type of testing is the best measure of true performance.

Once this process of manually checking the blind test data is complete, the classification accuracy and the classification error can be calculated.

The ‘blind’ examples are passed through the network and the blind test results are output by the network. The output comes in the form of un-normalised probability. Once the un-normalised probability is output, these probabilities must be manually checked to see if the network is assigning the highest probability to the correct classification.

All testing undertaken by the network, blind or otherwise, is output as ‘un-normalised probability’. Un-normalised probability falls between the values -0.05 and 1.05 as opposed to ‘normalised’ probability which falls between 0 and 100. The reason for this, uncovered in private communication with the developers of the software, is that:

‘...using the values 1 and 0 often cause problems during simulation. Changing these values to ‘un normalised’ probability remedies this issue’
One might consider altering these values to ‘normal’ probability but the range of un-normalised probability is greater than ‘normal’ probability. This causes some difficulty in converting the values meaningfully. Further the minimum number is a minus value which adds to the difficulty of conversion.

Since the actual values are not important, it is the highest probability for a given example that counts, using un-normalised probability doesn’t raise any significant difficulties in interpreting the results.

4.6.7 Conclusions on Neural network design

For clarity, the following conclusions were reached when discussing potential neural network designs to be used in experimentation.

4.6.7.1 Network architecture and learning algorithm

Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) were chosen over Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as the chosen neural network architecture since relative accuracy, tolerance of user error and resource consumption are considered superior in MLPs.

The learning algorithm, in this instance, is defined by the network architecture. The learning algorithm is the ‘error back-propagation algorithm’ based on gradient descent.

4.6.7.2 Hidden layers

Owing to a lack of consensus in the literature, three hidden layers were used initially but the neural network software was able to prune or add hidden layers dynamically as necessary (as section 4.6.4).
4.6.7.3 Genetic optimisation

Owing to the accuracy benefits when data sets are small, genetic optimisation of the input data set was used in all experiments (as section 4.6.5).

4.6.7.4 Performance indicators

Whilst all the performance indicators were considered, more emphasis was be placed on the use of confusion matrixes and blind testing as a means of presenting results. This was simply because they were both easier to interpret and give a clearer indication of performance over both MSE and learning curves.

MSE and learning curves are more useful diagnostics tools than a means of evaluating performance. Therefore these methods were primarily used when the network was being trained.

4.7 Summary of neural network design

For clarity, the configuration of the neural networks to be used in the experiments is as follows:

1. The Neural networks were developed in the neural network development environment Neurosolutions.
2. The neural networks used in the experiments were Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP) using the supervised learning technique of the error back-propagation algorithm
3. The number of hidden layers was set by the neural network dynamically
4. The input for the MLPs was genetically optimised using a genetic algorithm to optimise the input space
5. Learning curves and MSE were used to assess the learning process of the MLPs but were not used as an absolute measure of accuracy
6. Absolute accuracy was determined by blind testing sets and the use of confusion matrixes.

4.8 Advantages and disadvantages of using neural networks

This section aims to summarise the main advantages gained from using neural networks as the means of implementing example-giving.

Main advantages to using neural networks for implementing example-giving:

- Mostly self-programming
- Noise tolerant (to some level)
- Less sensitive to data when generating models (when compared to other inductive techniques)
- Evidence based confidence levels in results
- Relatively efficient computation

The above advantages gained from using neural networks to implement example-giving additionally resolve some of the disadvantages of example-giving (section 3.9) such as BER and bias issues in the creation of examples.

Disadvantages to using neural networks for implementing example-giving

- Insufficient volume of examples implies a variable result.

Further questions regarding example-giving implemented with neural networks are dealt with in the next chapter.

4.9 Conclusions of chapter

In this chapter we considered the external validity or generalisation of results based on the tightly defined problem domain see section 3.1.1.
Considerations on how example-giving could be practically implemented to deal with complexity are contained in section 4.3.6. After evaluating the various methods, machine learning was considered a better option for modelling large complex problems.

Conclusions on the various machine learning algorithms available are contained in section 4.4.5. After evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the various machine learning techniques available, Neural Networks were chosen as the means to implement example-giving. This is due to several attributes: Graceful degradation (including noise); Self organisation and self programming and a particular strength in generalising.

An additional benefit of Neural Networks is their generally accepted ability to classify robustly (Rumelhart and McClelland 1988, Mitchell, 1999 and Principe et al. 2000). Considering the problem domain in section 3.1.1 this ability will be of great benefit in coping with complexity.

Section 4.6.7 contains specific details of neural network design. Firstly a neural network component package was chosen over a simulation package. Secondly the network architecture and learning algorithm chosen were MLPs and the error back propagation algorithm since they offer better relative accuracy, training time, error tolerance and can incorporate genetic optimisation.

Section 4.7 provides a reference summary of the design features discussed in section 4.6.

This chapter has discussed and evaluated several different methods that could have been used to implement example-giving for decision support spreadsheet models.

After considering what could be used to implement example-giving, machine learning was eventually chosen as the best suited to the domain (decision support spreadsheets). Further, neural networks were the preferred choice and a detailed design for those neural networks has been developed.
This chapter in conjunction with chapter 3 fully satisfies objective 2:

"Based upon the literature review, consider an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets"

Therefore the last objective to be considered is objective 3:

"Investigate, develop, test and evaluate the proposed novel approach"

This final objective is the subject of the next two chapters.
5.0 Experiments in machine learning

5.1 Chapter overview

Section 5.1 introduces the EDM design aspects for experimentation conducted in this chapter. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 discuss the design and results respectively of an experiment examining the effect of varied size training sets. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 discuss the design and results of the increased complexity experiment which examines the effect on NN performance as the complexity of the training sets is increased. Sections 5.6 and 5.7 discuss the variance and sensitivity experiments which investigate how sensitive training sets are and also the variance present in EDM learning. Sections 5.8 and 5.9 discuss the EDM with noise experiments designed to measure the effect of noise on the EDM learning process and discover what the effect of noise is on performance of EDM. Section 5.10 provides a summary of the experimentation contained in this chapter. Section 5.11 summarises the relative advantages gained from implementing EDM with NN. Section 5.12 concludes the chapter.

5.1.1 Introduction to experimentation

The four experiments contained in this chapter deal with three critical areas: Performance and training set size; Performance and problem complexity, the reproducibility of performance and the effect of noise on performance.
First consider the justification for these experiments. These four areas of experimentation have been chosen because they are relevant to assessing the performance of EDM when using neural networks as the means of implementation. Moreover the four experiments are critical success factors when considering the definition and specification of the problem domain see section 3.1.1. For example, if EDM needed an excessive number of examples or was unable to cope with medium to high complexity or produced an unreliable result or was significantly affected by noise in the data set, then the usefulness and applicability of EDM to decision support spreadsheets would have been significantly reduced.

Experimentation on performance and training set size relates to the disadvantage identified in section 4.8 (insufficient examples implies a variable result). Experimentation is necessary since the true number of examples needed for a satisfactory performance is unknown.

Experimentation on performance and problem complexity is in a similar vein to that of performance and training set size. The effect of problem complexity has an unknown effect on performance, thus experimentation is necessary.

Section 4.8 cites that one advantage of neural networks is they are less sensitive to data when generating models (when compared to other inductive techniques). However, it is unclear how reproducible any given result is, i.e. the variance in results is not known. Therefore experimentation on the reproducibility of results is needed to fully understand this.

Further, section 4.8 cites another advantage of neural networks is the ability to deal with noise without adversely affecting performance. Again although this is stated in the literature, it is unclear how noise affects performance of EDM, therefore experimentation was needed to understand this.

The aims for this chapter were:

1. Measure the effect on EDM performance when reducing the training set size.
2. Measure the effect on EDM performance when increasing the complexity.
3. Measure the variance in EDM performance to assess the reproducibility of results.
4. Measure the effect on EDM performance when noise is introduced to the training set.
5. Use the results from the four experiments to determine if EDM (example-giving combined with Neural Networks) is a practically viable means for modelling decision support spreadsheets as detailed in section 3.1.1

5.1.2 The design of neural networks to be used in all experimentation

In the following experiments a standard design is followed for all neural networks used in experimentation, see section 4.7.

Further, performance was measured in accordance with section 4.6.1.4.

A standard design was used in all experiments since it allowed fairer comparison than if each network were individually tailored.

5.1.3 Generation of training sets used in experiments

Other than where stated, training sets were generated by random number generation in Microsoft Excel. The only exception to this is in the last experiment which uses both a randomly generated set and a tailored set.

Details on how the various data sets are constructed are contained in each respective section on each experiment.
5.1.4 The definition of EDM in this chapter

EDM is defined in this chapter as example-giving implemented using neural networks to produce 'models' based on the example input given by a user.

This definition is provided to save writing 'example giving implemented with neural networks' ad nauseam.

Although it is important to note that the focus of this chapter is on the performance of EDM using neural networks, neural networks are only one option for implementing example-giving.

5.2. Reduced training set experiment

Principe et al. (2000) state that the training set is of critical importance to the effective learning of the neural network.

"The size of the training set is of fundamental importance to the practical usefulness of the network. If the training patterns do not convey all the characteristics of the problem class, the mapping discovered during training only applies to the training set."

Here Principe suggests that if the training set only covers a portion, not all, of the problem, the resulting solution will only represent the portion trained on.

Further Principe et al. (2000) comments on the size of the training set, i.e. how many examples there are in the training set.

"Another aspect of proper training is related to the relation between training set size and number of weights in the NN. If the number of training examples is smaller than the number of weights, one can expect that the network may "hard code" the solution, i.e. it may allocate one weight to each training
example. This will obviously produce poor generalization (i.e, the ability to link unseen examples to the classes defined from the training examples). We recommend that the number of training examples be at least double the number of network weights.”

Therefore a potential difficulty arises with neural networks that could affect EDM. Basically put, one must obtain sufficient number of examples from the user to train the network adequately and allow effective generalisation.

According to Principe et al. (2000) the consequence of fewer examples in a training set is poor generalisation to unseen examples.

However, some published work suggests that neural networks can be trained with as little as 25 examples. Plutowski et al. (1994) demonstrated that with 25 examples plus or minus 2, they could adequately train a neural network to predict the Mackey-Glass time series. The Mackey Glass time series is a chaotic time series and is seen as a benchmark in the time series prediction amongst the neural network community.

In summary there seems to be some discrepancy on how many examples are needed in the training set for the network to learn properly. Therefore the first experiment takes a simple problem and measures the effect on performance as the number of examples in the training set is steadily reduced.

This experiment determines the effect on accuracy when the training set of a sample problem is steadily reduced down and beyond the 25 examples limit suggested by Plutoski et al. (1994).

5.2.1 Experimental aim

The aims of this experiment were:

1. Discover the minimum size of training set needed to adequately implement EDM
2. Measure the effect of reducing training set size on performance at intervals of 750, 500, 250, 100, 50, 25, 20, and 15 examples in a training set.
3. Assess the impact of the findings on EDM.

5.2.2 The sample problem

The sample problem is task 4 in chapter 3. The requirements of this task were to classify a student's grade based upon two inputs, coursework and exam. The average mark was taken from exam and coursework and was used to compute the grade.

Although this was a simple task, complexity was tested in another experiment. The aim of this experiment is to measure the effect of reduced sets on accuracy.

5.2.3 Generating the training sets

Training sets were generated for the nine different groups (750, 500, 250, 100, 50, 25, 20, 15 and 10) using a random number generator in Microsoft Excel. Each set is born from the same parent population, i.e. the training sets are different only in the size of the set and not the examples contained in them. This is a fairer test condition since it rules out differences in training sets effecting accuracy.

A certain amount of manual processing was then required to ensure that the randomly generated examples were valid. Table 5.1 contains a small excerpt from the 750 example training set.
### 5.2.4 Dividing the examples into input and desired classes

Once the examples have been generated and loaded into the neural network, they must be divided into input and desired classes. Further any redundant information is removed from the training set since leaving redundant information in slows the learning process unnecessarily.

Table 5.2 shows how the data is divided into input (green), output (red) and redundant (amber) data. The redundant data, example number and average, are deleted or ignored by the neural network.

Once the data has been assigned as either input or desired the neural network is ready to learn from the data.
For the experimentation, this process of generating examples and dividing them into input and desired classes is repeated for each of the nine different sized training sets.

5.3 Results of reduced set experiment

The results of this experiment are expressed as the blind testing results only and not the confusion matrix results. This is simply for the sake of presentation, full confusion matrix result and summary confusion matrix results can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 5.1 shows the classification accuracy of the trained network when presented with the blind testing set.
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**Figure 5.1 Blind testing classification accuracy**

As can be seen in figure 5.1, the classification accuracy does not drop below 90% until the 15 example training set is tested. In fact the accuracy does not drop below 95% until the 20 and 15 example sets are tested.

In the case of the 15 example training set, the accuracy drops to 85% from 94% for the previous example set (20 examples). This is a significant fall in accuracy and
considering the unusual behaviour observed from the 15 example set (see appendix B, section 1) this fall in accuracy is expected.

However, the networks accuracy holds up surprisingly well considering the low numbers of examples provided in the training set and evidence presented in Principe et al. (2000).

However, Plutoski et al. (1994) demonstrated adequate learning with as few as 25 examples using genetic optimisation as Chann and Lippmann (1990) and Forman and Cohen (2004) advocate.

5.3.1 Conclusions of reduced set experimentation

The aims of this experiment were to

1. Discover the minimum number of examples needed to train a classification network.
2. Reveal the effect on accuracy as training set size is reduced.

5.3.1.1 Aim 1

As the literature suggests, Plutoski et al. (1994), the minimum number of examples needed to train a classification neural network adequately is 25.

This conclusion is formed on the basis that the blind testing results show that for 25 examples the network accuracy remains at 95% or above, see figure 5.1. If one were seeking a higher accuracy, such as 99%, at least 100 examples would be required.

5.3.1.2 Aim 2

The effect of reducing the training set size is a decrease in the classification accuracy, see figure 5.1.
The confusion matrixes contained in section 1 of appendix B show a critical drop in performance when the training set size is reduced to 15. When the 15 example set was blind tested, see figure 5.1, it showed a considerable drop in accuracy from 94% to 85%.

5.4 Increased complexity experiment

The second experiment is concerned with measuring the effect on accuracy when increasingly complex problems are modelled using EDM.

5.4.1 Experiment aim

The aim of this experiment is

1. Discover the effect of increased classification complexity on EDM performance.
2. Investigate if there is a practical limit to classification complexity that limits the use of EDM.

5.4.2 The sample problems

Since the aim of this experiment was to measure how well EDM performs in problems of increasing complexity, the sample problem must was made sufficiently complex.

According to Prechelt (1994) increased complexity of problem is achieved by increasing the classification complexity. The classification complexity refers to the number of classifications in a problem. Increasing the number of classifications in the problem increases complexity in the training set and in turn increases the process of learning the classifications.
Therefore the problems contained in this experiment became increasingly more complex by increasing the classification complexity of each of the training sets.

The sample problem started with the minimum number of classifications, two and extended to training sets with 10 classifications.

The sample problems for this experiment were based upon the previous experiment, the grade classification system. However, since the number of classifications increases as the experiment progresses, some invention of grades was necessary.

5.4.3 Generating the training sets

As in the first experiment all sets (training, testing, cross validation and blind testing) were randomly generated using Microsoft Excel.

However, in this experiment since the number of classes change for each sub experiment, the training sets cannot be born from the same parent population, i.e. each training set for each experiment must be unique since it is impossible to re-use training sets because of increased classification complexity.

Thus these experiments lose the benefit of using the same parent population, i.e. each data set used for each experiment is different. This means that potentially differences in the composition of training sets could affect the performance of the neural network and skew the results of the experiment. To mitigate this each training set contained 100 examples which minimised the effect of differences in training set composition.

Further, the choice of 100 examples for the training allowed observation of the effect classification complexity had on performance, rather than the effect of reduced training sets on performance.

Training sets with classes of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 were created. This required some invention of grades so that the number of classifications for each set could be achieved. See table 5.3 for a description of the training sets used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub experiment no.</th>
<th>No. of classifications in task</th>
<th>Logical rule</th>
<th>Classification details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>Fail &lt;= 39, &gt;= 40 Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>Fail &lt;= 39, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>Fail &lt;= 39, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>&lt;= 39 Fail, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70 &amp; &lt; 80, Commendation &gt;= 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>&lt;= 39 Fail, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70 &amp; &lt; 80, Commendation &gt;= 80 &amp; &lt; 90, Excellence &gt;= 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>&lt;= 35 Fail, Compensate Pass &gt;= 35 &amp; &lt; 40, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70 &amp; &lt; 80, Commendation &gt;= 80 &amp; &lt; 90, Excellence &gt;= 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>&lt;= 20 Re-sit module, &lt; 35 &amp; &gt; 20 Fail, Compensate Pass &gt;= 35 &amp; &lt; 40, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70 &amp; &lt; 80, Commendation &gt;= 80 &amp; &lt; 90, Excellence &gt;= 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>&lt;= 10 Redo year, &lt;= 20 &amp; &gt; 10 Re-sit module, &lt; 35 &amp; &gt; 20 Fail, Compensate Pass &gt;= 35 &amp; &lt; 40, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70 &amp; &lt; 80, Commendation &gt;= 80 &amp; &lt; 90, Excellence &gt;= 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Average of CW and EX</td>
<td>&lt;= 10 Redo year, &lt;= 20 &amp; &gt; 10 Re-sit module, &lt; 35 &amp; &gt; 20 Fail, Compensate Pass &gt;= 35 &amp; &lt; 40, Pass &gt;= 40 &amp; &lt; 55, Merit &gt;= 55 &amp; &lt; 70, Distinction &gt;= 70 &amp; &lt; 80, Commendation &gt;= 80 &amp; &lt; 90, Excellence &gt;= 90 &amp; &lt; 95, University award &gt;= 95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Details of experiment data sets
5.4.4 Dividing the examples into input and desired classes

The examples are divided up into input and desired columns as described in section 5.2.4. As stated above, since the classification complexity increases, i.e. the number of classifications in the training set increases for each experiment, it is not possible to use a single parent to create all of the training sets.

5.5 Results of increased complexity experiments

In this experiment, for the sake of presentation, only the classification accuracy data will be included in the main text. The other ten confusion matrix graphs are included in section 2, appendix B.

5.5.1 Blind testing results

Figure 5.2 shows the classification accuracy of the trained network when presented with blind sets with increasing classification complexity.

As can be seen from the graph, there is no significant change in classification accuracy until the classification complexity reaches 8 classes.

With 8 classes the classification accuracy drops below 95% and with 9 classes the classification accuracy drops below 90%.
Therefore in this case, the network performs satisfactorily with training sets with a classification complexity of 7 or less provided there is a training set of 100 examples.

The Neural Network literature shows that the more complex the scenario the more data is needed as shown by (Prechelt, 1994) in solving the travelling salesman problem and the Soybean disease classification problem, both complexity benchmarks in the Neural Network community.

Further “the backpropagation algorithm is computationally efficient” Haykin (1999), in other words the algorithm can reasonably cope with increasing complexity.

5.5.2 Conclusions of increased complexity experiment

The aims of this experiment were to:

1. Discover the effect of increased classification complexity on accuracy using an EDM approach
2. Investigate if there is a practical limit to classification complexity that would prevent the use of an EDM approach.
5.5.2.1 Aim 1

The effect of increased classification complexity is the reduced performance of EDM once the classification complexity exceeds 7 classifications.

5.5.2.2 Aim 2

Results indicate that after more than 7 classifications causes the classification accuracy to drop below the 95% level.

This would seem to suggest that the practical limit of complexity is 7 classifications. However, neural networks have been shown to complete classification problems with far greater complexity than that of this increased complexity experiment.

An example of this is the Soybean disease classification problem which is considered a benchmark in the neural network classification community. The Soybean benchmark problem has 34 inputs, 19 classes and 683 examples in the training set (Prechelt, 1994).

This problem has been solved many times over the past few decades using a variety of techniques (Brent 1991, Sexton and Dorsey, 2000, Wang et al. 2004) including the use of MLPs similar to those used in this experiment (Sexton and Dorsey, 2000).

This research suggests that classification complexity could be irrelevant in small problems. It is the researcher’s hypothesis that if there are enough good examples evenly distributed between all the classes in the training set, the classification complexity becomes sidelined and the volume of examples is the critical factor.

So this would suggest that problems with a larger classification complexity merely require a larger training set to adequately cover all classes and learn the problem.
This is not reflected in the results of this experiment possibly because of the manner in which the training sets are generated. Since the training sets are generated randomly, the number of examples per class is therefore random. Some classifications may have 20 examples and some may have 2. This theory was tested in the next experiment.

5.6 Variance and training set sensitivity

During the course of experimentation with neural networks it was observed that even with identical conditions, the learning process varies slightly and has a *small* effect on the overall performance of the network.

Therefore the next experiment in this chapter aims to measure the variance present when using neural networks to implement example-giving. These results helped determine if variance had a significant impact on the usefulness of EDM.

Further, this experiment tested if allocating an equal number of examples to classes in the training set improved the accuracy of the network as discussed in section 5.5.2.

5.6.1 Experiment aims

The aims of this experiment were:

1. Discover the level of variance present by repeating multiple simulations using the same training data and neural network design
2. Assess the impact of the variance on the usefulness of EDM
3. Test the theory that if there are enough 'good' examples spread evenly across classifications in the training set, the performance of the network increases over the performance in a randomly generated training set.
5.6.2 The sample problem

The sample problem in this experiment drew on the findings of the reduced training set experiment and the increased complexity experiment.

There were two purposes behind the training sets used in this experiment. Firstly the training sets were used to measure the variance present in multiple repeat simulations and secondly to determine if tailored training sets offered a significant performance advantage.

In this experiment two training sets were used: the control and treatment groups.

The treatment group had a ‘tailored’ training set and were run 10 times to measure the variance in the results. Tailored training sets are those that are not created randomly, i.e. the training set is designed to have an equal number of examples per classification.

The performance of the treatment group, the tailored training set, was compared to that of the control group, the random training set, to determine if tailoring the training set offered a significant performance advantage over the randomly generated control set.

The control group used the original randomly generated training set from the increased complexity experiment. This was also run 10 times to measure any variance.

5.6.3 The treatment group training set

The treatment training set divided the 100 examples available evenly into 7 classes. Since 7 does not divide into 100 equally, 98 examples (divisible by 7) were used in the training set for the treatment group.
5.6.4 The control group training set

The control group training set used 98 randomly generated examples with at least 1 example per class. The choice of 98 examples was due to the fact that the treatment group can only have 98 examples and in the interests of fairness, this condition was imposed on the control group too.

5.7 Results of variance and sensitivity experiment

The variance and sensitivity were measured by comparing two measures of performance.

The classification accuracy, derived from blind testing, and MSE provided by the neural network were both used to measure variance in multiple simulations.

Variance was measured by comparing the changes in classification accuracy and MSE values over 10 simulation runs, i.e. the same experiment was run 10 times to record any differences in classification accuracy and MSE between them.
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Figure 5.3 Variance in classification accuracy for treatment and control groups
Figure 5.3 shows the variance in classification accuracy between the treatment and control groups.

The treatment group showed slightly higher classification accuracy than the control group, the average increase was 1.9%.

The increased classification accuracy for the treatment group is not significant enough to prove the hypothesis that tailoring training sets are superior to randomly generated ones. However, it does consistently show some improvement in accuracy which suggests tailoring is beneficial to accuracy but not significant.

The treatment group showed a minimal variance, in 80% of the data the classification accuracy was 97% in the other 20%, the classification accuracy dropped to 96%. The range was 1%, this variance was not significant enough to raise concerns about the reproducibility of the result.

The control group variance was higher than the treatment group, in 70% of the data the classification accuracy was 95%, in 10% of the data the classification accuracy was 96% and in 20% of the data the classification accuracy was 94%. The range was 2%, this was not significant enough to raise concerns of reproducibility.
As in figure 5.3, the MSE values in figure 5.4 showed better performance for the treatment group than control group. However, this difference was not significant enough to conclude that the tailored training set offered significant advantage.

The range of MSE values for the 10 simulation runs in the treatment group was 0.01049. Such a small range did not raise concerns of reproducibility.

The range of MSE values for the 10 simulations runs in the control group was 0.010168. Again this range was small enough not to raise concerns of reproducibility.

5.7.1 Conclusions of variance experiment

The aims of this experiment were:

1. Discover the level of variance present by repeating multiple simulations using the same training data and neural network design
2. Assess the impact of the variance on the usefulness of EDM
3. Test the theory that if there are enough ‘good’ examples spread evenly across classifications in the training set, the performance of the network increases over the performance in a randomly generated training set.

5.7.1.1 Aim 1

The experiment showed that there was variance in MSE and classification accuracy for the treatment and control group across all 10 simulation runs.

The variance found in the classification accuracy and MSE for the treatment group were 1% and 0.01049 respectively.

The variance found in the classification accuracy and MSE for the control group were 3% and 0.010168 respectively.
5.7.1.2 Aim 2

The level of variance in classification accuracy and MSE detected in 10 simulation runs for both the control and treatment groups all using the same respective conditions was judged to be insignificant. Such low values do not raise concerns of reproducibility.

Therefore this variance was not significant enough to impact on the usefulness neural networks as a means to implement example-giving.

5.7.1.3 Aim 3

The data in figures 5.3 and 5.4 goes some way to supporting the notion that tailored training sets provide superior accuracy in comparison to those training sets that are randomly generated. On average the tailored training set increased accuracy by 1.9%.

However, the difference in classification accuracy and MSE were judged to be too small to decisively conclude that tailored training sets were superior to randomly generated training sets.

They do appear to be beneficial for accuracy but it is not significant enough to be decisive.

5.8 The performance of EDM with noise experiment

The performance of EDM under noisy conditions must be considered because of the possibility that users will make simple mistakes and effect of unavoidable human factors such as BER (Panko, 1999).

Regardless of the care taken, BER will be present in any task humans undertake. BER levels depend on the task at hand but have been reported to be around 5% for complex programming type tasks (Panko, 2007).
With this in mind, it is important to examine how noise levels (user error levels) might affect the usefulness of a neural network based implementation of example-giving.

5.8.1 Experiment aims:

The aims of the experiment were:

1. Measure the effect on EDM performance when noise is introduced into the training set
2. Determine if the effect discovered in aim1 significantly impacts on the viability of neural networks as a means of implementing example-giving.

5.8.2 The experiment task

In this experiment the selected task used 100 examples covering 4 classifications. This task was the same one used in the first experiment in this chapter, the reduced set experiment.

In order to gain a benchmark level of performance, the first simulation run used a training set with 0% noise.

The subsequent simulation runs used training sets that have 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% noise in them. Adding ‘noise’ to the data set was achieved by introducing erroneous training examples into the set.

All simulation runs used training sets born from the same parent, i.e. the training sets were identical bar the level of noise contained in each respective set.
5.9 Noise experiment results

Figure 5.5 shows the effect of noise on the classification accuracy. Confusion matrix results are included in appendix B for the sake of presentation.
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Figure 5.5 The effect of noise on classification accuracy

As can be seen in figure 5.5, generally speaking the more noise introduced to the training set the lower the classification accuracy. However, the rate at which classification accuracy drops was unexpectedly low and with 5% noise the classification accuracy improved.

Considering neural network literature this is not an unexpected result as Principe et al. (2000) state:

"Trained with noisy inputs it will eventually learn the important parts of the input pattern then after training if the input patterns that are noisy or incomplete [it] will reconstruct the correct image because it has enough information from the input pattern to correctly construct the output pattern"

p232
This notion that noise assists learning is also discussed in Rumelhart and McClelland (1988) and is reported recently by several authors (Hasegawa and Umemo 2008, Zhang 2007). The process of adding noise to training sets to improve validity response is known as “additive noise”

Using training sets with up to 15% noise (i.e. 15% of the training set contained erroneous examples) caused little to no effect on classification accuracy.

This is a significant finding because the trained NN is able to maintain 97% classification accuracy even though 15% of the training set is incorrect.

5.9.1 Conclusions on noise experiments

The aims of this experiment were:

1. Measure the effect on EDM performance when noise is introduced into the training set
2. Determine if the effect observed in aim1 significantly impacts on the viability of neural networks as a means of implementing example-giving.

5.9.1.1 Aim 1

The effect on performance when noise was introduced was a reduction in classification accuracy. This reduction in classification accuracy is only present once at the 20% noise level, i.e. 20% of the training set is erroneous.

However, a small amount of noise (no more than 5%) appeared to improve the classification accuracy, see figure 5.5
5.9.1.2 Aim 2

The findings of aim 1 do not severely impact on the usefulness of neural networks as a means of implementing example-giving. On the contrary the results reveal a strength, being able to tolerate 15% error is advantageous.

5.10 Conclusions on performance experimentation

The aims for this chapter were:

1. Measure the effect on EDM performance when reducing the training set size.
2. Measure the effect on EDM performance when increasing the complexity.
3. Measure the variance in EDM performance to assess the reproducibility of results.
4. Measure the effect on EDM performance when noise is introduced to the training set.
5. Use the results from the four experiments to determine if EDM (example-giving combined with Neural Networks) is a practically viable means for modelling decision support spreadsheets as detailed in section 3.1.1

These aims were achieved by conducting four performance experiments to gain an understanding of the performance strengths and weaknesses of neural networks as a means of implementing example-giving.

What follows is a brief summary of results and conclusions followed on by a more detailed break down of each aim and conclusions drawn from those aims.
5.10.1 Summary of findings

Using neural networks, EDM can learn adequately from 25 examples simple problems.

More complex problems (up to 7 classifications) can be learnt with 100 examples in the training set. The literature suggests that neural networks can classify more complex problems at the expense of gathering more data.

The reproducibility of results has been shown to be reliable, exhibiting a small variance in performance over 10 identical simulations.

Further up to 15% of these examples can be incorrect before the classification accuracy of EDM starts to fall, i.e. EDM can tolerate up to 15% error. In addition a 5% noise level improves classification accuracy.

5.10.2 The effect of reduced training set size on performance

The effect on performance with smaller training sets was achieved via three sub aims:

1. Discover the minimum size of training set needed to adequately implement EDM
2. Measure the effect of reducing training set size on performance at intervals of 750, 500, 250, 100, 50, 25, 20, and 15 examples in a training set.
3. Assess the impact of the findings on EDM.
5.10.2.1 The minimum size of training set needed to adequately implement EDM

The minimum number of examples in a training set is 25 achieving a classification accuracy of 95% or above which considering statistical significance is the acceptable minimum. With fewer examples the classification accuracy drops below 90%.

By increasing the number of examples, the classification accuracy can be increased to 100%.

5.10.2.2 The effect of reducing training set size on performance

The effect of reducing the training set size is a reduction in performance, i.e. the fewer examples the poorer the classification accuracy and confusion matrix results. See figure 5.1.

5.10.2.3 Assess the impact of the findings on EDM.

The impact of these results on EDM are as follows, firstly the smallest size of training set that yields satisfactory performance is 25. Using 25 examples one can achieve 95% classification accuracy.

By using training set sizes of 50 and 100 examples per set, the classification accuracy can be increased to 98% and 99% respectively.

The uncovering of the minimum number of examples needed in the training set allows one to understand EDMs limitations and also how EDM is likely to perform under certain conditions.
5.10.3 The effect of increased complexity on performance

The effect on performance with increasing complexity was achieved via two sub aims:

1. Discover the effect of increased classification complexity on EDM performance.
2. Investigate if there is a practical limit to classification complexity that limits the use of EDM.

5.10.3.1 The effect of increased complexity on performance for EDM

Assuming that 100 good examples are contained in the training set, EDM can perform sufficiently with up to and including 7 variables. Beyond 7 variables, performance drops below the minimum required level.

As figure 5.2 shows, once the classification complexity is beyond 7 classes the classification accuracy drops below 95%. As discussed earlier, 95% is the acceptable minimum.

5.10.3.2 Evaluate the practical limit of complexity for EDM

Given the performance data in figure 5.2, one could suggest the practical limit is 7 classes.

However, further experimentation showed that with a tailored training set it was possible to elevate the classification accuracy on average by 1.9%, section 5.6 expands on this in more detail.
In addition, the literature suggests that if there is enough data to learn from, classification problems of great complexity can be learnt satisfactorily.

One such example is the Soybean disease classification problem which is considered a benchmark in the neural network classification community. The Soybean benchmark problem has 34 inputs, 19 classes and 683 examples in the training set (Prechelt 1994).

The main difference between the Soybean problem and the increased complexity experiment is the size of the training set. The Soybean problem uses a training set of 619 examples, the increased classification complexity training sets only contain 100 examples.

This suggests that increased complexity requires an increase in the training set size to learn satisfactorily. The same may be true for EDM, greater classification complexity requires larger training sets.

In conclusion, the practical limit of complexity for EDM is 7 classes for 100 example training sets.

5.10.4 Variance in performance (the reproducibility of results)

The aim of assessing the variance in performance was achieved by three sub aims:

1. Discover the level of variance present by repeating multiple simulations using the same training data and neural network design
2. Assess the impact of the variance on the usefulness of EDM
3. Test the theory that if there are enough ‘good’ examples spread evenly across classifications in the training set, the performance of the network increases over the performance in a randomly generated training set.
5.10.4.1 The level of performance variance present in multiple identical simulations

The level of performance variance present in multiple simulations using identical conditions was measured using classification accuracy and MSE.

Variance in classification accuracy and MSE, see figures 5.3 and 5.4, was minimal and not deemed to be statistically significant enough to raise concerns of reproducibility.

5.10.4.2 Assess the impact of variance on EDM

Since the variance is not statistically significant, there is no adverse impact on EDM, although classification accuracy may vary by a maximum of 3%.

5.10.4.3 Tailored versus randomly generated training sets

There is some evidence to suggest that tailored training sets can increase classification accuracy in complex problems but the difference observed in this experiment is too small to prove or disprove such a theory.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the treatment group had a slight accuracy advantage over the control group in both classification accuracy and MSE, on average this increase is 1.9%

It is possible that with further experimentation this theory could be more thoroughly tested. However, since evidence in the literature suggests that complex classification problems can be solved with an adequately sized training set, further experimentation would not assist the thesis.
5.10.5 The effect of noise on performance

The aims of this experiment were:

1. Measure the effect on EDM performance when noise is introduced into the training set
2. Determine if the effect discovered in aim1 significantly impacts on the viability of neural networks as a means of implementing example-giving.

5.10.5.1 The effect of noise on performance

The effect of introducing noise into the training sets is a reduction in classification accuracy once the level of noise reaches 20% or higher, although 5% noise improves classification accuracy. Figure 5.5 contains results from the noise experiment.

5.10.5.2 The impact of performance under noise on the viability of EDM

The impact of the noise experiment on the viability of EDM is marginal. As can been seen in figure 5.5, no noticeable effect was present until the noise level reached 20% or more. On the contrary, maintaining a level of 97% classification accuracy where 15% of the training set is erroneous is a great strength.

As previously mentioned a noise level of 5% appears to be beneficial, i.e. 5% noise actually improves the classification accuracy.

5.10.6 The impact of the experimental findings on the usefulness of EDM for decision support spreadsheets

Considering experimental aim 5, section 5.1.1:
Use the results from the four experiments to determine if EDM (example-giving combined with Neural Networks) is a practically viable means for modelling decision support spreadsheets as detailed in section 3.1.1

The evidence gathered from the experimentation (Sections 5.3, 5.5, 5.7 and 5.9) suggests that EDM is a practically viable method for implementing decision support spreadsheets. This is due to several factors: EDM does not require an excessive number of examples to learn (Section 5.3); EDM can cope with complexity which can be enhanced by allowing additional time or providing additional examples (Section 5.5); The EDM results show very little variation – it is reliable (Section 5.7) and EDM performs well with noisy data sets (Section 5.9).

5.11 Advantages and disadvantages of EDM implemented with neural networks

This section will briefly summarise the advantages and disadvantages gained from using neural networks to implement example-giving.

Advantages

- Relatively few sets of examples are needed to produce a relatively reliable model
- Variance in results is relatively negligible
- Tolerates a low level of noise which can even increase performance
- Evidence based confidence levels helps assess performance

The above points address the disadvantage identified in section 4.8 (insufficient number of examples implies variable result).

Further, EDMs performance with noise eliminates the effect of BER, identified in sections 2.7, 3.9 and 4.8.
Disadvantages

- As problem complexity increases, the number of examples needed increases.

The above disadvantage simply means that the more complex the model the more examples are needed. EDM will still perform to the same level in complex problems if the modeller produces enough examples.

5.12 Conclusions on chapter

This chapter has explored the parameters of neural networks as a means to implement example-giving in EDM. Experimentation has been used to test the limitations of particular aspects of Neural Networks as a means for implementing EDM.

Experimentation has explored four key parameters to the success of EDM: EDM performance and training set size; EDM performance and training set complexity; the robustness of EDM performance and EDM performance with noise.

Results of experimentation are contained in sections 5.3, 5.5, 5.7 and 5.9 for EDM performance and training set size, EDM performance and training set complexity, the robustness of EDM performance and EDM performance and noise respectively.

Using neural networks, EDM can adequately learn simple problems from 25 examples.

More complex problems, up to 7 classifications, can be learnt with 100 examples in the training set. The literature suggests that neural networks can classify more complex problems at the expense of gathering more data.

The reproducibility of results has been shown to be reliable, exhibiting a small variance in performance over 10 identical simulations.
Further, up to 15% of these examples can be incorrect before the classification accuracy of EDM starts to fall, i.e. EDM can tolerate up to 15% error. In addition a 5% noise level improves classification accuracy.

The experimentation in this chapter therefore partially satisfies the third objective, section 1.4:

"Investigate, develop, test and evaluate the proposed novel approach"

Through the use of experimentation, EDM using neural networks has been developed and investigated by exploring the limitations and strengths of the approach.

For example the training set complexity experiment indicates that using 100 examples the highest classification complexity that yields a satisfactory performance is 7.

Another example is the performance of EDM when noise is introduced to the training set. As figure 5.5 shows EDM performs satisfactorily with up to 15% noise, beyond that performance drops to an unacceptable level.

However, the test and evaluate aspect has not been covered by this experimentation. In the next chapter EDM is used to model real world spreadsheets and the resulting model is compared with the equivalent spreadsheet model.

This allows objective comparison between EDM and traditional spreadsheet modelling which will both tested EDM and also allowed evaluation of the method in the context of spreadsheet modelling.
6.0 The application of EDM in medicine

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents discussion of possible applications for EDM and some practical experiments show how ‘real world’ decision support spreadsheets can be modelled using an EDM.

The work contained in this chapter further satisfies the test and evaluate aspect of objective 3, section 1.4:

"Investigate, develop, test and evaluate the proposed novel approach"

with regard to the external validity or generality of the results based on the tightly defined problem domain section 3.1.1.

In this chapter, a real world decision support spreadsheet was modelled using EDM, demonstrating the practical usefulness of EDM in certain conditions.

The aim of this chapter was:

Determine the usefulness of the novel approach by modelling real-world spreadsheets using EDM and testing and evaluating the resulting model against the equivalent real-world decision support spreadsheet.
6.2 Real world decision support spreadsheets

‘Real-world decision support spreadsheets’ are those that are found in existence designed to fulfil some real decision support function for a professional or an organisation.

There are countless decision support spreadsheets publicly available on the Internet which could be considered for this chapter. However, EDM is more suited to a specific type of problem.

EDM is more suited to decision support spreadsheets containing ‘calculative logic’ type problems, see section 3.1.1. Calculative logic problems calculate a conclusion based partially or wholly on logical operators, for example credit risk classification.

Calculative logic problems may be coupled with mathematical calculation too, but the emphasis of calculation must be based on logic.

EDM does not perform well with spreadsheets that are purely mathematical, such as a balance sheet, see section 3.1.1

Medicine uses calculative logic for activities such as drug dosing, anaesthesia risk assessment and a variety of other activities. Medicine makes use of spreadsheet technology to implement a variety of different medical calculations.

6.2.1 Decision Support Spreadsheets in medicine

Butler and Croll (2006) discuss the use of spreadsheets in clinical medicine, the study found that spreadsheets exist for critical medical procedures such as anaesthesia dosing in paediatrics and anaesthesia risk assessment for cardiology patients.

Croll and Butler (2006) identified one particular organisation, the Medical Algorithms project (MedAl), as having a high concentration of medical spreadsheets.
To date MedAl had implemented over 10,000 medical algorithms in 45 medical specialties (MedAl, 2007).

The preferred application for the implementation of algorithms is a spreadsheet, specifically Microsoft Excel. As a result MedAl has hundreds of medical decision support spreadsheets available for download on subjects such as balanced nutrition to field treatment for a snake bite.

A large majority of these decision support spreadsheets use calculative logic coupled with some mathematics to execute the medical algorithm in the spreadsheet.

The aim therefore is to determine how accurately EDM can represent the medical algorithms contained in an example medical decision support spreadsheet. In order to carry out this experiment a medical decision support spreadsheet was taken from the medal.org website. The chosen spreadsheet is the Cardiac Anaesthesia Risk Evaluation (CARE) spreadsheet.

### 6.3 Cardiac Anaesthesia Risk Evaluation (CARE)

The cardiac anaesthesia risk evaluation is defined as:

"...a simple risk classification system for patients undergoing cardiac surgery. This can rapidly stratify a patient for the probability of morbidity and mortality"

(MedAl, 2007)

CARE takes inputs such as cardiac and medical diseases, urgency of surgery and complexity of surgery.

These inputs are used to calculate the likelihood of morbidity (undesired consequences from anaesthesia), prolonged length of stay (the probability of a longer than normal stay in hospital) and mortality (death from anaesthesia).
6.3.1 The CARE algorithm

The CARE algorithm was created by Dupious and Wang (2001) and is intended to be used by anaesthesiologists to determine risk of mortality, morbidity and a prolonged length of stay in hospital.

The CARE algorithm uses 5 inputs and has 8 classifications.

The inputs for CARE are: Cardiac disease (severity) (A), Number of controlled non-cardiac diseases (B), Number of uncontrolled non-cardiac diseases (B), Cardiac surgery (complexity) (C) and Urgency (emergency treatment or otherwise) (D).

All inputs have multiple states, see table 6.1 for input state details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>State 1</th>
<th>State 2</th>
<th>State 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac disease (A)</td>
<td>Stable (A1)</td>
<td>Uncontrolled (A2)</td>
<td>Advanced (end stage) (A3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical disease (B)</td>
<td>None (B1)</td>
<td>1 or more controlled conditions (B2)</td>
<td>1 or more uncontrolled conditions (B3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac surgery (C)</td>
<td>Non complex (C1)</td>
<td>Complex (C2)</td>
<td>Last hope (C3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgency of surgery (D)</td>
<td>Non Emergency (D1)</td>
<td>Emergency (D2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 CARE input state values

The total number of combinations for the input space is 54, i.e. there are 54 unique combinations of the 4 inputs.

However, if you consider that you may have incomplete data, there are $11^2 (2048)$ possible combinations of input.

There are 8 classifications that can be drawn from the inputs, see table 6.2 for classification detail.
Input/Classification | Cardiac disease (A) | Medical disease (B) | Cardiac surgery (C) | Urgency of surgery (D) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 1</td>
<td>A1 AND</td>
<td>B1 AND</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 2</td>
<td>A1 AND</td>
<td>B2 AND</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 3</td>
<td>(A2 OR B2 OR C2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AND D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 4</td>
<td>(A2 OR B2 OR C2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AND D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 5</td>
<td>((A2 OR A3) OR B3 OR C2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AND D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 6</td>
<td>((A2 OR A3) OR B3 OR C2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AND D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 7</td>
<td>A3 AND</td>
<td></td>
<td>C3 AND</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Class 8</td>
<td>A3 AND</td>
<td></td>
<td>C3 AND</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 CARE classification summary

In this table there are instances of “?” where this appears the documentation offers no information on what values should be contained here for these classifications.

Currently this algorithm is implemented in a spreadsheet entitled “Cardiac Anaesthesia Risk Evaluation (CARE)” published by MedAl freely available for download.

However, through experimenting with this spreadsheet it is clear that the user can induce a number of serious errors.

6.3.2 The CARE Spreadsheet

The CARE spreadsheet can give some unusual and unexpected results when certain combinations of input are entered.

This is partly due to the combination of input types incorporated into the design of the spreadsheet and partly due to the programming structure employed to implement the algorithm.

The input and output is separated by colour and position on the spreadsheet. Input which is yellow and dark blue is at the top of the spreadsheet and output which is light blue, is at the bottom of the spreadsheet.
6.3.2.1 Errors arising from poor data validation

Some attempt is made to validate the spreadsheet input, these are: Overall data evaluation of input and Validation of input value.

The only example of validation of input value is a cell that instructs the user to input “Y” or “N” if the input is otherwise.

Examples of overall data validation are “data completeness” and “evaluation appropriateness”.

The “data completeness” test evaluates if the all input cells contain information, if all cells contain some information the result is “Yes” otherwise it is “No”. If the output is “No”, the spreadsheet does not calculate any output.

The “evaluation appropriate’ test evaluates if the use of the spreadsheet is appropriate, i.e. fit for purpose, the output is either Yes or No.

This is based solely on one cell which asks the user if they are evaluating a cardiac patient, input for this cell is either “Y” or “N”. If “N” is entered the spreadsheet does not calculate any output.

However, all validation in this spreadsheet is of limited value. All validation checks use the “ISBLANK” function in Excel. The ISBLANK function tests if there is any input in a cell, regardless of what it is.

This means that as long as there is something in the cell, the model still calculates a result even though there has been an input error.

For example, the spreadsheet asks “is surgery an emergency?” the cell requires either “Y,y” or “N,n”. If one puts “yes” or “no”, which is a feasible mistake to make, the spreadsheet still calculates a result. The calculated result is an error and results in an underestimated risk to the patient.
6.3.2.2 Errors arising from input

Integer values are taken for the following inputs: Number of controlled medical conditions (B2) and Number of uncontrolled medical conditions (B3). There is no minimum or maximum validation placed on the cells.

Although this is not an error, from a programming point of view one should not allow certain values in the cell considering the context. For example the user can enter 1.5 or 20,000 if they wish. Obviously a patient cannot have one and a half controlled or uncontrolled cardiac conditions nor are they likely to have 20,000 simultaneous conditions.

Further because of the ISBLANK function used to validate the cell, one can put non-numerical input in such as the word “three” which considering the question is not beyond the realms of possibility.

Another type of input gathered in the spreadsheet is from a Likert scale. The Likert scale input is taken by using adjacent cells to mark out the possible answers, with the user entering an “X” under the most appropriate cell. See figure 6.1 for an example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cardiac disease</th>
<th>stable</th>
<th>uncontrolled</th>
<th>end-stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cardiac surgery</th>
<th>noncomplex</th>
<th>complex</th>
<th>last hope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1 Likert scale input (CARE spreadsheet)

Again this is validated using the ISBLANK function, so the user can put anything in the cells and not show an error. This is less serious than other errors since if the user accidentally puts a 1 instead of an X, the calculation is still the same.
However, the user can also enter non-printable characters into the cell such as a space. This can result in cells that don’t appear to have any data in because the character is non-printable.

### 6.3.2.3 Errors arising from programming structure

Errors arising from programming structure offer some of the most serious errors in this spreadsheet. The structure causes the spreadsheet to output erroneous risk classifications that in some cases severely underestimate the morbidity, mortality and prolonged length of stay for a patient.

For example, entering input as follows results in category 8 (the highest risk): A3 (End stage cardiac disease); C3 (Last hope cardiac surgery) and D2 (Emergency status). This gives the patient a morbidity, prolonged length of stay and mortality probability of 88.7%, 63.6% and 46.2% respectively.

Notice that in the above scenario, B variables (controlled or uncontrolled medical conditions) are not considered. If any value is entered for uncontrolled medical conditions coupled with the same input that places the patient in risk class 8, the spreadsheet calculates the risk as class 4.

Class 4 risk indicates that the patients probability of morbidity, prolonged length of stay and mortality is 32.1%, 14.7% and 4.5% respectively. This means that with a case more severe than the highest risk class, the probability of morbidity, prolonged length of stay and mortality drops by 56.6%, 42.3% and 41.7% respectively. This is obviously a serious oversight.

The reason why this error and others like it arise is because of the structure of arguments in the spreadsheet. Classes 1,2,3, 5 and 7 are evaluated in one cell. Classes 4 and 8 are evaluated in another cell.

Classes 4 and 8 are arrived at by variable D2 (Emergency surgery), if D2 is true the formula adds one onto the result of the other cell calculating class. For example if the
formula has the conditions that satisfy class 7 and it is an emergency, +1 is added to the class, changing it from 7 to 8.

Because the spreadsheet is coded to look for the specific arguments that match up a class using AND OR and NOT, any unmatchable input using the appropriate logic causes the formula default to the nearest logically true formula.

So when the spreadsheet examines the inputs A3, C3 and D2 the result is class 8, however when examining the inputs A3, B3, C3 and D2 this does not match the conditions of class 8. The formula states class 8 has the conditions A3 AND C3 AND D2.

Specifically the inclusion of B3 therefore fails the class 8 rule, the only other rule that can be true with these inputs is class 4. Class 4 states (A2 OR A3 OR B3) AND C2 AND D2. The inputs (A3 and B3) satisfy the OR conditions and inputs (C2 and D2) satisfy the AND conditions. Therefore the rule is true, therefore the class is set to 4.

Although this has not been commented on by a medically trained professional it would seem that with a case with more severe medical conditions (inputs) than the worst case, the classification should be the highest risk.

At the root of this problem is the fact that classifications are hard coded – i.e. each classification is given a specification that makes the classification true or false, the model only explicitly covers 8 of the 54 possible combinations.

It may be that some of the 54 combinations are either unlikely or invalid from a medical point of view, however it is important to see how the spreadsheet deals with these values since they may cause erroneous output.

The next section deals specifically with unusual combinations of input and records the spreadsheets response.
6.3.2.4 Errors arising from unusual input

Since the spreadsheet relies on hard coded condition checking to classify the input, there are several combinations of input that can or may induce an invalid result. These combinations were arrived at by examining the formulae in the spreadsheet and by experimenting with the spreadsheet. See table 6.3 for the results of the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs combinations</th>
<th>Expected outcome</th>
<th>Actual outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Risk class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>1 or 2?</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8?</td>
<td><em>Check data</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 B2 C1 D1</td>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Risk class 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 B3 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8?</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 B1 C2 D1</td>
<td>class 3</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 B1 C3 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8?</td>
<td><em>Check data</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 B1 C1 D2</td>
<td>3,4 or 5?</td>
<td>Risk class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 B3 C3 D1</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 B3 C1 D1</td>
<td>5 or 6</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 B1 C3 D1</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td><em>Check data</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8?</td>
<td><em>Check data</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 B3 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 B3 C3 D1</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3 Results from unusual input test

In this table, the input combinations are presented, then the ‘expected outcome’ and then the actual outcome recorded from the spreadsheet.

In the expected outcome column of table 6.3, some of the expected outcomes have a question mark after them. In these circumstances the expected outcome is an estimate given the severity of input. These have not been checked by a medical professional but are logical given the inputs. Where there is no question mark, the expected outcome is known.

The actual output is colour coded to show that either the output was correct (green), possibly correct (yellow) or definitely incorrect (red).
The results show the spreadsheet incorrectly classifies 10 examples, correctly classifies 4 examples and possibly correctly classifies 1 example.

Of the ten incorrect classifications, four input combinations result in the spreadsheet outputting “check data” (a data validation message). i.e. the spreadsheet failed to give a classification even though it was presented with valid input data.

The other six incorrect examples do provide a classification but according to the documentation concerning the algorithm, the classifications are erroneous.

The one possibly correct classification outputs risk class 3, where the expected output was class 1 or 2, since this is so close and the expected outcome is an estimate, this example is possibly correct.

6.3.3 Conclusions on CARE spreadsheet

The conclusions drawn from the analysis conducted on the care spreadsheet are as follows:

1. The spreadsheet has multiple series errors and examples of poor spreadsheet programming and design.
2. The CARE spreadsheet has difficulty classifying combinations of inputs that are abnormal, see table 6.3
3. The CARE spreadsheet has been programmed to explicitly test 8 of 54 combinations of input.

In order to make a direct comparison between the CARE spreadsheet and EDM, the CARE algorithm was implemented using EDM and results were compared against those obtained from the CARE spreadsheet.
6.4 Modelling the CARE algorithm with EDM

The aim of the following experiment was to model the CARE algorithm using EDM to determine if doing so eliminated some of the errors and inconsistencies that modelling the problem in a spreadsheet creates.

6.4.1 Aim

The aim of this experiment was:

1. To determine if modelling the CARE algorithm in EDM shows significant advantage over the real world decision support spreadsheet equivalent

6.4.2 Generating the training sets

The training set was generated from the available documentation supplied by MedAl, this is summarised in tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Initially, the training set covered only the cases listed in the documentation. For example, there was only one possible combination, see table 6.2, of classes 1 and 2.

However, class 3 can have three combinations of input, an example of each combination was included in the training set.

Using only the cases in the documentation allows a fairer test between the spreadsheet and the EDM model.

In this example, the training set was a “binary” training set. A “binary” training set is the representation of the original data in a binary format. See table 6.4 for an excerpt of the training set.
6.4.3 Neural network selection and performance indicators

The details of the neural network to be used in all experiments in this chapter was discussed in section 4.7.

Further, performance was measured in accordance with section 4.6.7.4.

6.4.4 EDM CARE algorithm learning results

The results of the EDM CARE model are contained in confusion matrixes tables 6.5 and 6.6. Data contained in table 6.5, showing confusion matrix results for the training set, indicates that the model has been learnt well, the only cause for concern is the 66% 33% split for class 3.

Results in table 6.6, which were generated using the cross validation set, are notably different to those contained in table 6.5. The results in table 6.6 indicate problems were encountered during the learning process. For example classes 1 and 2 both have...
50% splits, i.e. accuracy is split between the right class and the wrong class in equal proportions for both classes 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6 Confusion matrix CV value results

Tables 6.5 and 6.6, the training and cross validation confusion matrixes, show significant difference.

The positive result in table 6.5 shows that the model has learnt the problem well based upon the training set only, i.e. considering only the training data EDM has performed well.

The less positive result contained in table 6.6 suggests that the model may have difficulty generalising to unseen examples.

Both tables must be considered when evaluating results, a difference in performance between the training and cross validation sets as seen in tables 6.5 and 6.6 suggests a difficulty extrapolating to unseen examples.

However, the best measure of performance is testing and in order to fairly compare the EDM CARE model and the CARE spreadsheet, the same testing must be applied to the EDM CARE model as it was to the CARE spreadsheet.
6.4.5 EDM performance with unusual input

To make a direct comparison between the EDM CARE model and the CARE spreadsheet, the same ‘unusual input’, see table 6.3, was passed through the EDM CARE model. The results of this are contained in table 6.7.

Table 6.7 EDM and spreadsheet performance with unusual input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>CARE spreadsheet</th>
<th>EDM model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Risk class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8</td>
<td>“Check data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B2 C1 D1</td>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Risk class 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B3 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk Class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1 C2 D1</td>
<td>class 3</td>
<td>Risk Class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1 C3 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8</td>
<td>“Check data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1 C1 D2</td>
<td>3,4 or 5</td>
<td>Risk class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B3 C3 D1</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B3 C1 D1</td>
<td>5 or 6</td>
<td>Risk class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B1 C3 D1</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td>“Check data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>B1 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8</td>
<td>“check data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>B3 C1 D1</td>
<td>5,6,7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk Class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B3 C3 D1</td>
<td>7 or 8</td>
<td>Risk Class 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7 shows the EDM model of the CARE algorithm has more success with abnormal input than the CARE spreadsheet. The same colour coding is used in table 6.7 as it the original test, table 6.3.

As can be seen in table 6.7, the EDM model of the CARE spreadsheet outperforms the CARE spreadsheet in the abnormal input test. The CARE EDM model classifies 9 of the 14 examples correctly comparatively the CARE spreadsheet classifies 3 of the 14 examples correctly.

The EDM model is therefore better at dealing with unusual input than the equivalent CARE spreadsheet. The reason that the EDM CARE model outperforms the CARE spreadsheet is because of a property of Neural Networks.
Neural networks possess the property ‘gradual degradation’ which means in circumstances where the network is being pushed to breaking point, failure is gradual rather than abrupt.

Since the CARE spreadsheet is based on Excel programming, failure is more abrupt than the gradual degradation observed in neural networks.

6.4.6 Blind testing sets for CARE spreadsheet and EDM model

The testing contained in table 6.7 shows that the performance of EDM is superior when considering ‘unusual’ input. However, the testing set in this instance is designed to contain extreme values to test the boundary of the systems. Therefore a randomly selected blind test was also conducted.

The total possible number of combinations for the CARE algorithm is 54, i.e. there are only 54 possible combinations of input and output. The Blind testing set was therefore 54 for both the EDM CARE model and the CARE spreadsheet.

The EDM CARE model misclassified 4 of the 54 examples giving it a classification accuracy of 93%. The CARE spreadsheet misclassified 11 of the 54 examples giving it a classification accuracy of 80%.

6.5 Conclusions on modelling the CARE algorithm with EDM

The manner in which the CARE spreadsheet deals with unusual input highlights the advantages of using neural networks to implement EDM and advantage of using EDM over using spreadsheets for the CARE model. Gradual degradation prevents the EDM model from abrupt failure, unlike the CARE spreadsheet.

This contrast is described in figure 6.2 which shows the difference in performance degradation between the EDM CARE model and the CARE spreadsheet.
As can be seen in figure 6.2, the CARE spreadsheet performs as it should with ‘normal’ or expected input. Once the input is outside what is expected, there is a sharp drop in performance.

The EDM model performs with abnormal input by gradual degradation in performance, figure 6.3 describes this gradual degradation.
As can be seen in figure 6.3 the degradation in performance, shown for EDM as a curved line, is a gentler gradient than that of the CARE spreadsheet. For reference the CARE spreadsheet performance is included in figure 6.3 as a dotted line.

Further, learning and performance in the EDM model can be improved by providing more examples to learn from and more time to learn in. This is represented in figure 6.3 by the additional curved line above the red line.

However, EDM cannot be applied universally, i.e. EDM only works in certain types of spreadsheet model.

6.6 Limitations and strengths of EDM application

Although EDM performs well in the CARE algorithm model above, it is not suited to some types of spreadsheet model.

Spreadsheet models that are only numerical cannot be modelled using EDM, i.e. a spreadsheet that consists solely of mathematical calculations cannot be modelled using EDM.

EDM works well in spreadsheet models that make use of logic and mathematical calculation. In spreadsheets where logic is not present, EDM does not work. Spreadsheet models that use mathematics and logic are often ‘decision support systems’ that recommend some course of action based upon a number of numerical inputs and logical operations.

The CARE spreadsheet is a prime example of the type of spreadsheet EDM is suited to. The CARE spreadsheet combines some mathematical values with logic operators to give an assessment of patient mortality, morbidity and prolonged length of stay risk. These risks are bound to broad categories which the CARE spreadsheet indicates are true if the priori conditions are such.
Further, examples exist outside of medicine, in credit risk analysis similar models exist that place a participant in a number of categories based upon mathematical values and logic tests, see figure 6.4.

![Credit Risk Classification Flow Chart]

Figure 6.4 Example credit risk classification model

The exact number or proportion of spreadsheets that use a mathematics and logic combination is unclear and has never been explicitly investigated, however studies into the use of functions can indicate how common mathematical and logic operators are.

### 6.6.1 Functional operators in spreadsheets

As defined by the vendor Microsoft, there are 11 classes of function offered with the standard Excel spreadsheet software. Excel is chosen since it is the most commonly used spreadsheet application according to Walchenbach (2005). Walchenbach states that Excel now accounts for 90% of the spreadsheet market, although it is difficult to determine the exact number of Excel users, in 1997 alone Microsoft shipped over 70 million copies of Excel 97.

These classes contain operators to be used in formulae expressions and are grouped according to their actual purpose. The 11 classes contain varying amounts of operators
ranging from 5 to 78 operators in a class, offering a total of 343 unique operators. The 11 class groupings are shown in table 6.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Number of operators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date and Time</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look-up and Reference</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math and Trigonometry</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External linking</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8 Excel function classes

6.6.2 The use of functions in spreadsheets

As previously mentioned, there have been no studies identifying the number of spreadsheets using mathematics and logic in the same manner as the CARE spreadsheet, however there are studies focusing on which functions are used commonly in spreadsheets.

Chan and Storey (1996) surveyed 256 analysts using Lotus 123 on the functionality of spreadsheets used, the results of which are shown in figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5 Chan and Storey (1996)

Figure 6.5 shows Likert scale results, the participants indicated how often they use a particular class of function in their spreadsheet and that was recorded on a Likert scale (1 being never and 5 being All the time).

Figure 6.5 shows that mathematical and statistical functions are the most frequently used and that goal seeking is the least used. However, since this study was conducted on Lotus 123 users, the functional classes are different to those of Excel.

Unfortunately, the vendor Lotus was unable to provide a detailed functionality listing for Lotus 1-2-3. This difference makes direct comparison difficult which is exacerbated since some operators in Excel are not supported in Lotus 1-2-3 and visa-versa.

Ballinger et al. (2003) presented data collected and from 259 workbooks used to record student marks in a University. Figure 6.6 shows the results of the survey, in this case the results are expressed as a cumulative frequency of class operators rather than a proportion, i.e. the number of individual logic operators used in the 259 workbooks.
Figure 6.6 (Ballinger et al., 2003)

Figure 6.6 shows that logical and mathematical functions are used more extensively than other classes. However, this seems disproportionate considering figure 6.5. Since the sample was taken from a university and the spreadsheets were used to record student marks, it is possible the sample is biased, i.e. to record student marks very few classes of operators are needed.

On the other hand figure 6.6 does reflect figure 6.5 to some extent, both studies identify mathematical functions are used extensively. However, it is unclear if Chan and Storey (1996) include the Logic operators in their mathematics class.

The most comprehensive and up to date survey of spreadsheet functionality usage is part of a study conducted by the Spreadsheet Engineering Research Project (SERP) at the Tuck School of Management, Dartmouth.

SERP (2006) presents functionality survey results as part of a wider spreadsheet usage study. The study took 35 randomly selected spreadsheets submitted by the school’s alumni. The spreadsheets were then audited and information, including functional operator usage, was extracted.

Figure 6.7 shows the results from the SERP (2006) survey. In this survey the functional operators are expressed as a percentage of the total. In other words the figures for each of the functional classes in figure 6.7 are expressed as a percentage of the whole sample.
Figure 6.7 shows that mathematical and logical functions are used the most followed by financial and statistical. More specifically, mathematical functions feature in 100% of the spreadsheets audited and logical functions feature in 82.9% of the spreadsheets audited.

All three studies (SERP 2006, Ballinger 2003 and Chan and Storey 1996) identify that Math functions are used extensively in spreadsheets. Both SERP (2006) and Ballinger (2003) identify that Logic and mathematical functions are used extensively.

If we consider the possibility that Chan and Storey interpret logical operators as part of the math class, the Chan and Storey survey also indicates that spreadsheets are predominately made up of math and logic classes.

6.7 Conclusions on the use of functions in spreadsheets

We conclude that spreadsheets are predominately made up of mathematical and logic operators. This is based on the evidence presented by SERP (2006), Ballinger et al. (2003) and to some extent Chan and Storey (1996).
Of the three studies, SERP (2006) is the most recent and comprehensive, so it is likely that SERP (2006) offers a more accurate reflection of the current situation regarding the composition of spreadsheets. A good summary of this work is contained in Thorne and Ball (2006a) and work considering the use of functional operators in contained in Thorne and Ball (2006b).

EDM has several practical applications in several industries. As shown in this chapter, EDM could be used to model risk and diagnosis in medicine, especially considering the CARE medical spreadsheet in this chapter has been shown to be error prone.

In broader terms, EDM is applicable to decision support spreadsheets such as the CARE spreadsheet model or the credit risk classification model as shown in figure 6.4.

Further, since it is the type of problem that is critical to the application of EDM, i.e. decision support spreadsheets that use logic and mathematics, EDM has applications outside of spreadsheets since spreadsheets are not the only tool used to implement decision support systems.

### 6.8 The applicability of EDM to the spreadsheet error problem

As with all new thinking and novel ideas, EDM has a specific application to a relatively small number of spreadsheet errors, i.e. EDM is not a panacea.

As shown in figure 6.8, it is likely that EDM solves a small percentage of spreadsheet errors that exist in the spreadsheet problem.

Other research areas will solve other aspects of the spreadsheet error problem, for example spreadsheet engineering or test driven development in spreadsheets will solve certain small, but significant, aspects of the spreadsheet error problem.
6.9 Advantages and disadvantages gained when applying EDM

This section summarises the main advantages and disadvantages gained when applying EDM to real world decision support spreadsheet problems.

Advantages

- Gradual degradation prevents sudden or rapid failure
- More accurate than CARE spreadsheet, especially considering extreme parameter values

The above advantages are further to those identified in sections 3.9, 4.8 and 5.11

Disadvantages

- EDM can only be applied to spreadsheets using a combinations of mathematics and logic or purely logic (decision support spreadsheets)
6.10 Conclusions on the chapter

The aim for this chapter was, section 6.1:

*Determine the usefulness of the novel approach by modelling real-world spreadsheets using EDM and testing and evaluating the resulting model against the equivalent real-world decision support spreadsheet.*

This chapter demonstrates how EDM can be used to model a real world decision support spreadsheet taken from the medicine. Further, EDM has shown itself to be more reliable and consistent than the equivalent real world decision support spreadsheet model, see sections 6.3 and 6.4.

The superior performance, especially when considering unusual or extreme input, is largely down to ‘gradual degradation’ that EDM inherits from using neural networks to implement EDM, see section 6.5.

Gradual degradation gives EDM the ability to produce better results than the equivalent decision support spreadsheet model in adverse conditions because EDM can deal with uncertainty, noise and incomplete input in a more reliable manner than the spreadsheet.

This suggests a novel application for EDM might be useful in overcoming some of the difficulties with omissions of domain, world and semantic knowledge (McDaid and Fitzgerald, 2008) in traditional requirements analysis.

The successful application of EDM to the CARE spreadsheet, or any decision support spreadsheet model, is dependant on the spreadsheet functions used in the original spreadsheet, see section 6.6.
If the decision support spreadsheet uses mathematical and logic functions together, it is likely that EDM can be used to model the problem, for example the CARE spreadsheet or the credit risk analysis model in figure 6.4.

Further, the above examples can be described as Decision Support Systems (DSS), so any DSS combining logic and mathematics could potentially be modelled using EDM. This may mean that EDM can be used to model problems outside of spreadsheets, i.e. EDM could have applications beyond decision support spreadsheets, see section 6.7

However, if the spreadsheet uses only calculative mathematics, EDM cannot be used to model it, see section 3.1.1. Examples of this include balance sheets and profit and loss accounts.

The above conclusions and discussions satisfy the test and evaluate aspects of third objective of this thesis. In combination with the work in chapter 5, the third objective is now fully satisfied.

“Investigate, develop, test and evaluate the proposed novel approach”

This completes the primary work in this thesis, the next chapter will evaluate and reflect on the thesis as a whole offer limitations, strengths and areas for further work.
7.0 Conclusions, Reflections and Further Work

7.1 Introduction

This chapter identifies the main contribution to knowledge of this thesis by revisiting the various conclusions of the primary and secondary work with respect to the research question, aim and objectives. There follows reflections on the issues set out in earlier chapters. Lastly further work possibilities are discussed.

7.2 Conclusions

The motivation for this thesis was the realisation that spreadsheet errors are both prevalent and have significant impact and there was an opportunity for novel research.

In particular combining spreadsheets with some form of machine learning technique was of particular interest. Potentially machine learning techniques could be used to reduce some of the errors found in spreadsheets. Hence the research question stated in section 1.4.1 (and answered affirmatively in the rest of the thesis) was:

Is it possible to create an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets?
And the aim of the thesis as stated in section 1.4.2 (and answered affirmatively in the rest of the thesis) was:

To create and evaluate an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets

7.2.1 Revisiting objective 1 (Literature review)

Objective 1 for the thesis was defined in section 1.4.3 as follows:

Undertake a literature review of relevant topics within the field of spreadsheet error research

Spreadsheet error research was introduced in section 2.2

Examples of current spreadsheet error research comprise experiments into spreadsheet error, taxonomies of spreadsheet error, observations of spreadsheet error in practice, theories on spreadsheet error management, manual auditing and auditing software.

Experiments concerning spreadsheet error offer some quantification of the magnitude of spreadsheet error and impact that errors can have on organisations. Although error rates vary, it is clear from the evidence available that at least 30% of spreadsheets contain error (section 2.2).

Taxonomies of error provide a means to classify error. However, inconsistency in terms, discrepancies in error classification and prescriptive structures make these taxonomies problematic to apply.

Panko has argued that spreadsheet errors are complex but similar to human error. It has been suggested by Panko that human and spreadsheet errors are closely related. Moreover, Panko suggests that spreadsheet error rates are approximately the same as
error rates found in other human activities such as spelling, typing or programming a computer.

Human factors play a significant role in spreadsheet errors and have been largely ignored by the wider spreadsheet community. Some authors suggest that spreadsheet errors are human errors found in spreadsheets, see section 2.9.

The quantifiable human factors such as BER and Cognitive load have been shown to have an effect on spreadsheet quality. Other aspects such as Miller's threshold bear on the relationship between spreadsheets and error.

The unquantifiable human factors overconfidence and bias significantly effect spreadsheet model quality. Overconfidence has also proven difficult to mitigate

Chapter 2 concluded in section 2.8 with the opportunities for novel research were:

*The novel approach would use real world examples provided by the user. i.e. the user would think up examples of input and output for a given problem.*

*The computer, using a machine learning technique, would deduce the mathematics and logic of the examples and generate a 'model' to reflect the examples.*

*It is thought that this approach could reduce spreadsheet error by reducing the impact of certain human factors during development.*

*For example, the cognitive load of thinking up examples should be significantly lower than that of spreadsheet modelling*
7.2.2 Revisiting objective 2 (Develop alternative modelling technique)

Objective 2 for the thesis was defined in section 1.4.3 as follows:

Based upon the literature review, consider an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets.

Section 3.2 stated concerning chapter 3:

The purpose of this chapter is to establish if the novel approach identified in the literature review, “example-giving” (see section 2.8), is feasible.

The novel concept is that humans find it easier to provide examples (attribute classifications) than creating formulae in spreadsheets and that if this technique yields a significant advantage over traditional spreadsheet modelling, then the resulting examples could be used create a less error prone decision support model.

The above statement is also covered by the research question of this thesis, see below.

Is it possible to create an alternative modelling technique for the reduction of error in decision support spreadsheets?

Section 3.7.7 shows the results of an experiment designed to test if example-giving was more a more accurate tool than creating the equivalent decision support spreadsheet model in Excel when considering a number of written exercises.

The results of this experiment show that there is a statistically significant accuracy advantage to be gained from example-giving over traditional decision support spreadsheet modelling in Excel.

Section 3.10 summarised the investigation of the feasibility of example-giving and suggested that example-giving is likely to be more useful in more complex scenarios.
Chapter 3 showed the feasibility of example-giving and chapter 4 discusses and decides upon the approach to implement EDM. The advantages and disadvantages of various approaches to implement example-giving were considered and section 4.3.8 concluded:

*The chosen approach to implement example-giving is machine learning, this is because in comparison to the other potential approaches it is more automated, is superior at coping with complexity and noisy data sets and is offers a more stable repeatable process than other approaches.*

Further investigations of machine learning algorithms resulted in the decision to use Neural Networks. This was because of the following advantages as discussed at length in section 4.4.5.4:

- The ability of Neural Networks to deal with noise by gradual degradation is great strength.
- Potentially this may allow EDM to be tolerant of user error such as BER
- Neural Networks are mostly self programming and self organising by the user providing examples.
- With EDM in mind, the self programming ability of neural networks may reduce the number of errors that arise from poor programming in spreadsheets.
- The ability to give evidential responses (providing levels of confidence in results) is also cited as a major strength
- The ability to give evidential responses could potentially be used by the EDM modeller to determine the reliability of the EDM model.
- The ability to generalise, although not exclusive to Neural Networks, is another great strength.
- Neural networks have been successfully applied to many similar problems that relate to decision support activities e.g. Bankruptcy prediction, Cardiac disease diagnosis or classification of level of return on stock investments.
- The common factor in the above applications of neural networks is that all of them are classification problems. Neural networks are particularly strong at classification problems.
Since decision support neural networks have been successfully applied to classification problems, it is reasonable to expect successful application to the decision support activities found in spreadsheets.

Hence as discussed in sections 4.5.3.1 and 4.5.3.2 a convenient Neural Network package with genetic optimisation (see section 4.4.5.3) called “Neurosolutions” was adopted for all further EDM experimentation.

7.2.3 Revisiting objective 3 (Primary research)

Objective 3 for the thesis was defined in section 1.4.3 as follows

Investigate, develop, test and evaluate the proposed novel approach

Chapter 5 considered the practical parameters of the novel approach, specifically the number of examples needed, the effect of complexity on performance, the sensitivity of the learning process and the effect of noise on performance. This work in part satisfies objective 3 by establishing some of the performance parameters of the novel approach, i.e. investigate and develop. However, it does not deal with the test and evaluate aspects of objective 3 which are addressed in chapter 6.

Section 5.11 discussed the advantages and disadvantages of EDM implemented with Neural Networks as:

Advantages

- Relatively few sets of examples are needed to produce a relatively reliable model
- Variance in results is relatively negligible
- Tolerates a low level of noise which can even increase performance
- Evidence based confidence levels helps assess performance
The above points address the disadvantage identified in section 4.8 (insufficient number of examples implies variable result).

Further, EDMs performance with noise eliminates the effect of BER, identified in sections 2.7, 3.9 and 4.8.

Disadvantages

- As problem complexity increases, the number of examples needed increases.

The above disadvantage simply means that the more complex the model the more examples are needed. EDM will still perform to the same level in complex problems if the modeller produces enough examples.

Chapter 6 examines the practical performance of the novel approach using ‘real world’ decision support spreadsheet (the CARE spreadsheet model). The novel approach is tested and evaluated against the CARE spreadsheet model and comparisons drawn. This in turn allowed an evaluation of the novel approach when compared a real world decision support spreadsheet.

Section 6.4.5 discussed the CARE EDM model and the CARE spreadsheet and demonstrated the EDM model to more reliable and accurate than the CARE spreadsheet.

The reason for this greater reliability and performance is gradual degradation that is inherited by EDM from using neural networks as the means of implementation, see figure 6.3.

Section 6.10 summarises chapter 6 and emphasises that the superior performance of EDM is largely down to ‘gradual degradation’, especially dealing with uncertainty, noise and incomplete input.
7.3 Reflections

7.3.1 Origins of example-giving and EDM

Section 2.7 discussed spreadsheet errors as a mismatch between man and machine. Section 2.5.4 stated that, human factors play a significant role in spreadsheet errors and have been largely ignored by the wider spreadsheet community.

In section 2.7 we discussed the origins of the novel contributions of this thesis. We stated that Michie had argued that human computer interaction was fundamentally limited due to the way in which humans interact with the computer. Michie essentially pointed out that the roles of machine and human in interaction did not exploit either’s strengths. In that vein, we argued that spreadsheet errors are mainly attributed poor interaction between humans and computers.

Hence a potentially more beneficial paradigm would be to play on the natural strengths of the human and the conventional computer. In this new paradigm, the human would pattern match and generate real world examples, the computer would use its ability of mathematical manipulation and logical deduction to build a model from the examples provided by the user, see the circled sections on table 2.8 (reproduced from chapter 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pattern matching</th>
<th>Generating real-world examples</th>
<th>Manipulating mathematics</th>
<th>Logical deduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Computer</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.8 Proposed methods of interaction

The example-giving technique in EDM allows the human to provide examples and pattern matches whilst the machine computes the mathematics and logic which plays on the strength of both, see table 2.8 above. In this vein the impact of human factors is significantly reduced when using EDM.
In conclusion reflecting on these ideas, this seems to be very solid ground although the resulting EDM solution is not necessarily the only way of implementing these ideas which could be explored in further work.

7.3.2 Discussion of the wider issues of EDM

7.3.2.1 Advantages of example-giving in EDM

Section 3.9 stated the following:

Advantages of example-giving:

- Example-giving is easy (see section 3.6.4)
- Eliminates the need to program the computer
- Eliminates BER in the programming of a spreadsheet
- Eliminates bias in the spreadsheet

From the above advantages of example-giving, it would seem to be that many sources of the problem of spreadsheet error (section 2.7) such as BER, Poor programming and bias are reduced or eliminated.

7.3.2.2 Disadvantages of example-giving in EDM

Section 3.9 stated the following:

Disadvantages of example-giving:

- May introduce some BER in the proposed alternative method, i.e. creation of examples
- May introduce bias in the creation of examples
7.3.2.3 Limitations of EDM

Since EDM makes extensive use of Neural Networks, the criticisms that apply to NN also in part apply to EDM. Some of these criticisms were answered by making use of Genetic Optimisation in conjunction with Neural Networks.

For example by genetically optimising the input space of the Neural Networks, one can relieve the issues of small training sets, see section 4.4.5.4.

Unfortunately, nothing can be done to alleviate the ‘black-box’ syndrome that Neural Networks exhibit. The ‘black-box’ syndrome is accepted as a necessary cost to using Neural Networks. However this is a criticism of Neural Networks not necessarily of EDM since the examples will be understandable to a domain expert.

EDM can learn relatively simple problems with as few as 25 examples, see section 5.3. More complex problems require a greater number of examples, however not excessively so, see section 5.5.

The quality and coverage of examples is important because if the examples provided by the user do not cover all of the classifications in the model accurately, the resulting EDM model reflects those inaccuracies, i.e. rubbish in rubbish out.

Hence the performance of an EDM model is based upon the number of examples provided, the quality and coverage of those examples, the complexity of the examples, the amount of noise present and the amount of time available.

The level of noise present affects the ability of EDM to learn the problem, see section 5.9. Where the level of noise is 15% and below, the performance of EDM is actually increased. When this noise level exceeds 15%, EDM learning is worsened, see figure 5.3. An example of noise could be BER in the generation of examples for the EDM model.
Learning time can be under five minutes but for more complex problems with large data sets, learning can take over an hour. Further, the amount of time available to learn the problem may also affect the accuracy of the resulting EDM model.

Essentially, the more time available (typically an hour or more) the better the resulting model, this is also true for the number of examples, i.e. the greater the number of examples the better the resulting EDM model.

Users may feel unfamiliar with the EDM and the example-giving method that in practice may make EDM difficult to use. However, results gathered by the experimentation in chapter 3 suggests the EDM users (treatment group) found using EDM ‘easier’ than the spreadsheet modelling group using Excel, see figure 3.14.

Spreadsheet models in the financial industry for example are often used merely to decide between alternatives rather than to generate precise figures. However, spreadsheet users may find the EDM approach of percentage accuracy rather than a complete accuracy to be a psychological hurdle.

7.4 Further work

7.4.1 Full trial of EDM

The most obvious extension to the work contained in this thesis would be a full trail using participants from industry to fully understand the practical strengths and limitations of EDM.

First, this would require the development and integration of neural networks package Neurosolutions into a software package such as Excel.

Second, the industry staff involved would need to have the example-giving thoroughly explained to them and some trialled use of the Neurosolutions package.
Third, the EDM package ought then to be compared by parallel trialling against the traditional spreadsheet modelling technique.

Preferably these trials should be done with sufficient individuals to be statistically significant and in more than one domain.

7.4.2 Requirements analysis

The process of giving-examples, i.e. thinking about the whole problem and giving examples that cover the entire specification, suggests a further use of EDM. The graceful degradation of EDM does seem to have some advantages in detecting errors of omission, since the process of ‘thinking up’ examples to be used for training makes the modeller consider the whole problem.

This provides a unique handle on one of the trickiest problems in traditional systems analysis, i.e. getting around the problem of semantic omissions, world knowledge omissions and domain omissions. Trials on this basis should be attempted to test whether this suggestion is indeed correct which would then be very advantageous since there are virtually no other techniques that correct these problems.

7.4.3 Test Driven Development

Another possibility for further work might be to explore the extent to which Test Driven Development (TDD) tests could be considered as examples for EDM training. The reason for considering combining EDM with TDD is that TDD tests closely resemble training sets in EDM, it would seem that some beneficial combination is possible.

As discussed in section 4.3.6, Test Driven Development (TDD) is an agile method for developing specifications and code for software products. In TDD the developer writes test cases first and then writes code that attempts to satisfy each test. If the code satisfies the test, the developer moves on to the next test case otherwise the developer
modifies the code until it satisfies the test. This process is repeated until the developer cannot think of any other test cases.

For example in order to write good TDD test cases, the developer must consider the input and corresponding output of the model, this has considerable overlap with EDM. In TDD the developer considers the input and output of the software, in EDM the modeller thinks of the attribute classifications of the problem, which is a higher level. This has considerable similarity with EDM which suggest possibilities for further work.

For example, EDM could be used to check the validity and completeness of TDD tests before the test are used to write code. This would bring the possible benefit of broader thinking to the TDD cases.
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Appendix A

Chi squared calculations

What follows is the complete list of Chi squared calculations for tasks 1 to 5 summarised in table 3.8.

Task 1 chi squared

The calculations for the chi squared statistic are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>20 (a)</td>
<td>5 (b)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>15 (c)</td>
<td>8 (d)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1 Chi squared Task 1

\[
X^2 = \frac{(ad-bc)^2}{(a+b)(c+d)(b+d)(a+c)} \]

\[
= \frac{7225 \times 48}{248400} 
= 1.396
\]

Degrees of freedom = (No. Columns -1) * (No. of Rows -1)

\[
= (2-1) \times (2-1) = 1
\]

Using the chi squared stat, 1.396, and the degrees of freedom, 1, we look up the value on the chi squared table, see table A2.
Table A2 Chi squared critical values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dof</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.10</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>2.706</td>
<td>3.841</td>
<td>5.412</td>
<td>6.635</td>
<td>10.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.386</td>
<td>4.605</td>
<td>5.991</td>
<td>7.824</td>
<td>9.210</td>
<td>13.815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi squared (1.396) lies between 0.455 and 2.706
Probability is therefore $0.5 < P < 0.10$ i.e. between 50 and 90%

Therefore we accept the null hypothesis.

**Task 2 Chi Squared**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>17 (a)</td>
<td>8 (b)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>13 (c)</td>
<td>10 (d)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A3 Chi squared Task 2

$$X^2 = \frac{(ad-bc)^2}{(a+b)(c+d)(b+d)(a+c)}$$

$$= \frac{209088}{310500}$$

$$= 0.673$$

Degrees of freedom = (No. Columns -1) * (No. of Rows -1)

$$= (2-1)*(2-1) = 1$$

The value 0.673 lies in the range 0.455 to 2.706
Probability is therefore $0.5 < P < 0.10$ i.e. between 50 and 90%
We accept the null hypothesis

**Task 3 chi squared**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>16 (a)</td>
<td>9 (b)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>10 (c)</td>
<td>13 (d)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4 Chi squared task 3

\[ X^2 = \frac{(ad-bc)^2}{(a+b)(c+d)(b+d)(a+c)} \]
\[ = \frac{668352}{328900} \]
\[ = 2.032 \]

Degrees of freedom = (No. Columns -1) * (No. of Rows -1)
\[ = (2-1)*(2-1) = 1 \]

The value 2.032 lies in the range 0.455 to 2.706
Probability is therefore 0.5 <P< 0.10 i.e. between 50 and 90%

We accept the null hypothesis

**Task 4 Chi squared**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>16 (a)</td>
<td>9 (b)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>10 (c)</td>
<td>13 (d)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A5 Chi squared task 4
\[ X^2 = (ad-bc)^2 \frac{(a+b+c+d)}{(a+b)(c+d)(b+d)(a+c)} \]

\[ = \frac{668352}{328900} \]

\[ = 2.032 \]

Degrees of freedom = (No. Columns -1) * (No. of Rows -1)

\[ = (2-1)*(2-1) = 1 \]

The value 2.032 lies in the range 0.455 to 2.706

Probability is therefore 0.5 < \( P < 0.10 \) i.e. between 50 and 90%

We accept the null hypothesis

**Task 5 Chi squared**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>15 (a)</td>
<td>10 (b)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>7 (c)</td>
<td>16 (d)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A6 Chi squared task 5

\[ X^2 = (ad-bc)^2 \frac{(a+b+c+d)}{(a+b)(c+d)(b+d)(a+c)} \]

\[ = \frac{1387200}{328900} \]

\[ = 4.22 \]

Degrees of freedom = (No. Columns -1) * (No. of Rows -1)

\[ = (2-1)*(2-1) = 1 \]

The value 4.22 lies in the range 3.841 to 5.412

Probability is therefore 0.05 < \( P < 0.02 \) i.e. between 95 and 98%
We reject the null hypothesis

Fisher’s exact results

What follows is a complete list of calculations for the Fisher’s exact calculations contained in the summary table 3.6.

**Fisher’s exact for task 1**

Fisher’s stat for task 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>20 (a)</td>
<td>15 (b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>5 (c)</td>
<td>8 (d)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A7 Fisher’s exact task 1

Fisher’s exact is in the form: \((a+b)! \cdot (c+d)! \cdot (a+c)! \cdot (b+d)! / n! \cdot a! \cdot b! \cdot c! \cdot d!\)

The result of the table is 0.205. This indicates that the probability of this scenario, or a more extreme one occurring is 80%.

We therefore accept the null hypothesis and conclude that the relationship in this example is not significant.

**3.5.3.2 Fisher’s exact for task 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>17 (a)</td>
<td>13 (b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>8 (c)</td>
<td>10 (d)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A8 Fisher’s exact task 2
\[ (a+b)! (c+d)! (a+c)! (b+d)! / n! a! b! c! d! \]
\[ = 0.301 \]

This indicates that the probability of this scenario, or a more extreme one occurring is 70%.

We therefore accept the null hypothesis and conclude that the relationship in this example is not significant.

### 3.5.3.3 Fisher’s exact for task 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>16 (a)</td>
<td>10 (b)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>9 (c)</td>
<td>13 (d)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A9 Fishers exact task 3

\[ (a+b)! (c+d)! (a+c)! (b+d)! / n! a! b! c! d! \]
\[ = 0.128 \]

This indicates that the probability of this scenario, or a more extreme one occurring is 88%.

We therefore accept the null hypothesis and conclude that the relationship in this example is not significant.
### 3.5.3.4 Fisher’s exact for task 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>16 (a)</td>
<td>10 (b)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>9 (c)</td>
<td>13 (d)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A10 Fisher’s exact task 4

\[
\frac{(a+b)! \cdot (c+d)! \cdot (a+c)! \cdot (b+d)!}{a! \cdot b! \cdot c! \cdot d!} = 0.128
\]

This indicates that the probability of this scenario, or a more extreme one occurring is 88%.

We therefore accept the null hypothesis and conclude that the relationship in this example is not significant.

### 3.5.3.5 Fisher’s exact for task 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>15 (a)</td>
<td>7 (b)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>10 (c)</td>
<td>16 (d)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A11 Fisher’s exact task 5

\[
\frac{(a+b)! \cdot (c+d)! \cdot (a+c)! \cdot (b+d)!}{a! \cdot b! \cdot c! \cdot d!} = 0.038
\]

This indicates that the probability of this scenario, or a more extreme, i.e. more favourable, one occurring is 96%.
We therefore reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the relationship in this example is significant.
Appendix B

1.0 Full results of reduced training set experiments

Presented in this section are the reduced training set experiments, each size of training set will be dealt with in turn and then all data will be summarised at the end of the section.

1.1 Results of 750 example training set

Presented below are results from the 750 example training set. The 750 example set trained faultlessly.

1.1.1 Confusion matrixes for 750 example T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B1 Confusion Matrix T values for 750 examples

1.1.2 Confusion matrixes for 750 example CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B2 Confusion matrix CV values for 750 examples
1.1.3 Results for 750 example blind test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test example number</th>
<th>Desired Fail</th>
<th>Desired Pass</th>
<th>Desired Merit</th>
<th>Desired Distinction</th>
<th>Out Fail</th>
<th>Out Pass</th>
<th>Out Merit</th>
<th>Out Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.03369</td>
<td>0.795127</td>
<td>0.310319</td>
<td>0.200282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.237202</td>
<td>0.255117</td>
<td>0.633763</td>
<td>-0.02841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.03373</td>
<td>0.795305</td>
<td>0.309938</td>
<td>0.2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.236296</td>
<td>0.255105</td>
<td>0.631477</td>
<td>-0.02806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.234364</td>
<td>0.255453</td>
<td>0.627104</td>
<td>-0.02732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.86673</td>
<td>-0.0262</td>
<td>0.170829</td>
<td>0.149967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.213478</td>
<td>0.278107</td>
<td>0.632436</td>
<td>-0.02774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.02753</td>
<td>0.755149</td>
<td>0.33773</td>
<td>0.156865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.190512</td>
<td>0.136337</td>
<td>0.004971</td>
<td>0.86825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B3 Blind test excerpt for 750 example training set

1.2 Results of 500 example training set

Below are the results for the 500 example training set, the 500 example training set trained faultlessly.

1.2.1 Confusion matrix for 500 T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B4 Confusion Matrix T values for 500 examples
1.2.2 Confusion matrix for 500 CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B5 Confusion Matrix CV values for 500 examples

1.2.3 Results for 500 example blind test

Table B6 shows an excerpt of the blind testing results for the 500 example set. Of particular interest is test example number 7, which shows a misclassification of merit as pass. As can be observed the un-normalised probability is marginally in favour of pass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test example number</th>
<th>Des Fail</th>
<th>Des Pass</th>
<th>Des Merit</th>
<th>Des Distinction</th>
<th>Out Fail</th>
<th>Out Pass</th>
<th>Out Merit</th>
<th>Out Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.043372</td>
<td>0.91647</td>
<td>0.038368</td>
<td>-0.00076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.01634</td>
<td>0.167302</td>
<td>0.869585</td>
<td>-0.01336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.043372</td>
<td>0.91647</td>
<td>0.038368</td>
<td>-0.00076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.01796</td>
<td>0.102856</td>
<td>0.894973</td>
<td>0.010139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.01634</td>
<td>0.167302</td>
<td>0.869585</td>
<td>-0.01336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.908707</td>
<td>0.074905</td>
<td>-0.0113</td>
<td>0.001499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.01995</td>
<td>0.53294</td>
<td>0.529982</td>
<td>-0.01986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.534302</td>
<td>0.52847</td>
<td>-0.01979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.004187</td>
<td>-0.00752</td>
<td>0.173911</td>
<td>0.839199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B6 Blind testing excerpt for the 500 example set

From the full 100 blind tests, only 2 were incorrect. Both tests were merit incorrectly classified as pass. This is consistent with the information contained in both confusion matrixes, tables B6 and B7, which indicate that merit was classified as pass 11.2 and 3% of the time.
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1.3 Results of 250 example training set

Below are the results for the 250 example training set, the training process for this set was more challenging.

During training the learning curve was erratic and not smooth, this is an indication of poor training, possibly as a result of having fewer examples to train from. Further, the difference in MSE values for T and CV were more exaggerated, suggesting a poorer ability to generalise.

1.3.1 Confusion Matrix for 250 example T set

Table B7 shows the confusion matrix T results for the 250 example training set. The values indicate that the network has learnt well. In fact table B7 shows that the 250 example training set out performed the larger 500 example training set for the T values, see table B4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B7 Confusion matrix T values for 250 training set

1.3.2 Confusion matrix for 250 example CV set

Table B8 shows the confusion matrix CV result for the 250 example training set. In comparison to table B7, the T set, the CV values are significantly lower. This gap between the T and CV values indicates that the network is poorer at generalising to unseen examples. The full extent of this was realised in the blind testing.
Table B8 Confusion matrix CV values for 250 training set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3.3 Results for 250 example blind test

Table B9 shows an excerpt of blind testing results for the 250 example set, from the full blind testing set there is only 1 misclassification, a pass is misclassified as a fail. Therefore the network correctly classified 99 out of 100 examples.

Table B9 Blind testing excerpt for the 250 example set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test example number</th>
<th>Des Fail</th>
<th>Des Pass</th>
<th>Des Merit</th>
<th>Des Distinction</th>
<th>Out Fail</th>
<th>Out Pass</th>
<th>Out Merit</th>
<th>Out Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00816</td>
<td>0.96373</td>
<td>0.006479</td>
<td>0.003378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00816</td>
<td>0.96373</td>
<td>0.006479</td>
<td>0.003378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.979259</td>
<td>0.006007</td>
<td>0.005531</td>
<td>-0.00626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00816</td>
<td>0.96373</td>
<td>0.006479</td>
<td>0.003378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.04627</td>
<td>-0.00691</td>
<td>0.002792</td>
<td>1.000015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.4 Results of 100 example training set

Below are the results from the 100 example training set, observations from the learning process for this set indicates that the network had difficulty learning the problem.
The learning curve was erratic, as the 250 example set was, and the MSE T and CV values were also further apart indicating a worsening ability to generalise.

### 1.4.1 Confusion matrix result for 100 example T set

Table B10 shows the confusion matrix result for the T set. The values are satisfactory in this matrix, all show a 90% or above accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B10 Confusion matrix T results for 100 example training set

### 1.4.2 Confusion matrix result for 100 example CV set

Table B11 shows the confusion matrix result for the CV set, as with other CV set when compared to their respective T sets, the CV values are lower than the T sets. This indicates a degrading ability to generalise to unseen examples.

This is made clearer when examining the blind testing results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B11 Confusion matrix CV results for 100 example training set
1.4.3 Results for 100 example blind test

Table B12 shows an excerpt of blind testing results for the 100 example set, from the full blind testing set there is only 1 misclassification, a pass is misclassified as a fail. Therefore the network correctly classified 99 out of 100 examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test example number</th>
<th>Des Fail</th>
<th>Des Pass</th>
<th>Des Merit</th>
<th>Des Distinction</th>
<th>Out Fail</th>
<th>Out Pass</th>
<th>Out Merit</th>
<th>Out Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00816</td>
<td>0.96373</td>
<td>0.006479</td>
<td>0.003378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00816</td>
<td>0.96373</td>
<td>0.006479</td>
<td>0.003378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.979259</td>
<td>0.006007</td>
<td>0.005531</td>
<td>-0.00626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00406</td>
<td>0.026133</td>
<td>0.951617</td>
<td>0.038397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00816</td>
<td>0.96373</td>
<td>0.006479</td>
<td>0.003378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.04627</td>
<td>-0.00691</td>
<td>0.002792</td>
<td>1.000015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B12 Blind testing excerpt for the 100 example set

1.5 Results for the 50 example training set

Below are the results from the 50 example training set, observations from the learning process for this set indicates that the network had difficulty learning the problem.

The learning curve was erratic, as was the 100 and 250 example set, the MSE T and CV values were also further apart indicating a worsening ability to generalise.

1.5.1 Confusion matrix result for 50 example T set

Table B13 shows the confusion matrix T results, all values are acceptable, all are above 90%.
### 1.5.2 Confusion matrix result for 50 example CV set

Table B14 shows the confusion matrix CV results, the classifications fail and particularly merit show a drop in accuracy when compared to the T values. Again, this is an indication of a degrading ability to generalise. This becomes more apparent after blind testing is performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B14 Confusion matrix CV result for 50 example training set

### 1.5.3 Results of 50 example blind test

Table B15 shows an excerpt of blind testing results for the 50 example set, from the full blind testing set there are 2 misclassifications. Therefore the network correctly classified 98 out of 100 examples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test example number</th>
<th>Des Fail</th>
<th>Des Pass</th>
<th>Des Merit</th>
<th>Des Distinction</th>
<th>Out Fail</th>
<th>Out Pass</th>
<th>Out Merit</th>
<th>Out Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.041538</td>
<td>0.910121</td>
<td>0.037494</td>
<td>-0.03168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.016333</td>
<td>0.051945</td>
<td>0.811304</td>
<td>0.21035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03912</td>
<td>0.910197</td>
<td>0.038594</td>
<td>-0.03166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.016369</td>
<td>0.051714</td>
<td>0.814141</td>
<td>0.211778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.016332</td>
<td>0.051949</td>
<td>0.811236</td>
<td>0.210333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.803542</td>
<td>0.091342</td>
<td>0.035088</td>
<td>0.031645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.016298</td>
<td>0.052229</td>
<td>0.808444</td>
<td>0.208252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.035121</td>
<td>0.904779</td>
<td>0.04192</td>
<td>-0.03127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.009007</td>
<td>0.035498</td>
<td>0.087635</td>
<td>0.903804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B15 Blind testing results for 50 example training set

1.6 Results for the 25 example training set

Below are the results from the 25 example training set, observations from the learning process for this set indicates that the network had difficulty learning the problem.

The learning curve was erratic, as was the 50,100 and 250 example set, the MSE T and CV values were also further apart indicating a worsening ability to generalise.

1.6.1 Confusion matrix for 25 example T set

From table B16 we can see that most of the accuracy figures are acceptable, the only notable exception is merit.

According to table 18 merit is classified as merit 88.8% of the time. The remaining time it is incorrectly classified as Fail (1.7%), Pass (6.1%) and Distinction (3.4%). The true magnitude of this was revealed in the blind testing.
### 1.6.2 Confusion matrix result for 25 example CV set

Table B17 shows the CV results for the 50 example training set. As observed in other CV sets, the CV values are lower than the T values, which is normal. However, the classification Fail shows more difference between T and CV values than any other classification. This indicates that the classification fail may have difficulty dealing with unseen examples, this was be revealed in the blind testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B17 Confusion matrix CV results for 25 example training set

### 1.6.3 Results of 25 example blind test

Table B18 shows an excerpt of blind testing results for the 25 example set, from the full blind testing set there are 4 misclassifications. Therefore the network correctly classified 96 out of 100 examples.
**1.7 Results for the 20 example training set**

Below are the results from the 20 example training set, observations from the learning process for this set indicates that the network had difficulty learning the problem.

The learning curve was erratic, as was the 25, 50, 100 and 250 example set, the MSE T and CV values were also further apart indicating a worsening ability to generalise

### 1.7.1 Confusion matrix result for 20 example T set

The confusion matrix T results, see table B19, show a surprisingly high level of accuracy given Plutoski’s assertion that 25 plus or minus 2 is the minimum number required in a training set (Plutoski et al., 1994)
1.7.2 Confusion matrix result for 20 example CV set

The confusion matrix CV results suggest a lower accuracy than table B20, which is not unexpected. Again, this suggests a poorer ability to generalise which was fully realised after the blind testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B20 Confusion Matrix CV results for the 20 example training set

1.7.3 Results of 20 example blind test

Table B21 shows an excerpt of blind testing results for the 20 example set. In the excerpt there are 2 misclassifications: example number 3 and 5.

From the full 100 blind test examples, the network misclassified 5 and correctly classified 95.

Again considering Plutoski’s evidence (Plutoski et al., 1994), this level of accuracy is surprising.
### 1.8 Results for 15 example training set

Below are the results from the 15 example training set, observations from the learning process for this set indicates that the network had severe difficulty learning the problem.

The learning curve was severely erratic, the MSE T and CV values were significantly further apart indicating a worsening ability to generalise.

#### 1.8.1 Confusion matrix result for 15 example T set

Table 26 indicates that the accuracy has significantly dropped for the 15 example training set. Table B22 indicates that for Pass and Distinction the network was unable to correctly classify any examples.
### 1.8.2 Confusion matrix result for 15 example CV set

Table B23 shows similar results to that of 24, the values contained in the table suggest that the network was unable to classify Pass or Distinction correctly.

### 1.8.3 Result of 15 example blind test

Table B24 shows an excerpt of blind testing results for the 15 example set. In the excerpt alone, table 26, there are 3 misclassifications: example numbers 2, 5 and 8.

From the full 100 blind test examples, the network misclassified 15 and correctly classified 85.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test example number</th>
<th>Des Fail</th>
<th>Des Pass</th>
<th>Des Merit</th>
<th>Des Distinction</th>
<th>Out Fail</th>
<th>Out Pass</th>
<th>Out Merit</th>
<th>Out Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.021125</td>
<td>0.956723</td>
<td>0.007533</td>
<td>0.019255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00332</td>
<td>0.972343</td>
<td>0.033403</td>
<td>0.013243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.022656</td>
<td>0.955189</td>
<td>0.003859</td>
<td>0.021109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00318</td>
<td>-0.00782</td>
<td>0.973565</td>
<td>0.01112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.016637</td>
<td>0.032677</td>
<td>0.067919</td>
<td>0.943713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.978956</td>
<td>0.039092</td>
<td>0.019732</td>
<td>0.016902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00079</td>
<td>0.013454</td>
<td>0.949689</td>
<td>-0.0089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.952717</td>
<td>0.019518</td>
<td>0.018239</td>
<td>0.013152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.017005</td>
<td>0.052647</td>
<td>0.041858</td>
<td>0.962332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B24 Blind testing excerpt for the 15 example training set

Considering the values contained in the confusion matrixes, tables B22 and B23, the network has performed rather well in testing. Further, both confusion matrixes state that the network was unable to correctly classify Pass or Distinction, yet there are several examples of the network correctly classifying these in the blind testing.

**1.10 Confusion matrix results of experimentation with reduced training sets.**

The following summary statistics are drawn from the confusion matrixes of each different sized training set.

The graphs plot accuracy, T and CV values, for each classification (Fail, Pass, Merit and Distinction) as the number of examples in the training set are reduced.
1.10.1 Accuracy of classification Fail

Figure B1 Accuracy plot of classification Fail

Figure B1 shows the accuracy plot for the classification “Fail”, as the numbers of examples of the X axis are reduced. Accuracy for the T set doesn’t drop below 90% at all, and accuracy for the CV drops below 90% on the 25 and 20 example training sets.

When using the 15 example training set, the confusion matrix results are unusual and suggest that the network has not learnt the problem well. In figure B1 both the CV and T values for the 15 example data set read as 100% accurate. This is a false impression as highlighted by the blind test score for the 15 example training set in figure 5.
1.10.2 Accuracy of classification Pass

Figure B2 Accuracy plot of classification Pass

Figure B2 shows the accuracy plot for the classification Pass. Accuracy for both the T and CV sets doesn’t drop below 90% until reaching the 15 example training set. Also for training sets of sizes 750 through to 20, the CV and T values are closer together for Pass than Fail, see figure B1. This is a desirable result as it suggests that the network is able to generalise “pass” to unseen data with a similar accuracy as achieved with the training set.

As with figure B1, the 15 example training set showed unusual results. The accuracy drops from 96% and 91% (20 example training set, T and CV values respectively) to both T and CV values being 0% when using 15 examples. However, this 0% accuracy is contradicted by the results of the blind testing which shows Pass classifications being correctly classified by the network.
1.10.3 Accuracy of classification Merit

Figure B3 Accuracy plot of classification Merit

Figure B3 shows the accuracy plot for the classification Merit. In comparison to all other classifications, merit shows the poorest performance in two ways.

Firstly the accuracy values for T drop below 90% for the 500, 100, 25 and 20 example training sets. Accuracy values for CV drop below 90% on all sets other than 750 and 15 example training sets.

In addition the gap between the T and CV values are greater, indicating the network has more difficulty generalising “merit” to unseen data.

As with classifications Fail and Pass, the 15 example training set produces unusual results with the classification Merit. As can be seen in the graph the 15 example training set produces an accuracy of 100%, however in the blind testing, figure 5, there are examples of the classification Merit being misclassified, this conflicts with the reported 100% accuracy rate in figure B3.
1.10.4 Accuracy of classification Distinction

Figure B4 Accuracy plot for classification Distinction

Figure B4 shows the accuracy plot for the classification Distinction. In comparison to all other classifications, Distinction shows the best performance in two ways.

Firstly values for both T and CV do not drop below 95% with the exception of the 15 example training set. In fact the 750, 500, 250 and 100 example training sets show 100% accuracy.

Further, the CV and T values are closer together than for any other classification. This suggests that the network is able to generalise Distinction to unseen data with a similar level of accuracy attained with the training set alone.

2.0 Full results of the complexity experiment

Contained in this section are the full results for the complexity experiments in chapter 5. The results are presented sequentially, detailing full T and CV confusion matrixes and excerpts of blind testing results.
2.1 Results of 2 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 2 class training set. The 2 class training set trained faultlessly.

2.1.1 Confusion matrix 2 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B25 T value confusion matrix result for 2 class set

As can be seen above in B25, the confusion matrix for the T set shows a perfect result.

2.1.2 Confusion matrix 2 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B26 CV value confusion matrix result for 2 class set

As can be seen above in B26, the confusion matrix for the T set shows a perfect result.

2.1.3 Result of 2 class blind testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Des PASS</th>
<th>Des FAIL</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000003</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000013</td>
<td>1.000025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000003</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000003</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000003</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000013</td>
<td>1.000025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000003</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000013</td>
<td>1.000025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000002</td>
<td>0.000014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B27 Excerpt of 2 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 2 class blind testing was 100%, i.e. none of the blind test examples were classified in error. See table B27 for an excerpt of this training data.
2.2 Results of 3 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 3 class training set. The 3 class training set trained faultlessly.

2.2.1 Confusion matrix 3 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B28 T value confusion matrix result for 3 class set

As can be seen in table B28, the T value confusion matrix shows a very positive learning result.

2.2.2 Confusion matrix 3 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B29 CV value confusion matrix result for 3 class set

As can be seen in table B29, the CV value confusion matrix shows a very positive learning result, this is similar to table B28.
2.2.3 Result of 3 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Des PASS</th>
<th>Des FAIL</th>
<th>Des MERIT</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.02457</td>
<td>0.006095</td>
<td>0.996516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012072</td>
<td>0.98792</td>
<td>0.005733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012614</td>
<td>0.988291</td>
<td>0.004742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012615</td>
<td>0.988289</td>
<td>0.004742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.95795</td>
<td>0.042475</td>
<td>-0.00154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.955966</td>
<td>0.045336</td>
<td>-0.00267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012614</td>
<td>0.988291</td>
<td>0.004743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012614</td>
<td>0.988289</td>
<td>0.004749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.95795</td>
<td>0.042476</td>
<td>-0.00154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B30 Excerpt of 3 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 3 class blind testing was 100%, i.e. none of the blind test examples were classified in error. See table B30 for an except of this testing data.

2.3 Results of 4 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 4 class training set. The 4 class training set trained well showing only minor error.

2.3.1 Confusion matrix 4 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B31 T value confusion matrix result for 4 class set
As can be seen in table B31, the T value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result. The only exception to this is the classification Pass which shows some confusion with both Fail and merit.

2.3.2 Confusion matrix 4 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B32 CV value confusion matrix result for 2 class set

As can be seen in table B32, the CV value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result. There is some error on classifications Pass and Merit.

2.3.3 Result of 4 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.92275</td>
<td>0.021293</td>
<td>0.045332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02281</td>
<td>-0.02367</td>
<td>-0.00998</td>
<td>0.987259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02281</td>
<td>-0.02367</td>
<td>-0.00998</td>
<td>0.987259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02281</td>
<td>-0.02367</td>
<td>-0.00998</td>
<td>0.987259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.93966</td>
<td>0.042007</td>
<td>0.013113</td>
<td>0.061006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.93966</td>
<td>0.042007</td>
<td>0.013113</td>
<td>0.061006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.93966</td>
<td>0.042007</td>
<td>0.013113</td>
<td>0.061006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.0238</td>
<td>-0.0238</td>
<td>-0.00977</td>
<td>0.987475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.0238</td>
<td>-0.0238</td>
<td>-0.00977</td>
<td>0.987475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.93966</td>
<td>0.042007</td>
<td>0.013113</td>
<td>0.061006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.93966</td>
<td>0.042007</td>
<td>0.013113</td>
<td>0.061006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B33 Excerpt of 4 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 4 class blind testing set was 99%, i.e. all but one of the blind tests passed successfully, table B33 contains an excerpt of this data.
2.4 Results of 5 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 5 class training set. The 5 class training set trained well showing only minor error.

2.4.1 Confusion matrix 5 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B34 T value confusion matrix result for 5 class set

As can be seen in table B34, the T value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result. There is error present in classifications: Distinction; Fail and Pass.

2.4.2 Confusion matrix 5 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B35 CV value confusion matrix result for 5 class set

As can be seen in table B35, the CV value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. The differences between values in B34 and B35 suggest a lessening ability to generalise correctly.
2.4.3 Result of 5 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Des PASS</th>
<th>Des FAIL</th>
<th>Des MERIT</th>
<th>Des DISTIN</th>
<th>Des COMM</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
<th>Out COMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.000623</td>
<td>0.001703</td>
<td>0.974973</td>
<td>-0.01404</td>
<td>0.000857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00059</td>
<td>0.001644</td>
<td>0.97494</td>
<td>-0.01398</td>
<td>0.000985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.07278</td>
<td>-0.040106</td>
<td>0.901911</td>
<td>0.894266</td>
<td>0.0385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.965957</td>
<td>0.057118</td>
<td>0.005823</td>
<td>-0.00784</td>
<td>-0.04126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.990883</td>
<td>0.033191</td>
<td>0.000837</td>
<td>0.01871</td>
<td>-0.04094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.000575</td>
<td>0.001621</td>
<td>0.974927</td>
<td>-0.01395</td>
<td>0.001033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000155</td>
<td>0.00209</td>
<td>0.975165</td>
<td>-0.01405</td>
<td>-0.00259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.004337</td>
<td>1.00221</td>
<td>-0.04137</td>
<td>-0.00699</td>
<td>0.007167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.994959</td>
<td>0.029564</td>
<td>-0.0004</td>
<td>0.024721</td>
<td>-0.04087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.054463</td>
<td>0.048293</td>
<td>0.064703</td>
<td>0.079828</td>
<td>0.938982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B36 Excerpt of 5 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 5 class blind testing set was 98%, i.e. all but two of the blind tests passed successfully, table B36 contains an excerpt of this data.

2.5 Results of the 6 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 6 class training set. The 6 class training set trained well showing only minor error.

2.5.1 Confusion matrix 6 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B37 T value confusion matrix result for 6 class set

As can be seen in table B37, the T value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. Some confusion is evident between classifications Commendation and Excellence.
2.5.2 Confusion matrix 6 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B38 CV value confusion matrix result for 6 class set

As can be seen in table B38, the CV value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. The differences between values in B37 and B38 suggest a worsening ability to generalise correctly.

2.5.3 Results of 6 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002829</td>
<td>0.995154</td>
<td>0.007147</td>
<td>-0.05052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000566</td>
<td>0.996703</td>
<td>0.006334</td>
<td>-0.05052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.028681</td>
<td>0.045872</td>
<td>0.051064</td>
<td>0.047655</td>
<td>0.493291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.008742</td>
<td>-0.03628</td>
<td>0.957192</td>
<td>0.003313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00243</td>
<td>-0.0379</td>
<td>0.972247</td>
<td>0.011313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.002924</td>
<td>-0.03777</td>
<td>0.017051</td>
<td>0.967732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002708</td>
<td>0.995207</td>
<td>0.007183</td>
<td>-0.05052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000062</td>
<td>0.996679</td>
<td>0.006513</td>
<td>-0.05055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000717</td>
<td>0.999664</td>
<td>0.006308</td>
<td>-0.05055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.001967</td>
<td>-0.03787</td>
<td>0.971711</td>
<td>0.010937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B39 Excerpt of 6 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 6 class blind testing set was 98%, i.e. all but two of the blind tests passed successfully, table B36 contains an excerpt of this data.
2.6 Results of 7 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 7 class training set. The 7 class training set trained moderately well but showed signs of problematic learning.

2.6.1 Confusion matrix 7 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B40 T value confusion matrix result for 7 class set

As can be seen in table B40, the T value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. However of particular concern are compensate and merit.

2.6.2 Confusion matrix 7 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B41 CV value confusion matrix result for 7 class set

As can be seen in table B41, the CV value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. The differences between the B40 and B41 suggest only a moderate ability to generalise.
2.6.3 Results of 7 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
<th>Out COMM</th>
<th>Out EXCEL</th>
<th>Out COMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAIL</td>
<td>-0.053876</td>
<td>0.939954</td>
<td>-0.04821</td>
<td>-0.04532</td>
<td>-0.02259</td>
<td>0.052071</td>
<td>0.045628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.899678</td>
<td>-0.03396</td>
<td>0.107112</td>
<td>-0.04069</td>
<td>-0.03726</td>
<td>-0.03212</td>
<td>0.036653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.895666</td>
<td>-0.03552</td>
<td>0.119703</td>
<td>-0.04043</td>
<td>-0.03677</td>
<td>-0.0308</td>
<td>0.028163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.896468</td>
<td>-0.03527</td>
<td>0.117573</td>
<td>-0.04048</td>
<td>-0.03686</td>
<td>-0.03103</td>
<td>0.029562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.762542</td>
<td>-0.04528</td>
<td>0.336641</td>
<td>-0.03502</td>
<td>-0.03409</td>
<td>-0.0131</td>
<td>-0.02871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIL</td>
<td>-0.053876</td>
<td>0.939954</td>
<td>-0.04621</td>
<td>-0.04532</td>
<td>-0.02259</td>
<td>0.052071</td>
<td>0.045628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTIN</td>
<td>-0.044092</td>
<td>-0.0109</td>
<td>0.106232</td>
<td>0.370242</td>
<td>0.216415</td>
<td>0.149384</td>
<td>-0.05492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.024237</td>
<td>-0.05056</td>
<td>0.819631</td>
<td>0.065025</td>
<td>-0.01385</td>
<td>0.057901</td>
<td>-0.05377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>0.316056</td>
<td>-0.02775</td>
<td>-0.02892</td>
<td>-0.05144</td>
<td>-0.0461</td>
<td>-0.01582</td>
<td>0.455271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCEL</td>
<td>-0.054103</td>
<td>-0.01524</td>
<td>-0.03706</td>
<td>0.174913</td>
<td>0.197065</td>
<td>0.40914</td>
<td>-0.05414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B42 Excerpt of 7 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 7 class blind testing set was 95%, this is considered the minimum level of accuracy that is acceptable. Table B42 contains an excerpt of this data.

2.7 Results of 8 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 8 class training set. The 8 class training set trained moderately but exhibited erratic learning curves. This suggests some significant learning difficulty.

2.7.1 Confusion matrix 8 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Resit</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B43 T value confusion matrix result for 8 class set
As can be seen in table B43, the T value confusion matrix shows a mixed learning result. Of particular concern are compensate, resit and commendation.

2.7.2 Confusion matrix 8 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Resit</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>19.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B44 CV value confusion matrix result for 2 class set

As can be seen in table B44, the CV value confusion matrix shows poor learning result. The differences between the B43 and B44 suggest a poor ability to generalise.

2.7.3 Results of 8 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
<th>Out COMM</th>
<th>Out EXCEL</th>
<th>Out COMP</th>
<th>Out RESIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAIL</td>
<td>-0.004909</td>
<td>0.998267</td>
<td>-0.009712</td>
<td>0.019293</td>
<td>0.017171</td>
<td>-0.004684</td>
<td>-0.000206</td>
<td>0.010412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>0.016821</td>
<td>-0.043314</td>
<td>0.007966</td>
<td>-0.052641</td>
<td>-0.037405</td>
<td>-0.048695</td>
<td>0.963236</td>
<td>0.040603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.980484</td>
<td>-0.027938</td>
<td>0.030482</td>
<td>0.017888</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
<td>0.014608</td>
<td>-0.010113</td>
<td>0.011675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIL</td>
<td>-0.012265</td>
<td>0.991084</td>
<td>-0.011807</td>
<td>0.007725</td>
<td>0.012713</td>
<td>-0.007825</td>
<td>-0.000899</td>
<td>0.011288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMM</td>
<td>-0.021361</td>
<td>0.068584</td>
<td>-0.039488</td>
<td>0.385957</td>
<td>0.603696</td>
<td>-0.023671</td>
<td>-0.036764</td>
<td>-0.052996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>-0.003929</td>
<td>-0.039747</td>
<td>0.999473</td>
<td>-0.001044</td>
<td>-0.029415</td>
<td>-0.007921</td>
<td>0.010459</td>
<td>-0.04189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>1.005452</td>
<td>-0.045203</td>
<td>-0.005399</td>
<td>0.001724</td>
<td>0.001836</td>
<td>0.002844</td>
<td>0.015173</td>
<td>-0.000318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIT</td>
<td>0.018257</td>
<td>0.024341</td>
<td>-0.019321</td>
<td>-0.049255</td>
<td>-0.043344</td>
<td>-0.047961</td>
<td>0.336244</td>
<td>0.775362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIT</td>
<td>-0.016895</td>
<td>0.190954</td>
<td>0.006798</td>
<td>-0.053634</td>
<td>-0.035932</td>
<td>-0.008747</td>
<td>0.011016</td>
<td>0.778829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTIN</td>
<td>-0.013222</td>
<td>-0.002516</td>
<td>0.037742</td>
<td>0.926493</td>
<td>0.038378</td>
<td>-0.050662</td>
<td>-0.021038</td>
<td>-0.017418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B45 Excerpt of 8 class blind testing result
The classification accuracy for the 8 class blind testing set was 93%, this is considered the minimum level of accuracy that is acceptable. Table B45 contains an excerpt of this data.

2.8 Results of 9 class experiment

Presented below are results from the 9 class training set. The 9 class training set trained poorly with erratic learning curves. This suggests some significant learning difficulty.

2.8.1 Confusion matrix 9 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Redo</th>
<th>Resit</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Redo</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B46 T value confusion matrix result for 9 class set

As can be seen in table B46, the T value confusion matrix shows a confused set of classifications suggesting significant difficulty in learning.
2.8.2 Confusion matrix 9 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Redo</th>
<th>Resit</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commandation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Redo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commandation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B47 CV value confusion matrix result for 9 class set

As can be seen in table B47, the CV value confusion matrix shows poor learning result. The differences between the B46 and B47 suggest a poor ability to generalise.

2.8.3 Results of 9 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
<th>Out COMM</th>
<th>Out EXCEL</th>
<th>Out COMP</th>
<th>Out RESIT</th>
<th>Out REDO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.648801</td>
<td>-0.01949</td>
<td>0.109007</td>
<td>-0.01883</td>
<td>-0.0348</td>
<td>-0.03802</td>
<td>0.295717</td>
<td>0.051408</td>
<td>-0.05067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.120409</td>
<td>0.043762</td>
<td>0.741339</td>
<td>0.065584</td>
<td>-0.00149</td>
<td>-0.04611</td>
<td>0.127839</td>
<td>-0.01662</td>
<td>-0.05123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIL</td>
<td>0.02247</td>
<td>0.049648</td>
<td>0.148884</td>
<td>0.088858</td>
<td>0.534072</td>
<td>0.347952</td>
<td>0.069326</td>
<td>-0.04647</td>
<td>0.046921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.654667</td>
<td>-0.02439</td>
<td>0.11023</td>
<td>-0.00639</td>
<td>-0.03732</td>
<td>-0.03494</td>
<td>0.230393</td>
<td>0.039467</td>
<td>-0.05016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.265728</td>
<td>0.011756</td>
<td>0.644642</td>
<td>0.027398</td>
<td>-0.0112</td>
<td>-0.03749</td>
<td>0.029425</td>
<td>-0.03423</td>
<td>-0.04504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.098134</td>
<td>0.026145</td>
<td>0.750045</td>
<td>0.144708</td>
<td>-0.01214</td>
<td>-0.04458</td>
<td>0.053666</td>
<td>-0.02087</td>
<td>-0.0501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTIN</td>
<td>-0.02235</td>
<td>-0.00209</td>
<td>0.113174</td>
<td>0.598199</td>
<td>0.198463</td>
<td>0.190006</td>
<td>0.012456</td>
<td>-0.03191</td>
<td>-0.01437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.654643</td>
<td>-0.0244</td>
<td>0.110234</td>
<td>-0.00635</td>
<td>-0.03733</td>
<td>-0.03493</td>
<td>0.230198</td>
<td>0.039447</td>
<td>-0.05018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>0.648814</td>
<td>-0.01949</td>
<td>0.109012</td>
<td>-0.01883</td>
<td>-0.0348</td>
<td>-0.03602</td>
<td>0.236705</td>
<td>0.0514</td>
<td>-0.05067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDO</td>
<td>-0.010842</td>
<td>0.327747</td>
<td>0.008183</td>
<td>-0.0411</td>
<td>0.003108</td>
<td>0.023827</td>
<td>-0.005386</td>
<td>-0.00179</td>
<td>0.066151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B48 Excerpt of 9 class blind testing result

The classification accuracy for the 9 class blind testing set was 82%, this is well below the minimum level of accuracy that is acceptable. Table B48 contains an excerpt of this data.

2.9 Results of 10 class experiment
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Presented below are results from the 10 class training set. The 10 class training set exhibited severely erratic learning curves. This suggests some significant learning difficulty and some unusual confusion matrix results.

### 2.9.1 Confusion matrix 10 class T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Repeat year</th>
<th>Redo</th>
<th>Resit</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeat year</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redo</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table B49 T value confusion matrix result for 10 class set**

As can be seen in table B49, the T value confusion matrix shows a reasonably positive learning result. However when compared with B50, the CV confusion matrix, more is revealed.

### 2.9.2 Confusion matrix 10 class CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Repeat year</th>
<th>Redo</th>
<th>Resit</th>
<th>Compensate</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Commendation</th>
<th>Excellence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeat year</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redo</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commendation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table B50 CV value confusion matrix result for 2 class set**
Table B50 shows the CV confusion matrix for the 10 class problem, this shows a poor ability to generalise. Tables B49 and B50 show very different results, B49 is moderately positive whereas B50 is very poor. The true accuracy of the network was determined with the blind test.

2.9.3 Result of 10 class blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired</th>
<th>Out PASS</th>
<th>Out FAIL</th>
<th>Out MERIT</th>
<th>Out DISTIN</th>
<th>Out COMM</th>
<th>Out EXCEL</th>
<th>Out COMP</th>
<th>Out RESIT</th>
<th>Out REDO</th>
<th>Out REPEAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.015679</td>
<td>0.02184</td>
<td>0.858732</td>
<td>0.135101</td>
<td>0.009958</td>
<td>0.002437</td>
<td>0.02468</td>
<td>-0.00347</td>
<td>0.011871</td>
<td>-0.02728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.913517</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>0.034158</td>
<td>-0.01967</td>
<td>-0.03498</td>
<td>-0.0036</td>
<td>0.03839</td>
<td>-0.01014</td>
<td>-0.00525</td>
<td>-0.04544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>0.895654</td>
<td>-0.00903</td>
<td>0.014959</td>
<td>-0.02248</td>
<td>-0.03726</td>
<td>-0.00864</td>
<td>0.036905</td>
<td>-0.00538</td>
<td>-0.0061</td>
<td>-0.0449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIT</td>
<td>-0.03351</td>
<td>-0.37729</td>
<td>-0.04796</td>
<td>-0.02387</td>
<td>-0.01731</td>
<td>-0.00918</td>
<td>-0.01383</td>
<td>0.018146</td>
<td>0.082691</td>
<td>0.158243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.015679</td>
<td>0.02184</td>
<td>0.858733</td>
<td>0.135102</td>
<td>0.009958</td>
<td>0.002437</td>
<td>0.02469</td>
<td>-0.00347</td>
<td>0.011872</td>
<td>-0.02728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIL</td>
<td>-0.02911</td>
<td>0.438832</td>
<td>-0.04596</td>
<td>-0.02535</td>
<td>-0.02177</td>
<td>-0.01039</td>
<td>-0.02691</td>
<td>-0.01224</td>
<td>0.162658</td>
<td>0.240041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMM</td>
<td>-0.04588</td>
<td>0.006944</td>
<td>0.00913</td>
<td>0.196342</td>
<td>0.593068</td>
<td>0.191882</td>
<td>0.005544</td>
<td>0.008511</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>-0.01033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIT</td>
<td>0.01539</td>
<td>0.021672</td>
<td>0.857201</td>
<td>0.134616</td>
<td>0.010137</td>
<td>0.002432</td>
<td>0.002214</td>
<td>0.003711</td>
<td>0.011561</td>
<td>-0.02727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTIN</td>
<td>-0.04588</td>
<td>0.006948</td>
<td>0.009145</td>
<td>0.196353</td>
<td>0.593051</td>
<td>0.191878</td>
<td>0.005539</td>
<td>0.00851</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>-0.01033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDO</td>
<td>0.015679</td>
<td>0.02184</td>
<td>0.858732</td>
<td>0.135102</td>
<td>0.009958</td>
<td>0.002437</td>
<td>0.02469</td>
<td>-0.00347</td>
<td>0.011871</td>
<td>-0.02728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B51 Excerpt of the 10 class blind testing set

The classification accuracy for the 10 class blind testing set was 75%, this is well below the minimum level of accuracy that is acceptable. Table B51 contains an excerpt of this data.

3.0 Full results of the Noise experiment

Contained in this section are the full results for the noise experiments in chapter 5.

The results are presented sequentially, detailing full T and CV confusion matrixes and excerpts of blind testing results.
3.1 Results of 0% noise experiment

Below the results of the 0% noise training set is presented. The 0% noise set trained very well and showed no difficulty in learning.

3.1.1 Confusion matrix 0% noise T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B52 T value confusion matrix result for 0% noise

As can be seen in table B52, the T value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result.

3.1.2 Confusion matrix 0% noise CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B53 CV value confusion matrix result for 0% noise

As can be seen in table B53, the CV value confusion matrix shows a very positive learning result, this is similar to table B52.
3.1.3 Result of 0% noise blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001681</td>
<td>-0.00431</td>
<td>-0.01986</td>
<td>0.985762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00554</td>
<td>-0.00354</td>
<td>-0.02095</td>
<td>0.987102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.004072</td>
<td>0.985323</td>
<td>0.026075</td>
<td>-0.04755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01573</td>
<td>0.002796</td>
<td>-0.00438</td>
<td>0.955757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.008226</td>
<td>0.991209</td>
<td>0.019671</td>
<td>-0.04826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002824</td>
<td>0.964382</td>
<td>0.039099</td>
<td>-0.04652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005533</td>
<td>-0.00358</td>
<td>-0.02097</td>
<td>0.98712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01038</td>
<td>0.972605</td>
<td>0.020595</td>
<td>-0.04854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B54 Excerpt of the 0% blind testing set

The classification accuracy for the 0% noise blind testing set was 97%, this is well within the acceptable error margin. See table B54 for an except of this testing data.

3.2 Results of 5% noise experiment

Below the results of the 5% noise training set is presented. The 5% noise set trained very well and showed no difficulty in learning. In fact the results show an increase in classification accuracy with 5% noise.

3.2.1 Confusion matrix 5% noise T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B55 T value confusion matrix result for 5% noise

As can be seen in table B55, the T value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result.
3.2.2 Confusion matrix 5% noise CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B56 CV value confusion matrix results for 5% noise

As can be seen in table B56, the CV value confusion matrix shows a very positive learning result, this is similar to table B55.

3.2.3 Result of 5% noise blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.012615</td>
<td>-0.00884</td>
<td>0.024408</td>
<td>0.959908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.012615</td>
<td>-0.00884</td>
<td>0.024408</td>
<td>0.959908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.013642</td>
<td>0.960711</td>
<td>0.030729</td>
<td>0.959908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.04998</td>
<td>0.073795</td>
<td>0.912014</td>
<td>0.02006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.963716</td>
<td>0.042243</td>
<td>-0.00866</td>
<td>0.007934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012562</td>
<td>-0.00883</td>
<td>0.02446</td>
<td>0.95988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.013906</td>
<td>0.961221</td>
<td>0.030013</td>
<td>0.003248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.013774</td>
<td>0.960969</td>
<td>0.030368</td>
<td>0.003139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.012615</td>
<td>-0.00884</td>
<td>0.024408</td>
<td>0.959908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B57 Excerpt of the 5% blind testing set

The classification accuracy for the 5% noise blind testing set was 98%, this is well within the acceptable error margin. See table B57 for an excerpt of this testing data.

When compared with 0% noise, table 54, the 5% noise shows an increase in accuracy. Although counterintuitive, this result is not unexpected, noise has been shown to be beneficial to learning in neural networks Sietsma and Dow (1991)

3.3 Result of the 10% noise experiment

Below the results of the 10% noise training set is presented. The 10% noise set trained very well and showed no difficulty in learning.
3.3.1 Confusion matrix 10% noise T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B58 T value confusion matrix result for 10% noise

As can be seen in table B58, the T value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result.

3.3.2 Confusion matrix 10% noise CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B59 CV value confusion matrix result for 10% noise

As can be seen in table B59, the CV value confusion matrix shows a very positive learning result, this is similar to table B58.

3.3.3 Result of 10% noise blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.013023</td>
<td>0.001135</td>
<td>0.119032</td>
<td>0.850674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.013023</td>
<td>0.001135</td>
<td>0.119032</td>
<td>0.850674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02108</td>
<td>0.879168</td>
<td>0.102193</td>
<td>-0.02852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00064</td>
<td>0.837609</td>
<td>0.162668</td>
<td>-0.02555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.906964</td>
<td>0.088113</td>
<td>0.010795</td>
<td>-0.00062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.012997</td>
<td>0.001137</td>
<td>0.119151</td>
<td>0.850608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.021105</td>
<td>0.879175</td>
<td>0.102174</td>
<td>-0.02852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02047</td>
<td>0.879017</td>
<td>0.102805</td>
<td>-0.02855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.013023</td>
<td>0.001135</td>
<td>0.119032</td>
<td>0.850674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>0.879175</td>
<td>0.102174</td>
<td>-0.02852</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B60 Excerpt of the 10% blind testing set
The classification accuracy for the 10% noise blind testing set was 97%, this is well within the acceptable error margin, table B60 contains an except of this testing data.

### 3.4 Result of the 15% noise experiment

Below the results of the 15% noise training set is presented. The 15% noise set trained very well and showed no difficulty in learning.

#### 3.4.1 Confusion matrix 15% noise T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B61 T value confusion matrix result for 15% noise

As can be seen in table B61, the T value confusion matrix shows a positive learning result.

#### 3.4.2 Confusion matrix 15% noise CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B62 CV value confusion matrix result for 15% noise

As can be seen in table B62, the CV value confusion matrix shows a very positive learning result, this is similar to table B61.
3.4.3 Result of 15% noise blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00066</td>
<td>0.012581</td>
<td>0.166752</td>
<td>0.814255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00066</td>
<td>0.012581</td>
<td>0.166752</td>
<td>0.814255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.163188</td>
<td>0.799162</td>
<td>0.12963</td>
<td>0.072857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.049328</td>
<td>0.555127</td>
<td>0.251362</td>
<td>0.027006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.857825</td>
<td>0.099532</td>
<td>-0.00479</td>
<td>-0.00268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000354</td>
<td>0.012069</td>
<td>0.168365</td>
<td>0.813727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.164504</td>
<td>0.800634</td>
<td>0.128888</td>
<td>0.073265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00066</td>
<td>0.012581</td>
<td>0.166752</td>
<td>0.814255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.164503</td>
<td>0.800632</td>
<td>0.128881</td>
<td>0.073265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B63 Excerpt of the 15% blind testing set

The classification accuracy for the 15% noise blind testing set was 97%, this is well within the acceptable error margin, table B63 contains an excerpt of this testing data.

3.5 Result of the 20% noise experiment

Below the results of the 20% noise training set is presented. The 20% noise showed some difficulty in learning through erratic learning curves.

3.5.1 Confusion matrix 20% noise T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B64 T value confusion matrix result for 20% noise

As can be seen in table B64, the T value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. There is some confusion present, especially between Merit, Distinction and Pass.
3.5.2 Confusion matrix 20% noise CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B65 CV value confusion matrix result for 20% noise

As can be seen in table B65, the CV value confusion matrix shows a moderately negative learning result. As with table B64, confusion exists with Merit and Pass. This suggests difficulty in generalising to unseen examples.

3.5.3 Result of 20% noise blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0092</td>
<td>0.015097</td>
<td>0.2885</td>
<td>0.696348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0092</td>
<td>0.015097</td>
<td>0.2885</td>
<td>0.696348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.053051</td>
<td>0.832258</td>
<td>0.143902</td>
<td>-0.03054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.05004</td>
<td>0.835867</td>
<td>0.14636</td>
<td>-0.0303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.815679</td>
<td>0.171072</td>
<td>-0.00459</td>
<td>-0.00341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0092</td>
<td>0.015097</td>
<td>0.288509</td>
<td>0.696329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.05404</td>
<td>0.831034</td>
<td>0.14309</td>
<td>-0.03061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.053575</td>
<td>0.831613</td>
<td>0.143479</td>
<td>-0.03058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.053587</td>
<td>0.831599</td>
<td>0.14347</td>
<td>-0.03058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B66 Excerpt of the 20% blind testing set

The classification accuracy for the 20% noise blind testing set was 91%, this is well below the minimum level of acceptable accuracy, table B66 contains an excerpt of this testing data.

3.6 Result of the 25% noise experiment

Below the results of the 25% noise training set is presented. The 25% noise showed severe difficulty in learning, displaying erratic learning curves.
3.6.1 Confusion matrix 25% noise T set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B67 T value confusion matrix result for 25% noise

As can be seen in table B67, the T value confusion matrix shows a moderately positive learning result. There is some confusion present, especially between Merit, Distinction and Pass.

3.6.2 Confusion matrix 25% noise CV set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Merit</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B68 CV value confusion matrix result for 25% noise

As can be seen in table B68, the CV value confusion matrix shows a negative learning result. As with table B67, confusion exists with Pass, Merit and Distinction. This suggests severe difficulty in generalising to unseen examples.

3.6.3 Result of 25% noise blind testing set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.00978</td>
<td>-0.04964</td>
<td>0.13962</td>
<td>0.670239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.00978</td>
<td>-0.04964</td>
<td>0.13962</td>
<td>0.67024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.072988</td>
<td>0.952179</td>
<td>0.11343</td>
<td>-0.0498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.033682</td>
<td>0.904764</td>
<td>0.155374</td>
<td>-0.0502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.726213</td>
<td>0.478474</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>-0.05515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.00927</td>
<td>-0.04966</td>
<td>0.141004</td>
<td>0.667935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.408279</td>
<td>0.753249</td>
<td>-0.01288</td>
<td>-0.05156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.033598</td>
<td>0.90342</td>
<td>0.153946</td>
<td>-0.05027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00959</td>
<td>-0.04965</td>
<td>0.140146</td>
<td>0.669393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.033598</td>
<td>0.903418</td>
<td>0.153945</td>
<td>-0.05027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B69 Excerpt of the 25% blind testing set
The classification accuracy for the 25% noise blind testing set was 89%, this is well below the minimum level of acceptable accuracy, table B66 contains an except of this testing data.
Appendix C

Instructions

Dear participant,

Thank you for agreeing to co-operate in this spreadsheet development experiment. Your input is greatly appreciated and will contribute to research by the Cardiff school of management.

Instructions for the experiment

1. Complete questionnaire 1
2. Next turn over the page to find task 1
3. Read the instructions at the top of each sheet and complete the task as best you can
4. Turn over the page to the next task and complete, repeat until you have finished all tasks.
5. Once you have finished all the tasks, complete questionnaire 2
6. The experiment has finished, thank you for your co-operation.
Questionnaire 1

Please tick as appropriate

**Question 1.1**

Which category of age do you fall in?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>18 - 25</th>
<th>25 - 30</th>
<th>30 - 35</th>
<th>35 - 40</th>
<th>41 or above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 1.2**

Please indicate your Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 1.3**

How would you rate yourself as a spreadsheet user?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No experience</th>
<th>Novice</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Experienced</th>
<th>Very experienced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 1.4**

How many years have you been using spreadsheets?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Never used them before</th>
<th>Under 1 year</th>
<th>1-5 years</th>
<th>5 to 9 years</th>
<th>10 years or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Question 1.5**

What training have you had in spreadsheets?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>None</th>
<th>Self Taught</th>
<th>Undergraduate education</th>
<th>Post graduate education</th>
<th>In house training from employers</th>
<th>Private training company</th>
<th>Other (please specify)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Give examples of percentage marks for coursework and exam and then give resulting grade for the criteria below.

Give 2 examples of grade (pass and fail) where a Pass is achieved if the exam mark is equal to or greater than 40.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>&gt;=40</td>
<td>Grade is pass if exam &gt; 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 1**
Give examples of percentage marks for coursework and exam and then give resulting grade (pass or fail) for the criteria below provide 2 examples of each grade, Pass is achieved if the average of coursework and exam are greater than or equal to 40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Coursework</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td>Grade is pass if average of marks are a pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>&gt;=40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Luey</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tia</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2
Give examples of percentage marks for coursework and exam and then give resulting grade for the criteria below
Give 2 examples of each grade (pass and fail) where a pass grade is achieved if both coursework and exam are greater than or equal to 40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Coursework</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grade is pass if both marks are pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass &gt;=40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fall &lt; 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Luey</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tia</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 3**
Give examples of percentage marks for coursework and exam and then give resulting grade for the criteria below
Give 2 examples of each grade (pass, merit, distinction, fail) refer to the criteria for grade boundaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Coursework</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>&gt;=40 Grade is pass if average marks are pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>&gt;55 Average mark must be Merit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Luey</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>&gt;70 Average mark must be Distinction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tia</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Tanja</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>French</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 4
Give examples of percentage marks for coursework and exam and then give resulting grade for the criteria below
Give 2 examples of each grade (pass, merit, distinction, fail) refer to the criteria for grade boundaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass &gt;=40 Grade is pass if both marks are pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Merit &gt;55 Both marks must be Merit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Luey</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction &gt;70 Both marks must be Distinction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tia</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail &lt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tanja</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>French</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 5**

Once task 5 is completed please fill out questionnaire 2 overleaf.
Questionnaire 2

Please fill in this questionnaire by ticking only one appropriate box.

**Question 2.1**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 1?

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 1?

|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| No | Probably not | Don’t know | Probably | Yes |

c) How difficult was task 1?

|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Very easy | Easy | Average | Hard | Very Hard |

**Question 2.2**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 2?

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 2?

|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| No | Probably not | Don’t know | Probably | Yes |

c) How difficult was task 2?

|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Very easy | Easy | Average | Hard | Very Hard |

**Question 2.3**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 3?

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) Did you successfully complete task 3?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 3?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 2.4**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 4?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 4?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 4?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 2.5**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 5?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 5?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 5?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

End of test
Appendix D

Questionnaire 1

Please tick as appropriate

Question 1.1

Which category of age do you fall in?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>18 - 25</th>
<th>25 - 30</th>
<th>30 - 35</th>
<th>35 - 40</th>
<th>41 or above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Question 1.2

Please indicate your Gender

Male
Female

Question 1.3

How would you rate yourself as a spreadsheet user?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No experience</th>
<th>Novice</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Experienced</th>
<th>Very experienced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 1.4

How many years have you been using spreadsheets?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Never used them before</th>
<th>Under 1 year</th>
<th>1-5 years</th>
<th>5 to 9 years</th>
<th>10 years or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Question 1.5**

What training have you had in spreadsheets?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>None</th>
<th>Self Taught</th>
<th>Undergraduate education</th>
<th>Post graduate education</th>
<th>In house training from employers</th>
<th>Private training company</th>
<th>Other (please specify)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Create a formula that will output either pass or fail in the ‘Grade’ column for the spreadsheet below.
Grade is calculated as Pass if the exam mark is greater than or equal to 40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brian</td>
<td>Mechanics</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>&gt;=40</td>
<td>Grade is pass if exam &gt;=40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 1
Create a formula that will output either: Pass or Fail
Grade is calculated as an average of exam and coursework, Pass is achieved if the average mark is a pass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Coursework</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grade is pass if average marks are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carol</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>&gt;=40</td>
<td></td>
<td>pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2
Create a formula that will output either: Pass or Fail
In this example, to achieve a pass both marks must be >40

<p>| | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Coursework</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grade is pass if both marks are pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass &gt;= 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail &lt; 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 3
Create a formula that will output Fail, Pass, Merit or Distinction in the grade column for the spreadsheet below. You have to write a formula that will produce a grade based on an average of coursework and exam according to the criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Coursework</td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>HRM</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>Average mark must be Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>Marine biology</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>Average mark must be Merit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Sport science</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>Average mark must be Distinction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>&lt;40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 4
Create a formula that will output Fail, Pass, Merit or Distinction in the grade column for the spreadsheet below.
You have to write a formula that will produce a grade based on an average of coursework and exam according to the criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Coursework</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dave</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pass &gt;=40 Grade is pass if both marks are pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>Merit &gt;55 Both marks must be Merit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nigel</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction &gt;70 Both marks must be Distinction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ann</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fail &lt;40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Customer relations</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Alex</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Task 5**

Once task 5 is completed please complete questionnaire 2 overleaf.

315
Questionnaire 2

Please fill in this questionnaire by ticking only one appropriate box.

Question 2.1

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 1?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 1?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 1?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Question 2.2

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 2?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 2?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 2?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Question 2.3

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 3?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
b) Did you successfully complete task 3?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 3?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 2.4**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 4?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 4?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 4?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question 2.5**

a) Did you understand the instructions for task 5?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

b) Did you successfully complete task 5?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Probably</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

c) How difficult was task 5?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Very Hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
End of test